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Extradition Granted New Bell Shops Open This Morning

Pioneer Grange Observes Jubilee

Past Masters of Pioneer Grange who were present Tuesday night for the diamond jubilee of the
Grange. Seated are, James I.. Dornan, Burleigh Esancy and Mrs. Nellie Brooks. Standing are, Allen IL
Young, George H. Davis, Lawrence Morton, Howard Brooks, and George IV. Layr. Mr. Esancy is the oldest
master of the group, having served in 1910 and 1911.

Mrs. .Jennie Payson, 77, for 62
years a member of Pioneer Grange,
and eight of the 30 living past
masters of that Grange were
honored Tuesday evening at the
Diamond Jubilee observance held
in that Grange by the members.
Mrs. Payson was presented a cor
sage, in behalf of the Grange, by
Mrs. Bernice Young, the master.
Certificates were given the follow
ing Past Masters present by Mrs.
Lottie York of Winthrop, Lecturer
of the Maine State Grange: Bur
leigh Esancy, James Dornan, Allen
Young, George Davis, Lawrence
Morton, Mr. and Mrs. Howard
Brooks, and George Layr. The
eight had responded earlier in the
program to a roll call.
Speaking briefly, Mrs. York
pointed out the changes in proced
ure, and said, “It is today as in the

earlier days, worthy of our support,
Congratulations to you who have
done your bit to preserve this
Grange and make it one of the live
Granges in the state. All over the
country is felt an added interest
in the Grange, and it is anticipated
that a very sharp increase in mem
bership will be noted at the end of
this year.”
A simple, yet impressive cere
mony was performed as a memorial
to 35 charter members, carried out
by Mrs. Addie Tenney, Pioneer
chaplain, who placed a single white
flower on the altar, as the name
of each was read by James Dornan,
and a poem read by Miss Agnes
Esancy, in conclusion.
Highlights of Pioneer Grange
history was carried out as a tab
leau. Mrs. Young, the master, the
reader of the events, the dates of

PRICES ARE LOW AT

BOBILL’S
Store Hours—Open from 8.00 A. M. to 9.00 P. M.
Including Sundays.

Smoked Shoulders, cello, 4-6 lbs. lb. .49
Fancy Native Fowl.. .. .. .. .. .. ... lb. .55

Pork Roast, cut from small loins lb. .51
Pork Chops .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . ... lb. .55

Frankfurters, Armour’s ... ... lb. .49
Bologna

.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . ..

lb. .45

Pressed Ham .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . ... lb. .59
Bacon, Sliced, Armour’s ... ... lb. .47
Bacon, broken sliced .. .. .. .. . . lb. .24
Pig Liver .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . ... lb. .39

Cloverbloom Butter .. .. .. .. .. ... lb. .73

Oleo ........ .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .

2 lbs. .59

Pure Lard.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 1 lb. pkg. .23

No. 21/2 Baked Beans.. .. .. .. 2 cans .39

which were shown on a scroll,
manipulated by the Misses Gerald(Continued on Page Four)

The annual banquet of the Rock
land Fire Department is scheduled
for Friday night at 6.30 at the fire
station. Fire Chief Van E. Russell
and his men have invited between
200 and 250 friends of the de
partment locally and chiefs of
several other departments.
Visiting department heads are
expected from Camden. Thomaston,
Friendship, Brunswick, Bath and
other communities along the coast.
Lou Cook heads the corps of
chefs who will prepare the supper
of Fred Black's baked beans and
sene it.
Speaker of the evening will be
Brigadier Spaulding Bisbee of Port
land, head of the Civilian Defense
establishment m Maine.
The fire trucks will be run out
of the fire station and long tables
set up on the Main station floor
for the occasion as in past years.
Waiters will be members of the
call section of the department and
. . a ubeautiful. corsage of- .....
. store owners as the persons who volunteer their serv
Manager, Mrs. Kuth Hoch, center, received
Lillies -from the
rew pp,j shops opened at 9 o'clock this morning. Th? latest in women's and children’s shops is one of a ices each year.
nation-wide chain and is said to be one of the largest operated by the firm. Left to right in the group are,
Mrs. Jennie Guptill, Stanley Feldberg of Boston, one of the owners; Mrs. Hoch, Ben Cohen, company official
from Lewiston; .Mrs. Amelia Coombs and Mrs. Gladys .Merchant. Each of the clerks in the store received
corsaSes bv Silsby's Flower Shop as a gift of the firm. A sizeable crowd waited for the doors of Rockland’s
newe« s,orf ,0 opFn at 9 °'c,orkHawes Of Union and Went

Two From Knox

It May Be Brewster

IT’S A FITTING APPOINTMENT

Senate Democrats may open the
ranks of the Foreign Relations
committee to a sharp critic oi
J President Truman's Asiatic pro
gram rather than risk a blow at
I the battered bipartisan foreign
j policy.
The critic is Senator Brewster
Republican, who maintains a per
sonal friendship with the President
despite his opposition to many ol
of the latter's domestic and in
ternational policies.
Senator McFarland of Arizona
the Democratic leader, told rei porters the Democratic Steering
’ committee will meet later in the
week to decide what to do about
filling the foreign Relations va
cancy left by the death of Sena
tor Vandenberg.
Brewster has a record of sup
porting such Administration pro
posals as . the European economic
aid and ioreign arms programs.
He supported ihe troops-to-Europe resolution but backed the
amendment calling for Congress
ional action on future troop as
signments, which the Administra
tion fought.
However, the Maine Senator
Darold Hocking of St. George,
has been a strong advocate of us
who succeeds his late father as
ing Chinese Nationalist troops in
County Commissioner.
the Korean war and thus is lined
up with Gen. Douglas MacArthur
on this issue.

Succeed His Father As County
Commissioner

I
!
I
1

Connecticut and Pennsylvania
have the same State flower: ,
mountain laurel.
Fur social items in The CourierGazette. Phone 1044. City

tf

,

ANNOUNCEMENT

EDWARD K. MORSE. M. D.

PUBLIC SUPPER

GENERAL SURGERY

SATURDAY, APRIL 28

G. A. R. HALL
5.00 to 7.00

... lb. .79
.. .. ........... 29
3 cans .27
3 rolls .27
.. .. ........... 33
. doz. .45
2 lbs. .27
.. pk. .41
2 for .35
Bananas .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 2 lbs. .29
Carrots.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 2 bunches .19

Bobill Coffee.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
Tea Bags, 48 count.. .. .. .. .. ..
Sardines .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
Toilet Paper .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
No. 21/* Peaches, sliced ....
Large California Oranges .
New Texas Onions .. .. .. .. .. ..
Potatoes.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
Large Cukes .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .

A. & P. President Discusses
the Concern’s Relations
With Its Employes

SIXTH SEASONAL OPENING

23A SUMMER STREET, ROCKLAND
CONSULTATION OFFICE, 39 HIGH ST., CAMDEN

RE OPENING MAY 1

OFFICE HOURS—2.00 TO 4.00 P. M. EXCEPT WEDNESDAY

AND BY APPOINTMENT
50-52

EDGAR A. AMES FARM

ANDREW REKILA

V. S. ROUTE 1, WARREN, MAINE
One Mile from Thomaston-Warren Bridge

SHOE REPAIRING
11 PARK ST.,

ROCKLAND, ME.
49*51

For velvety rich, full flavored Ice (’ream,

/C£

made here on the farm by Louise, in person.

\CWW\

Serving daily, inc. Sunday, 10 A. M.-10

P. M.

WE WILL SERVE CONES. DISHES, PACKAGES,
also BANANA SPLITS, SUNDAES AND SAUCES

Dine with
New Pleasure
BAY VIEW HOTEL
FOR

Salvation Army Hall
49*50

SUPPER - MEETING

8.30
P M

PAPER AND

MASONIC HALL. UNION. ME.
THURSDAY EVE, APRIL 26—(TONIGHT)

DuBARRY IS BACK!
As of May First J. Lionel DuBarry, Gifted Artist of the
Piano and Solo Vox will provide

LUNCHEON AND DINNER MUSIC

One year ago: The Havener
Bottling Works was about to build
a new plant on Maverick street—
The Passmore Lumber Company's
Office in Camden was burglarized—
Janet Stone was winner of the
girls' division of the Spear speak
ing contest at the High SchoolDeaths: Rockland. Alfred E. John
son of Ingraham Hill, 75; Thomas,
ton, Mrs. Wilson G. Poster, 57;
Friendship, John D. Mitchell, 83

SATURDAY, APRIL 28
9.00 A. M.

GAME ASSOCIATION
6.30
P M

The old roof of Crockett block
is still in its time-honored position,
but its nose is out of joint, for a new
roof is being built inside the block
to cover the second story. In due
time, it will be a case of on with
the new, off with the old. Ervin
Curtis is maneuvering the Job.

Rummage Sale

KNOX COUNTY FISH AND

AT THE

Elroy H. Gross, election super
intendent, for the Knox-Lincoln
Soil Conservation District an
nounces that the following have
been elected as supervisors:
Roy Brown, Nobleboro, Schuyler
Hawes, Union; James Wentworth,
Hope.
These men have been elected
by the farmers for a period of
three years and will assist the
governing body in making the
policies and directing the District
during that time. The board is
made up of five supervisors of
which Ray Thurston of Union and
Donald Johnston of Jefferson are

THE BLACK CAT

It is a company’s obligation to
help its employes become more
valuable each year, declares John
A. Hartford, chairman of the Great
Atlantic & Pacific Tea Company.
"A man must know that his job
is safe and that good work will be
rewarded with the promotion and
pay’ it deserves," says Mr. Hart
ford. "A man must be asssured
that he will not be penalized for
his mistakes, if he will only learn
from them in the end."
With such comments as these,
the 78-ycar-oId head of the world's
largest food chain sums up a life
A F McAlary attended the fu
time of employe-relations experi
ence appearing in the May issue neral of David Moulton in Port
land Tuesday.
of Coronet magazine
Mr. Hartford is termed an “ assi
Most of the horses running at
duous student of all the varied Singapore race tracks were purfactors that make for harmony be- 1 chased in England and Australia

SATURDAY, APRIL 28 AT 3.00 P M.

SPEAKER

SCRAP DRIVE

MOVIES, BOAT AND MOTOR PRIZE

FRIDAY and SATURDAY
APRIL 27 and 28

ELECTION OF OFFICERS

It is with genuine pride that Mr. Zafiriou presents this

Conducted by the SL George

fine attraction.

Grammar and High Schools

PIPE

STEAK—LOBSTER—SHORE DINNERS—LUNCHEONS
The Bay View Presents Quality Food for Your Eating Pleasure

PLENTY OF FREE PARKING

NIGHTLY BAY VrEW ATTRACTION

BOBILL’S MARKET

THE ARROW HEAD BOYS

TELEPHONE 1218

“If He’ll Only Learn”

worth Of Hope Chosen
As Supervisors

the membership of Winslow-Holbrook-Merritt Past, American Le
gion. Burial will be in Achorn
Cemetery.
Bradley is a son of Mrs Stanley
Smith of 17 Main street, Thomas
ton, and is a graduate of Rockland
High School in the class of 1947.
He enlisted shortly after gradua
tion and was with the first troops
members.
to go into acion in Korea at the
Mr. Brown and Mr. Hawes were
oubreak of hostilities last Summer. re-elected, having served on the
board since the inception of the
tween employer and employe.” He District. Mr. Wentworth is a new
does not pursue his studies in an member and is favorably located
ivory tower, however, but is con to give broader representation to
stantly dropping into A & P stores the group.
to look around or chat with the
clerks He is described as a simple
man who. "like the A & P itself,"
By the Roving Reporter
does not put on airs, rarely takes a
vacation and puts in a full day,
I haven’t seen anyone selling
flve days a week, in an unobtrusive
Mayflowers on the streets as yet,
office the door to which is never but there was a fellow with goodclosed.
sized bunches of sweet peas jester,
The article concludes: “To all day afternoon at only a quarter a
appearances, the two aims of Mr. bunch.
Hartford’s existence . . . have been
Too bad there's not a market for
the contentment of employes and pussy willows.
the lowering of food prices. How
well he has succeeded in achieving
The lawns are looking their best
the latter may be judged from the at the present moment. And the
fact that, of all chain stores, tfie head of the house who pushes the
A & P operates on the slimmest lawn mower, doubtless wishes they
margin of profit.”
never needed a fresh shave.

P. M.

PAPER DRIVE

WE HAVE IT.
BLACK OR GALVANIZED.
’/8” to 6”

You Can Have Your Orders Delivered For 25c, within City Limit?

Corner Broadway and Pleasant Street

The body of Private First Class
Kenneth Bradley, Rockland's first
Korean War casualty to be re
turned home, will arrive on the
10.15 a. m. train Saturday, under
military escort. A military funeral
will be held Sunday afternoon at
3 o’clock frem the First Baptist
Church. Rev. J. Charles MacDon
ald will officiate.
The honor guard, bearers and
firing squad will be drawn from

Will Open Offices As Of April 23 at

No. 2 Peas, while they last . .. .. ........... 10

No. 2’/2 Fancy Tomatoes .. .. .. ........... 29

TO HAVE MILITARY FUNERAL

Maine's Senior Senator Is
Being Considered For
The Body Of Rockland’s First Korean War
Foreign Relations
Darold Hocking Named By Gov. Payne To
Committee
Casualty To Arrive Here Saturday

At the State House this morning
was posted the appointment of
Darold Hocking of St. George to
fill out the unexpired term of his
father, the late Alfred C. Hocking,
as County Commissioner.
The new commissioner is a gTaduat«
George High School and
received his degree at Colby Collegt in 1942. He served with distlnction in the U. S. Navy, and re
cently became associated with his
father in the Hocking Granite In
dustries. operating the big granite
plant at Clark Island.
The appoinment is a very fine
act upon the part of Gov. Frederick
G Payne, and will be duly appre
ciated by young Mr. Hocking’s wide
circle of friends.
Mr. Hocking now makes his home
in Thcmaston where his family
consists of his wife and daughter.

Firemen To Feast
Friday Night’s Banquet At
Central Station May Have
Attendance Of 250

And Kantak Must Go Back
To New Hampshire State
Prison
The petition for a writ of habeas
corpus directed to the Marne Su
preme Judicial Court by Frederick
Gerrish. also known as Theodore
Kantak, was denied Wednesday by
Justice William L. Nulty of Port
land.
Ker.tak is being held in $5,000
bail in Knox County Jail as a fu
gitive from Justice from the New
Hampshire State Prison at Con
cord. Governors of both States
have issued extradition papers per.
mitting his return to New Hamp
shire.
In court this week, he revealed
that he had entered an application
for the habeus corpus writ. As a
result of the information, Judge
Dwinal of Municipal Court or
dered his case continued and turned
over to Superior Court for action
Now that his application has
been denied, it is presumed that
the extradition warrants will be
served on him and his journey to
Concord, where he has a seven to
nine year
en en.e acing
im
will be started.
Kantak was arrested upon his
release recently from Maine State
Prison recently by Sheriff Pease on '
rquest of New Hampshire authorlties.

Thursday
Issue

In Novelty Song and Dance Routine. Nightly until Midnight.
47*50

STARTS 2M P. M.

SUNDAY, APRIL 29
Have bundles tied snd on side

BICKNELL MFG. CO.
49-52

walk.

Phone

lots.
Auspices
and 40 £ 9.

8230 for special
Sea

Explorers

49-51

Tuesday-niursday-Safuraay
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UNPLAYABLE GROUNDS HINDER

Meet Dr. Morse

SALES POSITIONS
NOW OPEN
At

Knox and Waldo County
Officials Attend Busy A Rockland Angler Qualifies In the ‘Didn’t
Session In Bangor

[EDITORIAL!
NATIONAL POLICY BOARD

after all but will play some of the
teams in it.
• • • •
Candidates for the Umpire-inChief job in the Twilight league
are asked to send in written appli
cations at once to Attorney Wil
liam Babcock,
Waldoboro, the
league secretary. They will be con
sidered at a league meeting to be
held at the Rockland Legion Home
May 1.
• • • •
Pooch Starr had the Rockets
out again last Sunday but the only
addition to the ranks not previ
ously reported is Al Winchenbach.
the eminent softball and golf
player who aspires to baseball
glory this year. They will practice
again this Sunday. At last reports
Rockport hadn't decided about
fielding a team but their decision
must be made before the Tuesday
league meeting at which time the
schedule is expected to be drawn up
finally.
• • * •
About 20 attended the softball
meeting Tuesday night. N. L With
am, was re-elected president; Saul
Bernstein, vice president; Ralph
Trim. secretary-treasurer. Four
teams will be in the league and
the players, were divided evenly
among them. Already sponsored are
the Merchants, Post Office and In
dependents and the remaining one
is still without sponsorship. It was
decided to start play May 21 and
end as near the first of Septem
ber as possible. Another meeting
will be held May 13.

!

The National Policy Board of the American Assembly
will have five-day sessions in Harriman, N. Y., convening
there May 21. Gen. Dwight D. Eisenhower has announced
the names of the 13 members (no superstition there) and
it is understood that he will return from Europe to be in
attendance. He has no official title in the project, although
he originated it, and heads it in an informal way. It is in
tended as a means of clarifying national issues. The Na
tional Policy Board will select the delegates who will bring
their views and experiences to bear on the problem of "The
Relationship of the United States to Western Europe,” when
the five-day assembly convenes.
MacARTHUR D0ESN T KNOW WHY

It now develops that Gen. MacArthur does not have
"the faintest idea” of why he was stripped of his Far East
ern commands, and that his first intimation of it came when
his wife told him that she heard it over the radio. The action
appears to have been spontaneous, to say the least, but quite
out of accord with the spontaneous reception which is being
accorded the great war hero on his return to his native land.

Edward K. Morse, M. D., is op
ening offices at 23A Summer street,
this city, and entering practice ol
general surgery. There is an in
triguing angle to Dr. Morse locat
ing where he has in that the quar
ters were occupied for several de
DO THEY LIKE US?
cades by the late Dr. Rowland J
The billions which this country has been pouring into
Wasgatt and later by Dr. Gilmore
the European nations do not seem to have exactly fostered
W. Soule.
the good will which might have been expected, and it is not
Dr. Morse is well prepared for his
surprising that many dissenters give expression to their feel
chosen, profession. Born in Newtorj
ings. There is for example the action of Rome police in
Mass., in 1918 he graduated from
closing down "The Daily American." Rome's English language
Newton High School and Middle
newspaper, because the noise of its press “disturbed and
bury <Vt.) College, going on to
annoyed the entire neighborhood
There’s friendliness
graduate at Tufts Medical. He
for you.
served an internship in surgical
pathology at the New England
Deaconess Hospital and was as
TEST OF DEADLY REALITY
sistant resident in surgery a: Bev
What appears to be the major Communist Spring offen
erly, (Mass.,) Hospital. Following
sive was unleashed Sunday night, Korean time, along most of
this he was surgical resident ai
the front. Dying away in the morning, it was renewed Mon
Meriden, (Conn.) Hospital ano
day with apparently undiininished fury. The United Nations
did advance study at Yale Univer
forces have made deep withdrawals in some places and held
in others—this was to be expected and the reports so far
sity School of Medicine. Overseas
available give little indication of the real trend of the battle.
he served with the First Armored
The situation, however, is clearly very different from that
Division in the Italian campaign
of last Winter, when the massive Chinese intervention caught
and became Battalion Commander
our widely dispersed advance in North Korea by surprise.
of the 47th Medical Battalion.
Here there is no surprise. The Communist counter
Dr. Morse is married and his
attack was looked for last month Presumably. Ridgway’s
limited ano "maneuver" offensive dislocated the plans; but
home is at 39 High street, Camden
there was no assumption in the United Nations command
Shells In a Slump Lose To where he maintains a consultation
that the counter-attack would not be forthcoming, and even
office. His Camden telephone Is
the present date of its delivery was accurately known some
Independents—Legion a 3088. At his Summer street otfice
time in advance. The 8th Army was ready. It was consoli
Winner
this city, his hours will be 2 to 4
dated, on the one hand, along a comparatively short front;
p. m. except on Wednesday and by
It had not, on the other hand, mortgaged its power of ma
American League
neuver to a "positional” concept of warfare. Much give and
The Shells bowLing 1359, their appointment, and the telephone
take is possible; and it will probably be some days before
poorest total for the year, were installed next week will be 427.
we have any valid picture of how the battle is going.
easily beaten by the Independents
Some early hints are, however, suggestive. The Com
who were in top form with 1481 National League playoff for the
munists have deployed no important air forces over the
battle area and seem to be very short of armor. In its initial
All the Shells were below their championship.
stages, at least, the offensive is one more trial of naked Chi
averages with the exception of
National League
nese infantry against United Nations mechanized fire-power.
Carr who had 110 high string and
The Legion were on top of their
The Soviet Union, in other words, has not yet risked a major
301 total; Simmons and Gray of fame and defeated the Water Co
intervention; this is still the "limited" var. but the limited
the Independents had high strings 4 to 1 who used two dummies
war joined this time under conditions which give good hope
of 111 and Gray had high total ot Hobbs was high man for the Le
for United States and United Nations success in stemming
the hordes flung against them. This is the test of deadly
gion with scores of 112 and 312.
315.
reality. Until we know its outcome it seems at best a little
Independents—Simmons 311, Fo while Doak had high string of 104’
idle to argue theories of strategy or policy, none of which
garty 294, Hodgkins 269, Gray 315 for the losers.
will have any validity save in the light of the battle results.
Legion—Harlow 273, McPhee 301
Gay 272, total 1461. Shells—L. Cook
—Herald Tribune.
252, Carr 301. E. Cook 257, T. Per Raymond 285, Ames 274, Hobbs
ry 279, Gatcomb 270 total 1359 312, total 1445. Water Co.—B. WinWELDER SETS FIRE
Last game for Shells who as win slow 279, Dummy 255, C. Win- ]
ner of first half season will play slow 282. Dummy 255, Doak 275,
Sparks from a welder’s torch set
Editor of The Courier-Gazette
the winner of the American and total 1346.
oil in the bilges of the trawler El
The Knox County Radio Club in B. afire about 2.30 Tuesday af
would like to publicly thank James ternoon. The blaze was extin
M. Brown for the many courtesies guished without damage to the
shown us while he was director ot craft by firemen using special ex
tinguishers for oil fire.
the Farnsworth Museum.

Maine held a district meeting of
the independent connecting com
panies at the Bangor building of
New England Telephone and Tele
graph Company Wednesday.
Speakers were Harold L. Ger
rish, engineer for the commission,
who spoke on Civilian Defense
work from the communications
angle; John F. Manning, chief ac
countant of the Boston office of the
New England Telephone and Tele
graph company, who discussed
proper charges to the capital and
depreciation accounts; Donald B.
Lovls of Boston, general directory
manager of the New England Tele
phone and Telegraph Company;
Kenton Quint of the Somerset
company who spoke on preparing
the public for a rate increase;
Charles E. Bickford, accountant for
the Maine Public Utilities Commis
sion, who answered questions con
cerning the preparation of the an
nual report; and John A Morse,
Howard C. Gay and Percy W York
of Boston who discussed various
telephone problems. Plant engi
neers were also in attendance to
answer questions.
Among the executives in attend- !
ance were William R. Deal of Lib- !
erty, Roger E. Heald of Lincoln
ville Center, and Newell Hodgkins
of Union.

E. B. CROCKETT STORES

Applications Being Taken.
50-57

Sixteen players signed for the Warren Tigers’ baseball team,
KCTL, entry’, at the business meet
ing, called Monday night at the
Georges River Mill, by the man
ager, Alden M. Watts of Thomas
ton. Several new players will be
noted on the roster, among them
IN ROCKLAND
High School players from Thomas
ton and Warren.
New players are Wendell Walker,
UNIVERSALIST CHURCH
Bob and Jimmy Hall, 'Sacky Pier
pont, Frederick Henry, Bob Watts
Sixty Mixed Voices, direction of John White
all of Thomaston, Charles Dolham,
Thomas. This famous club participated in the
Leo Laukka, Morgan Barbour, and
Songs of New England Colleges series of Feb. 25.
Foster Robinson of Warren. Play
1951.
ers returned will be Stan Hanna,
THE CONCERT WILL START AT 8 P. M.
Willis Berry, Wayne Havener,
James Halligan, Joe Chapman, and
49-50
Arnold Robinson.
Art Henry of Thomaston Is ex
pected to sign for the Tigers this
season, too.
Fifteen new pairs of ball pants
are in the plans for the season, the
cloth to be made at the Georges
Woolen Mill here, and made into
the garments by the Pearson fac
tory in Thomaston. New red caps
will also be ready for the season.
John Durrell, business manager,
pointed out his plans to drain the
hall field, with accent to be put
on first base where most of the
trouble is. As soon as diamond
conditions
improve.
Manager
Watts expects to step into some
practice ball.
COMMUNITY BUILDING. ROCKLANO. MAINE
Joe Pallerin was re-elected to
serve the ball club as secretarytreasurer tl>ts season. *

COLBY COLLEGE GLEE CLUB
FRIDAY, APRIL 27

ROCKLAND LIONS CLUB

ANNUAL

MINSTREL
SHOW

MON. AND TUES., MAY 7th and MAY 8

BIGGER and BETTER

We were apparently overlooked
In the listing of organizations us
ing the museum and so were not
represented at the reception for
Mr. Brown.
The club transmitter is nearly
completed and we shall be ready
to co-operate with the authorities
in any emergency.
Knox Couny Radio Club
Harry Straub, secretory

See the latest styles in Furs and
Cloth Coats, moderate prices, top
quality, at Lucien K. Green * Son.
1-tf

THE TIME IS NOW!
Window Screens Made to Order
Glass Set In Your Windows to Stay
CLINTON E. KALER

68 PLEASANT ST.,
TEL. 504-M
ROCKLAND. ME.
50*51

BETTER
Jokes

BETTER
Songs

BIGGER CHORUS

MORE FUN!

ADILTS Sl.OO; STUDENTS 50e. tax Included
SHOW STARTS AT 8.15. XO RESERVED SEATS.
49*50 52*54

For New Subscribers Only
30 Months The American Magazine, only $4.00
30 Months Woman’s Home Companion, only 4.00
For Lowest Price Magazine Special Offers
TELEPHONE 35-W

FRED E. HARDEN
“The Magazine Man”
ROCKLAND, MAINE

Bacon and Eggs
From A&P!

fas,? m:“Zh?yO7m^a* —hing breaktheir laS AnT h"‘ 1° 'he heal"‘
nothing like a sizzhn J 7. kn°w ,here 3
and eggs jrom A5p ® pla,,er of bacon
Po'dea Try servina ?. arouse AM. ap•o YOUR family! 5 H'S nu,ri,io>» dish

.SVl

■ S- GHT-SU^CU*EB-Nv-ritiou., Illty

Sliced Itacon tB 63c

Customers’
Corner

nauve fresh

I? ^“1

aIld

Courtesy doesn’t add an) thing to the
high quality or superior value of the food
you huy at A*P.
But it is the ingredient that makes your
shopping trip a pleasant experience rather
than a tiresome task.
That is uhy the men and women uho
operate your .IttP work hard not only to
give you prompt and efficient service, but
to be courteous and friendly, as well.
They know that even the pressures of
rush-hour shopping are no excuse for
rudeness.
If they ever fail to make your trip to
AaP a pleasant one, they want to know
about it. Please write:

SUNNYFIELD

Cooked Hams
SHANK END

6 TO 7 LBS

47c

LB ■ •

Chickens

LB

2Va-3V2 LBS

47c

Drawn Chickens »e*oy.to-cook.w.zm,ibs.

ib

55

large Fowl

lb

53c

lb

75^

fancy milk-fed-m lbs

Drawn Fowl

ready to-cook-jw-bw lbs

420 Lexington Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

i)

(ic

new green
LB

NONE PRICED HIGHER

Cucumbers

2F0"19i

FANCY FIELD—None PrlCRB HijNr

j1

SOUTHERN-DELICIOUS, JUST CHILL AND DRINK

KINGSRIDGE
SUITS
$65.00

’

Radishes

4402
CAN

GRAPEFRUIT

»»ne |,"iCE0 m|che«

Fla. Oranges
Silverbrook Butter

fresh creamery LBM.M77

Libby's Tomato Juice

CLOTH CRAFT
$45.00-$49.50

Orange Juice

»zc*»13c

•

u oz can

southern

33'

White House Evaporated Milk ’*• “13
dexo p“"

In all the new

si«”t« n

z

ib

Flako Pie Crust Mix .

smart Spring shades.

Regulars, shorts, longs..
Stouts and Short Stouts.

| .gg

.

.

.

9 0Z PKG

16

uozpkg29:

Waffle Cream Sandwich

«« «« 26c

•

•

•

•

•

•

LGE PKG

32

Ajax Cleanser..................................... «• 12c

LIONS
MINSTREL SHOW

Palmolive Soap •

•

•

«c cake 3 r0« 26c

Palmolive Soap.........................bath
A COLGATE-PALMOLIVE product

JANE

Ml Maia Street

OFF/NS
MENS

AND

BOYS

CLOTHING

size

]3c

lce pkg

Grass Seed

OXFORO PARK

5 LB BAG ]

PKG
OF 14

Tea Ba^s

FURNISHINGS. SHOES ANO UNIFORMS
389 MAIN ST

ROCKLAND

ME

JANE

White Bread

| -C
■ •»

.

.

pkg29c

Sani-Flush or Drano

.

•

can

Johnson's Gio-Coat Wax

OT

98

Burry's Cookies

chocolate chip

Dromedary Devil's Food Mix

Sunnyfield Rice

PT 59

suozpkg33c

28

14

....

"EG C‘«E 2 F®» 19C
bath sue cake

A COLGATE PALMOLIVE PRODUCT

A-Penn Motor Oil

Calo Dog Food

RICH

15

I SUPERMARKETS

23'

Burry's Homespun Assortment1 lB PKG 43e

Camay Soap

53c

PARKER—EXTRA

gg

Bright Sail Soap Grains

fob

Apple
EA

45'

NECTAR—FLAVOR TESTED

32c

PARKER

Pie

lb bag

Western Carrots *0,,E P",CED HltHE" 39CHS 29"

Cashmere Bouquet Soap

yd

5

lbcan38c

Nabisco Premium Crackers

Super Suds

GET SET FOR THE

can

bunch

none priceo higher

Cashmere Bouquet Soap

MAIL ORDERS FILLED

57c

4 TO 4Va LBS LB

rRESH-TO BROIL OR FRY

All prices shown here (including those ol
items not subject to price ceilings) ore guaran
teed Thursday, April 26 thru Wednesday, May
2 and effective in this community and vicinity.

MAY 7 and 8

Prescriptions
Carefully Compounded

a

Cabbage

BOTANY
BRAND 500

GRAD£

Large Eggs

With Gabardine and Sharkskin

Tickets On Sale Here.

THAN EVER

APRIL SPECIALS

CUSTOMER RELATIONS DEPT.
AaP Food Stores

GET SET FOR A COLORFUL SPRING

Goode took a six-pound, six-ounce
squaretail trout at Messalonskee
lake in the Belgrades.
Gene L. Letourneau, Waterville,
outdoor writer for three Maine
dailies and considered one of the
State’s leading anglers, netted
Goode’s big brookie after the lat
ter had played it for 20 minutes.
Letourneau says it is the fourth
club trout he has netted for other
anglers but tha: he’s always “a best
man and never a groom” when it
comes to hooking club trout him
self. He has taken several that
were bare ounces short of the re
quired six pounds.
With three such lunkers already
In the bag, the Commission feels
safe in predicting a successful fish,
ing year, a member added.

Three anglers have qualified for
Maine's "The One That Didn’t Get
Away Club” with the season less
than a month old, the Maine De
velopment Commission said.
Red and white bucktails proved
the downfall of two of the three
heavyweights and one of these was
a 16-pound togue.
Josie M. Browder, Boston, who
caught an 8% -pound brown trout
at Sobago Lake early in the season,
was joined in the club by new
members Ardrey Orff, Ocean street,
Rockland, and Robert L. Goode,
Waterville, the past week-end.
Orff’s qualifying fish was the big
togue. He caught it at Junior Lake
which lies northwest of Grand Lake
Stream in Carroll and Lakeville.

A Wonderful Wav To Start the Day!

Radio Club Grateful

SIXTEEN PLAYERS SIGNED

Get Away Club”

FOR SALE
INSULATED 4-room House, new '
sun porch, year-round home, arte- i
sian well, small down payment. Lo- ;
cated at Hosmer’s Pond. Camden.
Inquire 86 LAWN AVE., Rockland.
50*lt

With The Bowlers

Warren Tigers Have Some “Young Stuff” On
Their Roster This Season

TH£ CHOSEN CIRCLE

ORFF

Phone Men Meet

Editor, FRANK A. WINSLOW

Knox and Lincoln School Teams Have Little
Opportunity For Early Practice
(By Bob Mayo)
As the Rockland Tigers take the
field Thursday at Community Park
against the Camden Mustangs to
open the Knox-Lincoln league sea
son most or all of the following
will see service. In right field
Chuck Robarts and Gary Seavey;
shortstop, Billy Hoch; Centerfield
Floyd Johnson; third base George
Alex ar.d Paul Sulides; second base
Bobby Gardner; catcher Bugs Ben
ner and Fred Korpinen; left .ield
Bob Hooper and Carl Butler; first
base Mike Levinthal and Jack
Burns; Eddie Sukeforth will fill in
part time somewhere probably
Pitcher is expected to be that
hurler of “hard Rocks.” Christy
Alex.
• • • •
Dool Dailey was unavailable for
comment as this was written but
it was known that the Mustangs
had been able to practice but little
due to the fact that they had no
home field and that of Rockport
was unfit for play, according to
Rockport coach Fred Sutherland
However Chubby
Ryder would
catch, Charlie Masalin would be
on first and Ronnie Banks at sec
ond. Make-up of ihe rest of the
team was known only to Dool but
there were seven other veterans
from last year to pick from. It
looks like win number one for the
Tigers, by about 8-3.
• • • •
Dick Stone was expected to
start on the mound for Thomaston
In the opener at Waldoboro and
would probably be opposed by lit
tle Joe Seavey. Doug Miller says
that Thomaston will finish “first or
second" but before I go along with
this I'll have to see them in a
couple of games, since they have
practiced only twice to date (Tues
day.) However they should s’agger through to take the opener by
about 10-8.
• • • •
Lincoln at Boothbay is the other
opening game and either Andy
Williamson or Jimmy Belknap will
probably oppose Dick Marshall in
this one. There isn't much to gc
on but I’ll take a stab in the dart:
and say Lincoln 7-4.
• • • •
The Little Knox League will be
composed of only four teams, after
all (Union. Rockport. Warren and
6t. George ) The chances of any
of them starting the season on
schedule seem dim at this point as
Warren’s field is a river, Union’s
unplayable, and Clayton Hunne
well said that no one could get on
the St. George grounds before next
week. However Rockport is due to
play a non-league game at Appleton on Thursday. The latteT team
decided not to enter the circuit
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Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

TALK OF THE TOWN

WITH THE
THEATRES
KNOX THEATRE:

Today last time: “Prehistoric
Woman’’ plus “Second Face."
Starts Friday: “Raton Pass,"
plus "Belle le Grande.”

April 27—Colby College Glee Club,
and Colby Eight at the Univer
salist Church.
April 27—Meeting of the W.C.T.U.
and Missionary Societies, Metho
dist Church. 2.30 p. m.
April 27—Firemen’s Annual Ban
quet, at the Firehouse, Rockland.
April 28-29—State Conclave De
Molay in Rockland.
April 29—Paper Collection Drive by
Sea Explorers and 40&8.
April 29—Daylight saving time be
gins. ending Sept. 30.
May 1—Composite Band Concert at
Community Building, of Rockland
Rockport, Thomaston, St. George
High School Bands.
May 2—Colby Dinner at Hotel
Rockland.
May 2—Mission Circle. Universa
list Church, Universalist vestry,

STRAND THEATRE:

Today through Sat.: "You’re In
the Navy Now."
WALDO THEATRE:

Last time today: Halls of
Montezuma." Starts Friday:
"North of the Great Divide,”
plus “Father's Wild Game."
CAMDEN THEATRE:

Mr. and Mrs. John M. Pomeroy
have bought one of the Chatfield
cottages on Beauchamp Point in
Rockport and will make their home
on the beautiful estate. They ex
pect to occupy it next week.
A representative of the Social
Security Administration field office
in Augusta will be at the Rock
land Post Office, Deputy Collector's
Office, every Monday from 12.30
to 2.30 p. m. His next visit will be
April 30. Residents of Rockland or
near-by towns who wish to make
application for Old-Age and SurI vivors Insurance, obtain Social
Security cards, or get information
I are invited to call upon this repre
sentative.

HE WON THE PURPLE HEART

Rockland wil! be host Saturday
and Sunday to ’-he first conclave
of DeMolay chapters to be held in
the state of Maine. The Rockland
ll * t *4
4 Chapter bid for and was accorded
- ~ Li the honor of entertaining DeMo
lay in its first conclave as an in
dependent State group. Previously
New Hampshire and Maine have
held conclaves together.
Knox County boys who are State
»■,
officers of DeMolay include Rich
ard Jones, past master councilor
of the Rockland Chapter, who is
Z » »
State Junior Councilor. Past Mast
er Councilor Paul P. Sulides of
the Rockland chapter is also trea
surer of the State Chapter.
Jones is general chairman of
the conclave with all members as
sisting in the preparations for the
big event which is expected to
draw 300 members from all sections
of the State In a supervisory ca
pacity are Charles M. Foote, Sr.
chairman of the local advisory
council, and Robert Sadler “Dad’
advisor to the Rockland group, i
Registration will be held at the
High School at 9> a. m., Saturday.

Postmaster Phyllis iMoran) True
of Freeport begins her annual va
cation May 1st and will attend the
State Congregational Church Con
For Time of Shows
ference held in Belfast May 1, 2
See Ads In This Paper
and 3, as a delegate from the First
Parish Church of Freeport. Mrs
Clifton Bradbury, clerk of the
A meeting of the directors of the
Church and the other elected del
Knox and Lincoln Twilight League
egate will attend the conferenc
will be held at 7.30 May 1, at the with Mrs. True.
Legion Home in Rockland.
City Manager Farnsworth is re
BORN
ceiving applications for the posi
Conway—At Knox County Gener tion of patrolman on the Rockland
al Hospital, April 24, to Mr. and Police
Department.
Applicants
Mrs. Henry Conway of Thomaston,
may be between the ages of 21 and
a daughter.
Hanley—At Knox County General 37.
Hospital, April 24, to Mr. and Mrs.
It will be the annual Church
James J. Hanley, a daughter.
Sunday for all all Odd Fellows,
Holden—At El Paso, Texas, April
20, to Cpl. and Mrs. David Holden, Rebekahs and Cantons Sunday
when the group will attend divine
a daughter—Patricia Jane.
Littlefield Memorial
Winchenbach — At Randolph service at
Nursing Home, Waldoboro, April Church in a body. Ail are request
V v - * x i. 19, to Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Win ed to meet at Odd Fellows Hall.
Mrs. Jblia Johnson holds the certificate of the Purple Heart which
chenbach of Gross Neck, a daugh School street at 10 o’clock and be
the Department of the Army awarded posthumously to her son, Corporal
ter—Louise Marie.
Wales — At North Searsmont, at the church at 10.20 to enter as Donald Johnson. His nephew, Randall Richard Shrout, age 7 months, is
April 17, to Mr. and Mrs. Walter a group. Transportation from the with her.
Wales, a son—David Tyler.
hall will be provided for all who
A Rockland mother learned the tham last Saturday to see her
wish it.
MARRIED
past week-end how her son met sons buddy. Sunday, they visited
Hutchins-Kimball—At Richmond,
CARD OF THANKS
his death in action in Korean- him in his hospital ward.
April 18. Raymond Myron Hutch
Nelson related that he and
I wish to extend my sincere
ins of Orff's Corner, Waldoboro I thanks to all my friends who re learned it first hand from the sol Johnson were in a foxhole near
and Miss Jean Ludwig Kimball of membered me with cards, gifts and dier who was sharing a foxhole Pugwon in the middle of bitter
Augusta.—by Rev. William Ben I flowers w’hile I was in the hospital. outside of Pugwon with him.
fighting when Johnson lost his
nett.
Sincerely,
Mrs. Julia Johnson of South life. He said that as medics re
Dr. Fred G. Campbell,
DIED
Warren, Me.
50-lt Main street heard the story from moved him from the foxhole, sufLord—At Rockland, April 25, El
the mouth of a wounded cavalry fer.ng from badly infected feet, a
CARD OF THANKS
mer Clayton Lord, age 58 years.
We wish to thank all our friends man in Murphy Army Hospital rifle grenade from the Red lines
Services to be announced.
and
relatives over Knox and Waldo in Waltham, Mass., last Sunday. dropped into the foxhole, killing
Holder—At Melrose, Mass., April
■
Counties
for the beautiful anniver The buddy of her son Donald was Johnson. He escaped the same
25, William B. Holder, of Cushing
and Melrose, husband of Susan E. sary cards, the profusion of cut Kenneth Nelson, 22, of Caribou, fate by seconds.
battle-hardened
soldier
Holder. Age 91. Funeral-services at ' flowers and plants, and the many seriously wounded and now wait The
Melrose Friday at 2.30 p. m. Inter 1 beautiful gifts given us to honor ing surgery to repair abdomina, broke down, Mrs. Johnson said,
our 25th wedding anniversary.
ment in Everett, Mass.
wounds.
when he was shown a picture ol
Waggoner—At Rockland, April 25, Esther and Raymond O. Keating,
Appleton, Me.
50‘lt
Some months ago, after the news Don whom he had seen die. Al
William I. Waggoner, Jr., Age 19.
of Corporal Johnson’s death was though some 10.000 miles from
Funeral services Friday morning at
CARD OF THANKS
9.30 at the Russell Funeral Home.
I wish to thank all solicitors in published, a family in Caribou the battlefront now, the effects oi
Young—At Rockland, April 25, the Red Cross Drive, and all who wrote Mrs, Johnson that their the hard campaign and its bittei
Ethel W. Young, wife of William A. made the benefit masquerade, and son had written home that a sol memories still wrack the trooper
Young, Age 61. Funeral services coffee a success, with especial dier from Rockland had been killea from Aroostook.
Friday afternoon at 2 o’clock from thanks to the committee.
in action beside him. He gave Don Both Johnson and Nelson were
Mrs. Carl Waisanen,
the Russell Funeral Home. Inter
Red Cross Chairman. Johnson's name and commented in Regular Army soldiersJJon being
ment in Forest Hills Cemetery,
Warren.
5O-lt his letter that “Don was one swell in the 9th Infantry Regiment and
Spruce Head.
Swede.” He asked his parents, Mr. Nelson in the 7th Cavalry. Both
Wilson—At West Palm Beach,
Fla., Charles L. Wilson, formerly
and Mrs. Theo Nelson of Caribou had been in the service since 1947.
of Rockland, aged 84 years.
to get in touch with Don’s mo'.her Johnson being home for a time
Johnson—At Waldoboro, April
An exchange of letters between after his first enlistment ran out
24. Herbert E. Johnson, age 76 years.
the two families continued until land re-enlisting in February ol
Funeral at 2 o’clock Thursday, (to
last week the Nelsons were able to 1950.
day) at Waltz Funeral Home, with
Rev. Aaron Kelley officiating. In
tell Mrs. Johnson that their son Recently, Mrs. Johnson received
terment in Rural Cemetery.
was in the States and a patient at word from the Department of the
Mank—At Warren, April 23,
Army that Don’s body had been
Murphy Army Hospital.
Charles W. Mank, age 81 years, 2
Mrs. Johnson and members 01 recovered and is now buried in a
months, 25 days.
Rev. Albert
her family made the trip to Wal- military cemetery near Pugwon
Oliver of Union will conduct fu
neral services Thursday itoday) at
which is North of the 38th parallel
1.30 p. m. in the Simmons Funeral
and thought to be in Red hands
STRAWBERRY
PLANTS
Home, Warren.
Interment in
PREMIER (HOWARD 17)
at the moment.
Blake Cemetery, North Warren.
$2.00 per hundred
Elwell—At Vinalhaven, April 22,
$18.00 per thousand
Seersucker and
Terry Cloth
George W. Elwell, age 77 years.
State Inspected.
Housecoats. Sizes 1 to 14. Chil
Funeral services were held Wednes
FRED F DEARBORN
dren’s Specialty Shop, over the
day afternoon at the Headley Fu
UNION, MAINE
neral Home, Rev. W. S. Stackhouse
Paramount, 375 Main street. 50-51
50*52
officiating. Interment was in Ocean
View Cemetery.

2.30.

The Weather
Mirror Lake is just as full as it
can stick and hold, but still it keeps
on raining. With a morning tem
perature of 52 degrees it seemed a
little more like Spring, and with
the atmosphere dim with fog, it
seemed a little more like Summer.
Hope it clears off in time for the
firemen’s banquet.
H. W. Thorndike has received a
telegram stating that Charles L.
Wilson of West Palm Beach, Fla.,
died suddenly- with a heart attack.
He was 84 years old. Mr. Wilson
was a former resident »f Rockland
moving to Florida many years
ago.
The Dairy Dream located on
New County Road opposite the old
Trotting Park will open at noon
Saturday.
The sixth seasonal opening of
the Ames Farm on Route 1 in War
ren will be held Saturday at 3
o’clock. The celebrated ice cream
of the Ames’s will be supplemented
this year with the serving of ban
ana splits, sundaes and sauces.

FIRST DE MOLAY CONCLAVE

Certificate, Awarded Posthumously, Is Being To Be Held In This City Saturday and Sunday
—Highest Degree To Be Conferred
Received By Mother Of War Hero,
Donald Johnson

Today only: “The 13th Letter.’
Starts Fri.: "Revenue Agent,’
plus “Last of the Buccaneers.'

May 4—“The Lamplighters.’’
May 8—Newbert Association, Ma
sonic Temple, 6.30 p. m.
May 8—Annual Banquet of Rock
land Junior Women’s Club at
Robin Hill Lodge
May 10—At Appleton, annual
meeting. Lincoln Baptist Asso
ciation.
May 12—The Children's Theatre of
Portland presents ’■Rumpelstiltskin" at the High School.
May 12—Daughters of Founders
and Patriots of America. Maine
Chapter, meets in Waterville.
May 13—Mother's Day.
May 14—Annual meeting Univer
salist Church vestry.
May 24—Medomak regional meet
ing of Garden Clubs. Warren.
July 4—Fourth of July Celebration,
Thomaston.
Aug. 3, 4, 5—Maine Lobster & Sea
foods Festival.

Bangor Members of the Massa
chusetts Court of DeM Jay will
confer the degree.
The degree work, will be followed
by dancing for the remainder ot
the evening to the music of Nat
Diamond and his orchestra from
Bangor.
The new officers will be in
stalled Sunday morning in color
ful ceremonies. Following the in
stallation, the entire assembly will
march in a body to the Pratt Mem.
orial Methodist Church for ser
vices.
At noon, the degree oi Chevanet
will be conferred upon seven mem
bers of the order at the Commun
ity Building. This ceremony will
bring to a clo>e the conclave ana
will be open to the puthe.

Following registration, the session;
will be called to order in the audi
torium by State Master Councilor
David M. Batchelder of Bangor.
Leroy Hussey of the Governor’s
Council will be present to repre
sent Gov. Frederick G. Payne.
Lunch will be served at noon at
Masonic Temple.
A basketball tournament will be
run off in the Community Buldng during :he afternoon with the
several Chapters competing for the
DeMolay State title. The games
will be open to the public.
At 7.45 in the evening, the de
gree of Legion of Honor, the High
est in the DeMolay world, will be
conferred upon William Wood of

There will be a rummage sale
Saturday, April 28, 9 a. m., at the
IOOF. Hall on School street,
sponsored by the Miriam Rebekah
Lodge.
50*lt
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette

CHANGE IN OFFICE HOURS!
As of April 21 the Office Hours Will Be
9.00 A. M. to 5.00 P. M. DAILY

EXCEPT WEDNESDAY 0.00 to 12 NOON.

E. H. BROWN, DSC (Foot Specialist)
ROCKLAND, ME.
49-51

TEL. 1175,

336 MAIN ST„

For Better-Tasting,
Lower Cost Meals-A WELCOME CHANGE

LAMB FORES

">• 59“c

_____ —boned and rolled if desired_______

Bacon Squares, lb. 25c

Fresh Spareribs, lb. 47c

FRANKFORTS

lb49c
SS?

SAUSAGE

«»49c
M9C

FLOUNDER

ALEWIVES

2 for 23C

nat^okceadught

FRESH
CREAMERY

BUTTER

">69c

We Know

IN MEMORIAM
In loving memory cf our Mother,
Viola M. Webber, who passed away
April 27, 1950, in South Tomaston,
Me., and sadly missed by all.
Helen Currier, Kathleen Spruce,
Arthur Webber, Prentiss Webber,
Marion Leighton.
50*lt

What Is On
Your Mind

There will be a game party at
the GAR. Hall at 2 p m. Friday,
sponsored by the Civil War Me
morial Association.
194-Th-tf
See the latest styles in Furs and
Cloth Coats, moderate prices, top
quality, at Lucien K. Green & Son.
1-tf

Advertise in The Courier-Gazette

After you have washed salad
greens, drain them very thorough
ly. Water left on the green will di
lute the dressing.

CHAMBERMAIDS
WANTED
AT

THORNDIKE HOTEL

A Superior Service
lor people
in all walks of life.

APPLY IN PERSON

50-51

GAME PARTY
EVERY FRIDAY
At 7.s« p. M.

OPENING SATURDAY NOON
We aren’t swamis, but
we know what is on every
man’s
mind
in
Knox
County. They want to
know what their Spring
Topcoat is going to be
like.

THE DAIRY DREAM
NEW COUNTY ROAD—OPP. TROTTING PARK

The Taste Sensation Of the Year
PINTS AND QUARTS TO

CLIP THIS

TOWER ROC.M
COMMUNITY BUILDING
Aupliee Knights of Columbus
1-tf

MAIN SI

22 KNOX ST
ru i91

Ttt eio

PASCAL AWF
rti

THOMASTON

ROCKLANO

ROCKPORT

A range oi prices
that meets every need.

RUSSELL
Funeral Home

flea/u/nq.nt

CARL M. STILPHEN
LADY ASSISTANT
14 HOUR AMBULANCE
SERVICE

A PRECIOUS GIFT FOR

PHONE 701

MOTHER’S DAY

I CLAREMONT STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.
1-tf

If vour Mother is hard-of-hearing,
surprise her with the tiny new
Zenith "Royal” or extra-power
ful "Super-Royal” Hearing Aid.
Take it with you —Zenith Aids
are ready-to-wear'. 10-day return
privilege.

Well, men, this is the
story. OUR Spring Top
coats will be as smart as
you want them; as well
tailored as you desire;
and made of as fine ma
terial as you expect, and
priced at a level you can
afford.

®

BURPEE
Funeral Home

By the Makers of World-Famous Zenith
Radios, FM ond Television Sets

408 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
,

50-52&S4

FREE
UPON

Other Topcoats
from $18.95 to $72.50
New Sweat Shirts
New T Shirts
New Sport Shirts

LIONS MINSTRELS
ON SALE HERE.

ROCKLANO

MQinf

OPENING DAY. SATURDAY
FREEZER

FRESH AT

Vanilla, Foss

Jelly

THE DAIRY DREAM

OF THIS

NEW

COUNTY

ROAD

Seidner's
Pint

29c Corned Beef

12 oz. tin 39c

10 Oz.
Cello Bag

17c Red Salmon

tall tin 69c

12 oz tin 49c Veg-AH

Orange Sections

"in2

Potatoes
Rice, fancy

tin 16c

19C Dog Food, Flag

Hunt's
In Syrup

Dill Pickles

19c

Bot.

Nedick
46 Oz. Tin

Marshmallows
Mor Pork

33c

14 Oz.

2 lb. jar 29c Ketchup, tomato

Orange Drink

Pears

2^2 tin

IN HEAVY SYRUP

2 oz. bot. 35c Salad Dressing

APZ

29c

HUNT S

303 tin 29c Syrup
Libby Giant
49c Hash
2 Qt. Jar

3 tins 29c

12oz. jar 27c

' M”°dnt

16OZ. tin 41c

Corned*'Beef

Baxter’s
Whole

2 tins 25c Vienna Sausage
tin 23c
2 ££ 29c
Tomato Juice «6 oz”™.
30c
Salt, free running 2 ?£ 15c
Tomato Sauce
tin 9c
This Week It’s—Freshly Baked

6 for 39c

BANANAS

Apple Pie Squares 6 for 19c

CARROTS

Turnovers

GOLDEN
RIPE

2 lbs. 29c

NEW
CRISP

2 bchs. 19c

PRESENTATION

APRIL 28 ONLY

HUSTON-TUTTLE
BOOK CO.

Ambulance Service
i-w

DREAM

How is that for good
news?

TEI S. 390—624-M

ROCKLAND, ME.

DAIRY

COUPON

Headband and Wcne Conduction Devices
Availal: ■ ’« rate Extra Coet

110-112 LIMEROCK ST

GET A FREE SERVING ON

ONE

$49.75

TICKETS FOR

HEARING AIDS

TAKE HOME.

COUPON

PEACHES

CHOCOLATES

LB.
PKG.

—FANCY ASSORTMENT

59c

SPINACH

CUCUMBERS

CELLO
BAG

LONG
GREEN

19c
ea. 15c

OPPOSITE TROTTING PARK

ON SALE ALL THIS WEEK!

SPECIALS
TWO LOBSTERS FOR $1.00

SEALTEST ICE CREAM

ICE CREAM

2 FULL PINTS 65c

Native Haddock
Native Smelts
Native Alewives
Scallops — Halibut
Corned Hake
Fresh Mackerel
CLAMS, pint 50c

Newer Than Springtime—“BETTER LIVING” Get It At Our Market. Only 5c.

HASKELL’S FISH MARKET

THE PERRY MARKETS

582 MAIN ST..

TEL 650.

ROCKLAND. ME.

TRY THE "FLAVOR OF THE MONTH” — SEALTEST BUTTER ALMOND
IT'S DELICIOUS
We Will Be Sampling Sealtest Ice Cream at Our Park Street Market Friday
and Saturday—Come In and Try It.

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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USE OUR CLASSIFIED ADS
INEXPENSIVE—EFFECTIVE
FOR SELLING, BUYING, RENTING SERVICES
HERE'S HOW LITTLE IT COSTS
Advertisements in this column not to exceed three lines Inserted
once for 50 rents, three times, one dollar. Additional lines 10 cents
each for each line, half price each additional time used. Five small
words to a line.
Special Notice! All “blind ads'' so called, L e. advertisements which
require the answers to be sent to The Courier-Gazette office fsr hand
ling, cost 25 cents additional.

ALL CLASSIFIEDS—CASH
No classified ads will be accepted without the cash and ns book
keeping will be maintained for these ads.

ALL MUST BE PAID FOR
as received except from firms or individuals maintaining regular ac
counts with The Courier-Gazette. Count the Words—Five To a Line.

FOR SALE

FOR SALE
16 H P. Johnson Outboard Mo
tor for sale. Call after 5.30 p. m.
HERBERT WHEELER. West Main
50*52
St.. Thomaston.

40 AMP. car Generator, heavy
duty, for sale; also 2 Dynamotors,
import 13 26 volts: 2 electric mo
tors, 1 h. p. and 1/3 h. p 2 immer
sion heaters; 2 flexible shafts;
APARTMENT-Size Gas Range
Palmgren Rotary Milling Table.
Call Camden 582 or see R. P. for sale, used six weeks. TEL 49$
50*52
BLAISDELL. Spruce street, Rock
16' ROW Pod for sale. GEORGE
port, Me., after 5 p. m.
49*51
ALLEY,
Spruce
Head.
Tel.
REAL ESTATE
728-W3K.
50'52
1. —Country Home, 5 rooms, barn,
BUICK Super, 1946. 4-dr. Sedan
year 'round location, over 20 acres
of field and wood. House in good for sale; also Lincoln Zephyr tudor
Sedan. ADAMS. 66 High St., Cam.
repair. $2650.
den.
50-52
In Owl’s Head
2. —Overlooking Rockland Harbor,
SEWING
Machines.
Chairs,
nearly an acre of land with city Rockers, High Chairs, Crib, Stroll
water, cleared and high ground, er, Carriages. Chest, Stands, Tools,
$500.
Dishes, etc. for sale. WEAVERS.
3.—Ten-room Tourist Home on 91 Main St.. Thomaston Tel 345-2.
No. 1, Highway, all setup and mak
50-55
ing money now. In good repair,
AT Beech Hill. Rockport. 38 acres
very clean. $9500.
farm land for sale; some blueber
4. —A varied assortment of sea ries, some lumber, cellar ready to
shore, town and country proper build on, nice view of Bay, $800
ties.
LESLIE PARTRIDGE 37 Elm St,
5. —Snug little Restaurant, seat Thomaston.
50*52
ing capacity of 5—there's just
SMALL House Trailer, furnished,
enough room in this one to Hip a
Hapjack. For $550 you're in busi for sale. $300. HOWARD AVERY,
Box 41, Rockland, Me.
50*52
ness.
E. W. COFFIN.
SAGADAHOC Fertilizer, for sale;
Owl’s Head,
Phone 551-W2 also certified Seed Potatoes (A few
48-50 Kennebec); nice variety of flower
APEX Washing Machine for sale, and vegetable seedlings, CURRY
2 years old, excellent condition. $65. & BOWLEY. Old County Rd.
50 tf
Tel. 716-JK.
49*51
HOME Clarion Kitchen Range
DODGE ton Pick-up for sale; for sale, with copper water coil;
18.000 miles, $650. BICKNELL'S also large Ivanhoe pot burner
HARDWARE.
50tf Stove. TEL. 139-W.
50*52
BUICK four-door Sedan (1941)
for sale. May be seen at SAY.
LOAM FOR SALE
WARD’S GARAGE. 221 Main St.
Best Quality—Delivered .Anywhere
Tel. 1544.
48*50
HOWARD PROCTOR
BUYERS-Brokers-Builders.
Do
you need F.H.A. or G T. financing LAKE AVENUE, ROCKLAND. ME.
to complete that deal? Now is the
TEL. 846
time to get started. Don’t wait
50*51
until I open my local office Write
now. SCOTT KITTREDGE. 59
ADMIRAL Refrigerator, nine
State St., Portland. Me.
48-50 cubic feet, for sale, two years old,
Reasonable.
QUALITY—Strawberry Plants for excellent condition.
49*51
sale. Large fibrous rooted. State in THL. 716-K.
spected. Howard 17. Temple, FairSIX Chairs, Table. Buffet, wal
land, Fairfax. Sparkle, Catskill, 100, nut, for sale. Tel. Thomaston 76,
$3; 1000, $20; 10,000 $18; Great J FRANK WILSON, West Main St.
Bay, 100, $6; 1000. $30; Gem Ever49*51
bearing. 100. $4; 1000 $36. Sprayed
STRAWBERRY
Plants,
for
sale;
and fumigated, freshly dug, post
paid. Folder free. SYLVESTER Premier and Sparkle. Hand dug,
& SKINNER. Belfast, Me. Tel. $2.50 per hundred. WILL LUF
569-W4.
46-72 KIN. Glen Cove. Route 1, Rock
land.
49*51
BE prepared for Summer with
URIGHT Piano for sale, in good
Burrowes all-aluminum combination
Screen and Storm Windows. Good condition. $25. TEL 716-JK.
49*51
for life. E. T. LONG. Tel. 8230
SOLID Oak China Closet for sale,
daytime; 1503 evenings. .
44tf
BARRELS for sale. Useful for oak dining-room table, kitchen
floats, bait; Range Oil and Cider; table, what-not, automatic electric
also two quart Bottles, Rubber roaster, davenport, Village Craw
Stoppers, Chains, Nails, Paint, ford kitchen stove. TEL. 143-M.
49*51
second-hand Pipe and Iron. MOR
GENERAL Electric Refrigerator
RIS GORDON & SON, 6 T St.
39tf for sale. 36 Clarendon St. THL.
40-51
STRAWBERRY Plants for sale; 1401-RK.
Toward 17, Catskill, Temple and 1500 FT. Pine Boards for sale; also
Sparkle.
State inspected and 100 pieces 2x4x8 ft. long; 2x7 pine;
prayed. $2 per 100; $18 1000. COT 2x5 spruce: 2x6 spruce, all dry. J.
irders filled. LEROY LUCE, Wash- FRANK WILSON, 197 Main St.
ngton,Me. Tel. 9-14.
41*51 Thomaston. Tel. 76.
49*51
BICYCLES for sale, rebuilt, new
AMERICAN Rooming House, sell,
tires and paint. One-half new ing out. reasonable. Tel. 1322-R,
price. RAYE'S CRAFT SHOP, M.ARY HASTINGS. 308 Main St.,
Prescott St., City.___________ 46*51 City.
49*51
PLYMOUTH Convertible, 1932,
good running condition. (has
QUALITY FUEL OILS
sticker), price $50 CaU at 183
Range, Fuel and Diesel Oils,
PLEASANT ST.
48*50
Motor Oils and Greasea,
FOUNDATION with large lot for
Cities Service Gasoline
sale. DR REUTER. Tel. 1233.
THURSTON PETROLEUM
49*51
PRODUCTS CO.
EVERYTHING In Lumber from
THURSTON'S WHARF
6x6 sills to finished lumber, for
10 TILLSON AVE.,
TEL. $$• sale, also brick, hot air furnace,
ROCKLAND, ME.
stairs includi.ig bannister. Yard at
1-tf
Lovejoy St., cor. Thomaston St.
TEL 8897 or 921-R.
48*50
SEVEN-ROOM House with bath.
CLIENT waiting for Small House
ir sale. Inquire 41 ADMONi'EM near Rockland, selling at $4000 to
VE. No information by phone $5000. If selling, consider my fi
146tf nancing service and avoid irritat
FOR SALE—Have a few used ing details. Write SCOTT KIT
White OU and Gas Combination TREDGE, 59 State St., Portland,
Stoves, Some Black Stoves, with Oil Me.
48-50
Burners, Electric Stove, Used Deep
“
FOR
SALE
”
Freeze, Electric Washers, and Elec
The Mrs Levi Berry House, lo
tric Refrigerators, that I will seT
cheap. If you are looking for some cated 29 Gay St., Rockland, has
used stuff, we have lt at prices you 6 rooms with bath, furnace heat
can afford to pay. I also have I Tax 1950 was $57 00, 354 tons coal
reasonably-priced Farms that 1 heats the house. The price is $5500.
will sell. Whatever you need, see No. less. This will make some one
Kaler
HAROLD B
KALER a nice comfortable home.
Thanks for reading
Washington. Me Tel. $-$» Open
FREEMAN S. YOUNG,
385 days every year.
4fitf
163 Main StWE have some reasonably-priced
RocklandMe.
used cars for sale. If you do not Tel. 730,
46tf
want to buy one, perhaps you have
one to seU. We buy, and sell, do
DOUBLE Tenement House at bi
some horse trading, sell on tuns Gleason St. Thomaston, to eala;
payments. In fact we do anything about an acre of land and small
to please. HAROLD B. KALER bam
If you seed a hoes,
Washington. Me. Tel. 5-25. National this ls a fine investment Contact
Bhawmut Bank of Boston Flnanes H. B. KALER, Washington Tel.
B-3B
Tltl

BODY and FENDER
WORK
COMPLETE PAINT JOBS
ANY TYPE TRUCK REPAIRS
RADIATOR CLEANING AND
REPAIRS
ANT TYPE OF WELDING

Rowling’s Garage
ns MAIN ST, ROCKLAND, MK
TEL. Mt-W
1-tf

WARREN
ALENA L STARRETT
Correspondent

Tel. «•

The only living charter member
of Mystic Rebekah Lodge, Mrs
Rose Gammon and 20 past noble
grands were presented gifts and
corsages Monday night in behalf of
that Lodge at a special program in
I observance of charter members and
past noble grands night. A min
strel show was given by the group
of past noble grands. Visitors were
present from Good Luck Rebekah
Lodge of Waldoboro.
Mrs. Marion Podkowa. teacher
of art in the public schools of Cape
Elizabeth, is on a vacation of ten
days which she is passing at her
home in this town.
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Wallace
accompanied by Mrs. Marion Pod
kowa, Vernal Wallace and Mrs.
Vernon Ranquist were in Augusta
Monday.
The Riverside Club entertained
the members of the Fireside Class,
at a covered dish supper at the
chapel, Wednesday night, followed
by a scavenger hunt.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Jennings
and son Charles, who have been
guests of relatives at Searsmont,
and Mr. and Mrs Maynard Leach
in this town, returned this morn
ing to their home in Weymouth,
Mass.
Mrs. Carl Erickson and young
son, Mark Leroy are passing a lew
days with her parents, before re
turning to their home at North
Warren.
Mrs Mildred Brown Schrumpf of
Orono spoke on herbs and their
use in cookery Tuesday at a meet
ing of the Warren Womens Divi
sion of the Farm Bureau Federa
tion, held at the Congregational
Chapel. At the business meeting it
was announced that the slip-cover
training class is postponed to May
9, and will be held at the chapel
It was voted that the Fireside Class
and the Riverside Club be invited
to the next mee ting of the Warren
Women's Division, the date of
which is May 14.
Mr. and Mrs. Willis Moody, Sr.
who passed the Winter at Home
stead, Fla., arrived home Tuesday
night. Enroute north, they visited
their son-in-law, and daughter,
Mr. and Mrs. George Beers in
Cranberry Lake, N. J.

A 4-H Club Parents Night with
a supper will be held tonight at
6 30 in the dining hall of the I.O.O.
F. Block, under the auspices of the
Georges Valley Boys 4-H Club and
the Warren
Wonder Worker’s
Girls 4-H Club.
Invitations have been mailed out
for the Congregational Sundayschool cradleparty, to be held at
the chapel at 2.30 next Tuesday
afternoon. Mothers are inviied to
attend with their children.

Rev. Robert Dann Will Pre
sent Sacred Programs at
Waldoboro, Thomas
ton and Rockport

OWL’S HEAD
Mr. and Mrs. WiUiam Foster
and children, Dale and Kenny of
China were callers Sunday at the
homes of Mrs. Ruth FarreU and
Mrs. Mary Dyer.
Workers who are soliciting funds
for the Cancer Drive are as fol
lows; Mrs. Ellery Nelson, Crescent
Beach area; Mrs. Helen Learned,
Airport and part of Back road area
to Post Office Square; Mrs Freder
ick Palmer, corner to Hall’s Hill
area; Mrs. Gladys Stinson. Post
Office Square to W. H. Maddock’s;
Mrs. Kay Philbrook. light house
road to Post Office Square and
Holiday Beach to Cripple Creek;
Mrs. Louise Ingraham. Town
line to top of Ingraham's Hill;
Mrs. Margaret Knowlton, Ingrahom’s Hill to Head of the Bay area;
Mrs. Inez Dyer, Ash Point to
Airport; Mrs. Alice Woodman,
SheU street; Mrs. Muriel Salo, E.
Blethen's to South Thomaston Une.
Several of these solicitors have not
found people at home and have
made return calls without success.
It will be greatly appreciated if all
those who believe they were not
home at the time the solicitor was
in their area will take their dona
tion to any of the solicitors men
tioned. Solicitors who have com
pleted their areas are Mrs. Inez
Dyer, Mrs. Alice Woodman and
Mrs. Muriel Salo.
Miss Catherine MacPhail re
turned Saturday from a week's
visit with her brother-in-Haw and
sister, Mr. and Mrs. Robert Heinlein, Stoneham, Mass.
Capt. and Mrs. Norman Stinson,
accompanied by Mr. and Mrs. Alvin
Perry, motored to Portland Mon
day.
A discussion meeting on the
school district will be held Friday
night, April 27, at the Town Hall
at 7.30 p. m.

“CLAYT” BITLER
WANTS TO SEE YOU
ABOUT

FOR SALE

A Famed Singer

GOODYEAR TIRES

]
;
■
j

Rev. Robert Dann

Rev. Robert Dann, nationally
known Gospel singer, wili speak
and sing the next lew days in sev
eral churches in this immediate
area. On Friday night, April 27,
he presents a program of Sacrea
Songs at the Waldoboro Metho
dist Church, opening at 8 o'clock.
Sunday morning at 11 Mr. Dann
will present his fine program at
the Thomaston Baptist Church
and Sunday night at 7 p. m. Mr,
Dann’s splendid baritone will be
heard in sacred song at the Rock
port Baptist Church.
Trained
by
European
and
American teachers for concert ana
opera, Mr. Dann was in profess
ional music for several years be
fore entering the ministry. He has
appeared in many sections of this
country in concert and radio. Af
ter a tour of Europe in 1930, he
returned to America and made his
opera debut in 1934. In 1940, he
began preparing for the ministry
maintaining voice and language
studios in New York and New
England during the Winter months
until 1949. During the Summers
he has toured exclusively in the
sacred concert field.
Al'.hough trained primarily for
the heavier type of music, Mr
Dann presents the sacred songs
with marked simplicity thereby
emphasizing the messages of the
songs. He comes highly recom
mended for his fine spiritual pro
grams which include well-known
hymns, spirituals and other sacred
songs. He will preface the pro
gram with a brief talk on his ex
periences. An invitation is extend
ed to all, regardless of church af
filiation, to attend the service. A
free-will offering will be received

43-62
EASY Ironer for sale, excellent
condition: also heavy-duty Bench
Grinder, 1-3 h.p. TEL. Ten. Harbor
WANTED
42-22.
50*52
HOUSEKEEPER
wanted
for
LOT of Nice flat Rocks for sale;
also practically new oil-burner family of five. AU modern appli
Brooder, capacity 400, cheap. SID- ances to do with. May live out.
50-52
NEW HUMES. Stickney Corner, TEL. Thomaston 34-12.
Me.
50-52
WOMAN or Young Man wanted
to work in office. Must be good
typist. Opportunity. Permanent.
COTTAGES
MATINICUS
P O BOX 544. Rockland.
50-51
Mrs. Orris Philbrook and daugh
COTTAGE to let for months of
MOTHERS wanted to know I ter Gracie spent the past week In
August and September. At Lucia sell and service the famous BABEE
Beach, Ash Point. Cottage plas LENDA SAFETY CHAIR circular, Rockland.
tered, modem conveniences, fire mailed on request.
Miss Madeline Ames and Row
FRED E.
place, four bedrooms. Will sell to HARDEN, The Magazine Man. Tel. land Ames, Jr., were Rockland visi.
right party. W. L CLARK. 9 Sum. 35-W, Rockland.
50*52 tors the week of vacation.
ner Road, Cambridge, Mass. 44-51
ANTIQUES and Used Furnish
Mr. and Mrs. Orren Ames were
ings wanted, attic contents, etc in Waterville on business Saturday.
WEAVER'S, 91 Main St. Thomas
TO LET
on. Tel. 345-2.
50-63 Mrs. Ames has been a patient in
Thayer Hospital for a few days.
ONE Room Apt. to let, also 1 fur.
BREAKFAST Set wanted. TEL.
rm.. kit. priv.; 29 BEECH ST. Tel.
The supper for the Island Medi
855-J.
49*51
1116-W.
50*52
cal Association was a big success.
STROLLER, used, wanted. Write '
RESTAURANT, fully-equipped, to
“STROLLER. ’ care The Courier- ' There were about 15 or 20 persons
let. TEL. Tenant’s Harbor, 99-3. Gazette.
49*50 from Vinalhaven who attended, be
50*52
HOUSEKEEPER of middle age sides Dr, Earle. Dr. Brooks Ryder
FURNISHED Apartment to let; wanted, for lady just home from and Dr. Claire Ryder were guest
ideal for two business girls; central hospital, but not needing nursing speakers. Officers elected for the
location; adults only; references. care. One in family, live in small
TEL. 762-J, 4.30 to 6 p. m. 49-51 Cape Cod house, preferably one coming year were: Chairman, Mrs.
LARGE Front Room to let, with who can drive a car. TEL. Camden I Gladys Mitchell; secretary, Mrs.
or without kitchen privileges. Call 8411.
49-51 Marguerite Ames and treasurer,
Harold Ames.
at 100 UNION ST., Rockland.
SALES Clerk wanted at Senter- j
49*55 Crane’s.
Good opportunity. Ap-I Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Young and
UPSTAIRS four-room Apt. bo ply IN PERSON.____________48-50 ' Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Ames were
let with flush. THL. Thomaston
HOSPITAL Bed wanted to rent in Portland Friday.
252-5._____________________ 49*51 or will
buy. MRS STANLEY J Mrs. Rena Bunker, Mrs. Albert
GARAGE to let. Apply in per SIMMONS. Spruce Head.
Tel. Bunker and Mrs. Nina Young have
son. 38 CHESTNUT ST.
48-50 954-3.
48*50 been in Boston for a few days.
TWO-ROOM Apt. to let. Cen
MAN wanted to work on poultry , Mrs. Sadie Myrick of Camden is
trally located; 95 UNION ST.
farm, year-round job; also woman I a guest of Mr. and Mrs Dalton
48*50 for housekeeper. L. B. ROKES, I
FOUR-ROOM Apt. to let; new Camden, Me. Tel. Camden 2261
47tf I LOST AND FOUND j
bath, hot water, second floor, pri) vate entrance, unfurnished. Adults
WANTED AT ONCE!
only, $40 P. O. BOX 505. 46tf
Any kind of Hardwood in bolts • NOTICE—is hereby given of the
loss of deposit book numbered 35115
SMALL Furnished Apartments to from 48“ to 69", must be sound. 7" and the owners. Freeman Staples
let. Apply in person. 11 JAMES or larger, premium prices paid. and Jennie B. Staples, ask for
ST__________________________ltf CaU or write ATLANTIC MANU- [ duplicate in accordance wtih the
FACTORING OO., 54 Park StHEATED and unheated furnished Rockland. Tel 893
44tf ] provisions of the State Law. ROCK
Apts to let. V F. STUDLEY, 77
LAND SAVINGS BANK by Sidney
Park St
Tels. 8060 or 1234. ltf ALTERATIONS and Repair Work ; H. Pierce, Treasurer, Rockland,
done at the Mend-It Shop, 102
45*51
ROOMS. Board by day or week. Union St., Grove St. entrance. Tel Maine, April 14, 1951.
WEBBERS INN. Tel. 240-3, Thom- 1680 EVA AMES.
46*51 i
j aston.
ltf
EGGS & CHICKS
WASTE Paper wanted, newspa
RENT our Floor Sanding Ma pers, books, magazines, corrugat- j
CLEMENTS Rhode Island Reds
chines. Do the job yourself. We ed boxes
Inquire 55 TILLSON .
tell you how. STUDLEY HARD AVE- City.____________________ 147tf grow quickly, have exceptional
vigor, high livability make excel
WARE. Tel. 20, Thomaston.
TOP prices paid for all kinds of lent profits for general or com
30tf
Junk iron, steel, metals, batteries mercial poultrymen. Maine-U. S.
FIVE-ROOM unfurnished Apt., and rags. MORRIS GORDON St Approved, Pullorum Clean. Also j
! to let, cold water furnished; adults SON, 6 T 8t. Tel. 123-W.
12tf Red-Rock (Sex-Linked) Pullets.
j only. Apply BICKNELL S HDWRE
ANTIQUES, Glass, China, Furni New Hampshires, White Rocks, and i
46tf ture. old Paintings, etc., wanted. Barred Crosses available. Prices
SANDING Machine and polisher CARL E. FREEMAN, Glen Oove. very reasonable Write CLEMENTS
ltf BROS, Farms, Route 33, Winter- !
FACTORY ENGINEERED to let. Also a Wall Paper Steamer. Tel. Rockland 10$
port, Me.
(C) i
Inquire at SEA COAST PAINT
PARTS
CO., 440 Main St.
2tf
GRANITE LIVES FOREVER
SEX-LINK Pullets for sale, 28c
each, from championship stock,
For All Chrysler Make Care
Walks, Steps. Posts. Fireplaces
Dodge-Plymouth-Chrysler
MISCELLANEOUS Mooring Stones and Chain. Ash Maine-U S. Approved, Pullorum
clean, Newcastle Immune. Cockerels
lar, Veneer, Pier Stone, Wall and
DeSoto
6c each. BYRON MILLS, Waldo
LAWN Mowers—Come and see Foundation Stone.
Estimates
boro. Tel. 51-3.
48*50 :
us about the type of power and
gladly submitted. No obligation.
Also Dodge Job-Rated
hand mowers that, are the most HOCKING GRANITE INDUS
SEX-LINK Pullets, cockerels or
Track Parts
economical to operate and service. TRIES (Successors to John Mee straight-run chicks from Pullorum
can also save you money on the
han A Son), Clark Island, Me.
clean U. 8 approved stock, for
NELSON BROS. GARAGE We
purchasing of a Garden Tractor. Tel. Rockland 21-W2 or Tenant'i sale. MELVILLE W DAVIS. Dutch
$15 MALN ST., ROCKLAND. ME.
EMIL RIVERS. INC., 342 Park St.
Harbor 56-IX
1-tl
Neck Hatchery. Tel. 133-23. Wal
1-tf
Rockland.
47tf
doboro. .......... .................. ....... 4-tf ,

In Audubon’s Honor

Raynes. Mrs. Margaret Ford of
Thomaston has also been a recent
guest at the Raynes home.
Misses Faye, Ruth-Ann, and
Mary Raynes of Camden were re
cent guests of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Philbrook.
“Dickie” Ames of Rockland has
been visiting his grandmother, Mrs.
Esther Young.
Mrs. Cora Young has been in
Rockland several days on business.
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Philbrook
of Westbrook spent their Spring
vacation at their home here.
Mr, and Mrs. Alton Ames were
week-end guests of his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Lyford Ames. Alton is in
the U. S. Navy and expects to go
to the Mediterranean, when the re.
turns to his base in Philadelphia.
Miss Celia Philbrook of Colby
College joined her parents at their
home here for the week-end.
Mrs. Julia Thomas of Vlnalhavn was calling on friends and
relatives Sunday.

Mrs. Florence Calderwood

Correspondent

Telephone 10-24

Mr. and Mrs. Carl Spear enter
tained the following children;
Pamela Stevens, Richard Sallinen.
Mary Alice Barker, Judith How
ard, Jimmy Howard, Gretchen
Russell,
Lynn
Russell
and
Nancy Spear Sunday, in honor of
their daughter Carolyn's seventh
birthday. The children enjoyed
games.
Refreshments of sand
wiches, punch and birthday cake
were served.
Mr. and Mrs. John Cunningham.
Mrs. Marcellus Cunningham. Mrs.
Nettie Dornan, Mrs. Inez Creigh
ton, Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Calder
wood attended the funeral of Mrs.
Mary Fish in Burkettville Sunday
afternoon.
Mrs. Winifred Allen who has
been at the home of Rev. Lyle Cal
houn the past few months, re
turned to her home in New Bed
ford, Mass., accompanied by her
grandson Larry Calhoun.
Mrs. Irene Stanley and daugh
ter Joyce of Birch Harbor are
visiting at the home of her sister,
Mrs. Norma Calhoun.
Doris Robbins entertains the
Friendly B Club Thursday evening
instead of Friday, as previously
stated.
Miss Madolyn Hawes of Boston
arrives Thursday for a week-end
visit with her parents. Mr. and Mrs.
Herbert Hawes.
Misses Bertha and LeVerne
Whitten of Belfast attended Meth
odist Church Sunday services and
later with Miss Florence Thurston
were dinner guests of Mrs. Lela
Haskell.
Rev. Elmer Bentley of Waterville
Is to be guest speaker at North
Union Chapel Sunday, April 29.
Services begin at 2.30 p. m., Sunday
School and Young People's Service
following.

Nagging backache, loss of pep and energy,
headaches and dizziness may be due to slow
down of kidney function. Doctors say good
kidney function is very important to good
health. When some everyday condition, such
as stress and strain, causes this important
f unction to slow down, many folks suffer nag
ging backache—feel miserable. Minor blad
der irritations due to cold or wrong diet may
cause getting up nights or frequent passage1-.
Don’t neglect your kidneys if these condi
tions bother you. Try Doan's Pills—a mild
diuretic. Used successfully by millions for
over 50 years. It’s amazing how many times
Doan’s give happy relief from these discomferta—help the 15 milesof kidney tubes ar.d fil
ters
out
G«t Cota i PilU t;^>y:

MRS ROBERT CREAMER

Correspondent
Telephone

340

Miss Helen Deehan has returned
to Watertown, Mass., alter spend
ing a week's vacation at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Bagley
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Benner have
returned to their home on Depot
street after spending the Winter
in Florida.
Harold Kennedy left Monday for
East Hartford, Conn., where he
has employment.
Mrs. Rena Crowell has her three
grandsons from Potsmouth, N. H.,
visiting her.
Herbert Johnson
Herbert E. Johnson, 76, died
Tuesday April 24 at his home on
Jefferson street. He was a lilelong resident of this town. He was
born Dec. 18, 1874, the son of
Henry and Cora Nash Johnson.
In his early life he worked in a
stone quarry. Mr. Johnson was a
charter member
of Meenahga
Grange and until a few years ago
j he took an active part in the or1 ganization. He was also a member
of the Knights of Pythias.
Surviving are only cousins.
Funeral services will be held at
2 p. m. Thursday, April 26, at the
Waltz Funeral Home with Rev,
Aaron Kelley officiating. Inter*
, ment will be in the Rural cemetery.

Pioneer Grange

(Continued from Page One)
! ine Tolman and Joan Lemar, and
i as background music was furnished
I by Mrs. Vera Hubbard, accompan
ist for the evening
George Layr, Duane Rowell, Gail
Rowell, Mrs. Lela Layr, Henry
Waters, and Mrs. Lottie Wellman,
took part in a tableau "Getting
Ready for Grange,” for which Mrs.
Minnie Jones was the reader.
Members of the chorus for the
evening were Mrs. Alice Willard,
Mrs. Mary Payson, Mrs. Anna
SOUTH HOPE
Gould, Mrs. Catherine Guyette, Miss
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Bow Frances Guyette, Miss Gail Rowell,
ley of East Water'coro visited his Mrs. Athleen Hilt. Mrs. Hope Leach,
brother, Lowell Bowley, Wednes Mrs Marjorie Bennett. Mrs. Thelma
day and were overnight guests ot Lonn, Miss Joan Lemar, ' Miss
Mrs. Lucretia Pushaw.
Geraldine Tolman and Mrs. Hazel
Mrs. Hazel Hart, Mrs. Laura Peabody.
The program was arranged by
Hastings, Ms. Gertrude Meservey
Mrs. Gladys Mills and Mrs. Edith Mrs. Hazel Peabody, the lecturer.
Willis attended a meeting of the The anniversary cake was made
Grey Ladies Wednesday night in by Mrs. Athleen Hilt.
Decorations featured evergreens
Rockland.
Recent visitors of Mr. and Mrs and potted plants.
Ralph Robbins were Harvey Mooers Supper was served after the pro
of Coopers Mills and Mr. and Mrs gram.
Visitors were present from the
Carroll Frost and four children of
I following Granges: Seven Tree of
Lincolnville.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Dickens Union, South Hope of South Hope,
and daughter, who spent the Win [ Mt. Pleasant of West Rockport,
ter with Mrs. Hazel Hart, have Progressive of Winslows Mills, Me
moved to their home in Lincoln domak Valley of Burkettville, Wes
saweskeag of South Thomaston,
ville.
Mr. and Mrs. Leland Hemenway North Brewer, Winthrop of Win
of Newton Center, Mass., his throp, Tranquility of Lincolnville,
daughter, Myra of Waterville and Warren of Warren and Huntoon
son Curtis of Schenectady, N. Y.. Hill of Jefferson.
■ —
here for the funeral of David ............... - i ■
Hemenway, returned
to their to build the chapel here.
homes Sunday.
Besides his widow, he leaves a
Miss Rita Baird is spending two daughter, Mrs. Amelia Dorman ol
weeks with her aunt and uncle, East Union; a son, Leland Hem
Mr. and Mrs. Allie Wellman, at enway, a professor at Simmons
j College, Boston; three grandchil
Hope.
Wilbur Baird accompanied his dren and a great granddaughclass at Camden High School on ! ter.
Funeral services, conducted by
the trip to Washington, D. C.
Rev. John Holman were held Sat
David C. Hemenway
David Crabtree Hemenway the urday at the Advent Chapel. Bear
oldest man in Hope, died April 17 ers were Raymond Crabtree, Harafter a short Illness, son of Hiram {ry Pushaw, Ralph Robbins and
and Amelia Crabtree Hemenway Wilbert Taylor. Interment was in
and a descendant of Samuel Pay- West Rockport cemetery.

son, a captain in the Revolution
ary War. he was born Feb. 4, 1862
at Warren. Following his mar
riage, June 28, 1892, to Mary Su
san Oxton, he became a resident
of South Hope where he engaged
in farming and poultry raising. Mr
j
Hemenway was a member of the
Advent Christian Church which he
served as deacon, treasurer, and
janitor for many years. He helped

ACME
EXTERMINATING CO.
We rid your premises of
any vermin.
For information phone

LLOYD’S, INC.
646 MAIN ST.,

ROCKLAND
44-Th&S-tf

FOR SALE
' ■ ■

A

I

Wake Up
To More Comfort
Without Nagging Backache

WALDOBORO

UNION

John James Aubudon, the famed
American naturalist died Jan. 27,
1851, and this the centennial year
so-called, Audubon Year by act of
Congress and by many state gov
ernors. He is known principally for
his bird paintings which he por
trayed with unsurpassed blending
of accuracy and artistry, but in his
later life he was famous for paint
ings of mammals, Audubon grew up
in France as a gentleman; at age
of 18 came to America and en
tered business.
Being more interested in birds
than business he soon began to
travel across the continent from
Labrador to Louisiana, painting
birds in their natural surroundings
During the next seven years he
painted 435 birds and was finally
able to get patrons to subscribe
about $1000 each and have these
drawings engraved. They brought
gTeat success and some money to
Audubon.
Strange to say these paintings
were found recently in the posession of a great grandson of Au
dubon, Leonard Benjamin Audu
bon, in Australia. All but three ol
the 435 originals have been pre
served.
At one time Audubon spent a
month in the state of Maine, at
Dennysvllle, 20 miles from Eastport,
making preparations for his Labra
dor expedition.
In 1942 Audubon bought an es
tate on the banks of the Hudson
River, in New York, and here es
tablished a home for himself, his
sons and their families. He lies
buried in Trinity Churchyard,
New York City, overlooking the
Hudson, near the spot where he
passed the last years of his life
His paintings remain an enduring
monument to his genius, but his
name may outlive his works be
cause lt has become the symbol of
“love of nature and love of coun
try."
Audubon knew the creatures of
the wild as few men did. When a
Society was started in 1886 for the
protection of American birds not
used for food, it seemed fitting to
name it after the great naturalist
and artist. In 1995 the National
Audubon Society was formed and
book entitled: “Birds of America.’
A complete set today would have a
value of many thousands of dol
lars.
The grave of John James Audu
bon in Trinity cemetery is marked
with a stone cross, carved with the
figures of the birds he had known
so well.
Mrs. John Corning of Yarmouth
Me., bird chairman of the Garden
Club Federation of Maine, who
has spoken to thousands of boys
and girls in every county in the
state, spoke to the pupils of Tyler
School, Warren Street, Rockland
Tuesday afternoon, upon Invita
tion of Mrs. Addie Rogers, prin
cipal, and Mrs. Marion Southwick
and other teachers in that build
ing. Mrs. Corning had been a guest
of the Rockland Garden Club at
its annual meeting, preceded by a
luncheon, in Masonic Hall, Tuesday
and greatly appreciated the oppor
tunity to speak to club members
and guests as well as the children
Our local garden club, along
with all the other garden clubs in
Maine, encourage Conservation of
the beauties and bounties of the
State of Maine, and are striving
to protect and conserve our heri
tage, stressing all phases of Con
servation and encouraging civic
improvements, bird life and pre
servation of wild flowers.

ON ROUTE 1, WARREN

Six-room Home with bath, sun-porch, new hot
air furnace; also gas floor furnace. Garage and
outbuildings; V/2 acres of land.
ALBERT B. ELLIOT

TEL. 5 or 27,

THOMASTON, ME.
49-51

K

TuesBay-Thursday-SaturflaV

VINALHAVEN
MRS. ALLIE LANE
Correspondent

Telephone M

*

4

The PTA. met Monday night at
Uhion Church vestry- After the
business meeting, Miss Marcia
Nye, teacher of the Sub-primary
School gave a very interesting talk
on the subject How To Introduce
a Five Year Old To Education.”
After the meeting a social hour
was enjoyed and lunch served by
the hospitality committee: Mrs.
Julia Thomas, Mrs. Dorothy Han
sen and Mrs. Beulah Calderwood.
Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Craig re
turned to their home here, last
week after passing the Winter
with their daughters, Miss Marjorie
and Miss Dorothy Craig at Au
burndale, Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. William Adair, son
Robin and Mrs. Richard, Young
were guests last week of Mr. and
Mrs. Hiram Young of Elliott.
Mrs. Elizabeth Warner, son
Mark and daughter Lucy, have re
turned to Boston after spending a
week at their Summer home here.
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Hopkins left
Tuesday for Sussex, Wisconsin,
where Mr. Hopkins will have em
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y
ployment. Enroute they will visit
at Weymouth and Springfield,
Mass.
Mrs. Robert Georgeson went
Tuesday to Boston, where she will
visit relatives.
Mrs. Harry Young and daughter,
Mrs. Percy Barter, Jr., have re
turned from a visit with Mr. and
Mrs. Percy Barter, Sr., at Boothbay.
Mr. and Mrs. John Walsh and
daughter Ellen Ann. who have
been guests of Mrs. Walsh'S par
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Albert Carver,
returned Monday to their home at
Auburndale, Mass.
Rev. W. S. Stackhouse returned
Tuesday from a business trip to
Bangor.
Everett Libby was at Tenant's
Harbor Monday to attend the fu
neral services of the late Alfred
Hocking.
Mrs. U. S .Walsh, who has been
the guest of her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Josephine Henning, returned
Monday to her home at Auburn
dale, Mass.
Mrs. William was in Boston re
cently to meet her daughters, Miss
Patricia Pierce, who came by plane
from Detroit, Mich., andi Mrs. Lor.
raine Anderson.

the death of George W. Elwell occurred April 22 at his home here.
Mr. Elwell was 77 years of age. He
was born at South Thomaston, the
son of Freeman and Evelyn Elwell.
He came to Vinalhaven when a
young man and had made his home
here 55 years. For a long period
of years he was the well-known
owner and proprietor of a Marine
Machine Shop. He was the organi
zer of Elwell’s Band which fur
nished music from public functions
for several years. He is survived
by his wife. Eva. Funeral services
were held Wednesday afternoon at
the Headley Funeral Home, Rev.
W. S. Stackhouse officiating. Burial
was in Ocean View Cemetery. The
bearers were Bradford Bray,
George Lawry, Aubrey Delano and
Harold Arey.

southThomaston
The South Thomaston P.T.A. will
hold election of officers at the
Grange Hall Friday night, April
27. Speakers for the evening will
be Marjorie Hybels who will speak
on ‘‘Forming a Girl Scout Troop.”
Mrs. Loana Shibles will speak on
"Forming a 4-H Club."
The
public is cordially invited to at
tend.

George W. Elwell
For social items in The Couriertf
After a long period of ill health Gazette, Phone 1044. City

,
'

Complete Memorial

EIGHT EXPRESSMEN CITED

The Fairfields

Linked With Francine Mc
Kinney-Melquist Post A. L.
Laughlin, For Whom In
To Finish Worthy Ten
Chief Thompson; National Safety Council formation Was Wanted
ant’s Harbor Project
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
The Kinney-Melquist Post, AJ,.
In reference :o your item in The
St. George has renewed its efforts
to complete the War Memorial on
Courier-Gazette of some time ago
lawn of the Post Home at Tenant's
Safe driving awards were pre plated, shield shaped badge with which has just been brought to my
National Safety] attention, regard a Miss Francine
Harbor. Commander Donald Wood sented to eight express drivers be the inscription
has appointed Legionnaire Alfred fore a group of appreciative ana Council Award" in gold on a blue ] McLaughlin and the name of Fairenamel background decorated with
Erickson, chairman of the commit
enthusiastic spectators in Rock the familiar figure of "The Man field, I would like to say that I
tee to raise sufficient funds to com
come from a line of Fairfield’s that
plete the project. Although the land, E. M. Clark, the local agent Behmd The Wheel."
came from the State of Maine.
He also received a certificate
Memorial was dedicated last Memo for the Railway Express Agency
My grandfather, one of the
citing his record bearing the sig children of John and Betsy Fairrial Day, sufficient funds were not announced today.
Sponsored and authorized by the natures of Ned H. Dearborn, pres field, was born in Saco, Me., aoout
available at the time to purchase
the spread eagle that will be placed National Safety Council and the ident of the National Safety Coun the year 1839. I know that he had
Railway Express
Agency, the cil and A. L. Hammell, president of
on top of the huge boulder.
a brother, Tom. who lived in Mai
Further landscaping is necessary awards, ranging from one to lb Railway Express Agency.
den, Mass., at one time. How many
agency’s special other brothers or sisters there were
to complete the surroundings. Com years of driving without a single The express
rade Erickson points out that a accident, were presented to the award for 10 years of faultless I do not know.
great many townsfolks, as well as winners by Bernard Thompson, driving was won by C. A. Smalley.
We have tried to keep the name
Summer residents of the commun Chief of Police, who said that the It is a lapel button with the nu of Fairfield going in the family. 1
ity, are under the impression that winners represented the highest meral 10 inscribed in gold and II had a brother who had it and one
the project is complete and there ability due to the exacting rules blue enamel background. The spe- |1 of my daughters has it and my
fore have not made donations that which govern qu$.lifica:ion3 from cial award lor 15 years, a similar ’I other daughter has given it to one
they intended to. He reports that standards of professional driving lapel button set with a precious i of her children.
stone and inscribed with the nu
the Post is still short $300 to com awards.
I will try and give you our side
Not only must a driver’s record meral "15" was won by H. A. Rob
plete the Memorial dedicated bo
of the family tree as far as I know
be
clear
of
any
accident
which
he
inson
and
H.
D.
Ogier.
veterans of all wars who have ,
1 it:
made the supreme sacrifice. Checks may have caused himself, but he Other Express drivers receiving
My grandfather was one of the
must
be
clear
of
any
accident
in
the
awards
were:
or money orders may be made pay
children of John and Betsy FairA. H. Lovejoy, 16 years; M. P
able to Kinney-Melquist Post, AJ,., which he may have been involved
field. His name was Edward Taylor
Harriman, seven years; A. B. Pale6,
and sent either to the Post at P.O. that he could have prevented.
Fairfield. He married Ellen SawEach winning driver received wo years; K. S. Keyes, two years;
Box 108, Tenant’s Harbor, or to Al
I yer. They had three children.
the
National
Safety
Council
gold
F.
L.
Gilmore,
one
year.
fred Erickson, St. George Road.
1. Edith Frances Fairfield marSouth Thomaston, Maine. All do
: ried Washington Irving Chase
nations will be accepted and very
(both deceased). They bore two
much appreciated by the Post in
sons, Edward Irving and Charles
this worth while community pro
(deceased).
ject.
2. Ellen Fairfield (deceased) mar
Commander Wood has appointed
ried Edward Clark (deceased ! They
the following Legionnaires 'ko the
bore three children, Edna, Edith.
Nominating Committee: Arthur
Edward Taylor.
Carter, Wyman Hatch and Earl
3. Emma Josephine Fairfield
Snow. They will submit a slate
(my mother) married Albert Roof officers for the year 1951-52.
Without
a word of debate that the Senate reconsider its en ■ bart. They bore seven children
Election of officers will be May 7
Maine's
Senate
Tuesday joined the grossment action. After more than Edwina Grace, Amy Josephine, Ed
with installation on May 14. The
ward Fairfield, (deceased) Albert
Post has joined the St. George house in approving an amendment an hour of debate, the Senate re Francis, Charles, Otto, Herbert, Erfused,
by
a
vote
of
18-13.
Community Club In its campaign that would block a referendum on
The sales tax bill, with a dozen -------—:-------------------------------------for a community clean-up week. a 2 percent sales tax bill.
exemptions,
including food, would j "It looks better all the time for the
George Fay and Donald Wood are
The Senate approved the emer- raise an estimated $10,000,000 a i sales tax.”
members of this committee.
i_______________________________
ency clause amendment by a voice year, it also would take the State
vote.
from the property tax field, which
PORT CLYDE
Last Friday the House debated yields about $5,500,000 a year.
Samuel Peoples of Natick, Mass., the amendment for three hours
The remaining estimated new
is at his cottage at Drift Inn beach. before approving it.
revenue of $4,500,000 a year would
A bridal shower was given the
The bill was to go back to the balance the proposed budget of
newiyweds, Mr. and Mrs. Alton house for a vote on enactment. It $59,000,000 for the next two years
Chadwick at the Library Saturday needs a two-thirds majority (100
night. Nice gifts were received, and favorable votes) to pass it as an
refreshments were served .
emergency. Then the Senate would
Charles Collins and housekeeper, have to pass it by the same maMaine’s House yesterday threw
Delia Ridge of Belmont, Mass., pority—22 votes.
out a personal income tax proposal,
So fast was the action in the encouraging proponents of a two
have arrived at the Collins Home
Senate today that even majority percent sales tax bill abut enact
stead.
Miss Beatrice Partelo and Fred floor leader Clarence S. Crosby ment of their referendum-proof
Hinds of Franklin. N. H., were expressed surprise in an interview. measure. The roll call vote against
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Ma The action cheered sales tax pro the 3 percent income tax measure
ponents. The speed caught some of was 99 to 40. This led Senator
loney Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Mason Foss and the sales tax foes napping.
Malcolm P Noyes (R-Franklin),
Soon alter the action, Senator Taxation Committee chairman and
family of Concord, Mass., are at
their cottage on Hupper's Point Carl J. Broggi, (R-Sanford) asked sales tax advocate, to comment:
Road.
Miss Stephanie Myrick and
friend of Dark Harbor are guests
of Miss Myrick’s parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Elliot Myrick.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Beane and
son Elden and Mrs. Carroll of
Warren were recent guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Ernest Maloney.
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Boehner,
Union, New Jersey, have moved
their furnishings to Hupper’s
Island, which they recently pur
chased.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Monaghan
attended1 a Postmaster’s meeting in
Augusta Saturday night.

Recognize Safe Driving Of Local Men

SENATE ACTED QUICKLY

And Passed the Sales Tax Bill As Emergency
Measure By Unanimous Vote

4

win, Emma Josephine (died at
birth.)
My grandfather was a Civil W£
Veteran. I have forgotten his regiment but it was some Maine regi
ment, Mass., Volunteers.
This information may not bt
worth anything to you ana Miss
McLaughlin may not be any con
nection at all but I am interested
every time I come across the name
of Fairfield.
Oh, there is one more piece of
information that I can give you
for what it is worth At one t me
I was to my aunt Edith'- house and
she introduced me to a young chap
that she said was a distant cousin
of ours. His name was Ezra Smith
and he came from Kennebunkport
on a visit to her. That would be
about 38 or 40 years ago.
Mrs. Amy J. Freeman
30 Hermon street
Belmont 78, Mass

GROSS NECK

Mr. and Mrs. Fred Stahl of
Broad Cove were guests at the Gelo
home Thursday.
Mr. and Trussell Wentworth of
Camden were guests Saturday of
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Melvin
Genthner.
Mrs. Matilda Eugley visited her
daughter, Mrs. Irvine Genthner
and family of West Waldoboro,
Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs Alton Simmons and
son has returned home from New
Hampshire.
Mass Villa Stahl of Broad Cove
visited Sunday with Mrs. Eldora
Gross.
Mrs. Eldora Gross spent a few
days last week with her grand
daughter, Mrs. Eben Wallace and
family at the Village.
Recent callers at Melvin Genth
ner’s were Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Collamore of Friend-hip. Clinton
Gross, Arthur Creamer, Donald
Genthner of Dutch Neck.

A drive to stimulate mineral pro
duction and exports is planned by
Argentina.

Flavor In Every Leaf

Income Tax Beaten

Produce

r/lud 'UJedzi. Sedt Meat Valued !

Florida - Babiiuice Full ol Juice - Lge Size

Fresh Native Broiler* or Fryers - 2% - 3J4 Lb. Ave.

Oranges

u 47c

Chickens
DRAWN READY TO COOK

Lb

Heavy Western Corn Fed Steer Beel

Rib Roast

Oranges

“ 79c

Florida - Thin Skinned

Lb 73c

Fresh California

Ll 53c

Juicy California - Large Size

Cooked Hams
LB

Hans’m Ready to Serve

69c

Salad Bowl

or SMOKED - Lean, Meaty, Economical

59c

New Crop Glenside

Lean Rindless, Sugar Cured

e

Grass Seed bag $1.89

LB 59c

Sliced Bacon
— Sea fyoodt Valued
FRESH HADDOCK

floon Gaud
tyaMdiki

LB 19C

Reedy le Cook
Nice Wfcte
Slices

FRESH EASTERN HALIBUT

95

96-^% Pure - 90% Germination

—

Greased •< Deseed

FRESH HADDOCK FILLETS

lb

39c

lb

55c

i«L2snnHi

DA/RY VALUES
BROOKSIDE FRESH
Grade A

Maple Nut Cake

002 69c

<

each

49c

A Mild, Pleasing Blend

77c

RICHMOND
A Rich, Hearty Coffee

KYBO

77c

First Nationals
For Every Cheese Use

89c

CHEDDAR CHEESE

COPLEY

Baked

'

Corn

WHITE BREAD

2YC

ca8n

85c

Lt
JAR

Finest - Pea,
Yellow Eye

b

Maine

Pur* Mirabel
Preserves

Beans Kidney,

*

1 LB
LOAVES

81c

(Ptked. "FINAST” Suttfedtieud

Whole Milk Quality Cheese

L853cMsC57c \163c

IB
BAG

Extra Rich, Vacuum Packed

'

Libby or Swift
All Clear Meat

Finest - Golden
Cream Stylo

Pineapple

28 or

12 oz
CAN

A

17 oz
CAN!

Finest Grapefruit
and Orange Sections

20 oz
CAN

ter

<££

Finest Crushed

NATIONAL

39c

2
d£ can
“45c
Cans

12 oz
JAR
30 oz
CAN

All Prices in This Advertisement Effective et Firrt N.twel Seff-Senice Super Merlets ie Thit Vicinity .
Wa Reserve the Right to Limit Quantities

FIRST

29c

first National Col fees
Are Your Best Buy !

CHEESE FOOD

2

j®

NOW .. . MORE THAN EVER

BUTTER
LB
ROLL

33c
29c

Apricot Pie

BROOKSIDE

Fancy Table
Quality

each

Cinnamon Buns
Jelly Filled Donuts

EGGS
LARGE SIZE
NATIVE

2 BCWS]9C

Carrots

Also Mmced Ham -

Bologna

yw

I VC

Tender Young, Sweet

LB 59c

Shoulders

a

LGE
DOUBLE
BCH

Celery

ExLn L«u . L«» Wart.

COLONIAL PASflR

19c

ceplkls°

Fresh Crisp Pascal

LB 49c

Shoulders

5 FOR 19c

Lemons

» 59c

FACE ENO

cPKe° 25c

Dates

L6 73c

Mild Sugar Cured

FRESH

43<

Grapefruit

Large Plump Meaty

DRAWN READY TO COOK

4 LBS 29c

Apples

u 59C

Fowl

002 49c

Native - For Cooking

Fancy Selected Meaty Northern Grown in Popular Snes

TURKEYS
DRAWN READY FOR THE OVEN

DOZ 49c

Juicy Californie Navel - Large Size

STORES

44c
29c
28c
29c
31c

MEDOMAK
Mr. and Mrs. Ashley Genthner,
Jr., spent the week-end at theii
home.
Gov. and Mrs. Frederick Payne
spent the week-end at their cot
tage.
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Shuman
and Annie Genthner were Rock
land visitors Friday.
Mrs. L. W. Osier and son John
spent one day last week in Port
land.
Mrs. Edith Eugley visited Mon
day with her daughter, Annie
Genthner.
Mrs. Aster Willey was a recent
caller at Mrs. Fred Stahl's at Bread
Oove.
Mrs. Ivan Simmons and sons ol
Port Clyde visited last week with
her sister, Mrs. Hartwell Carter.
Richard Keene of New Hamp
shire is visiting his parents, Mr
and Mrs. Fred Keene.
Mrs. Edith Hunter of Cambridge
Mass., was at her home over the
week-end.
Mrs. Aster Willey was at Waldo
boro last Wednesday to attend the
funeral of her uncle, Clifford Win
chenbach.
Pfc. Edward Benner returned to
Kentucky Friday after a 14 days
furlough at his home.
Pauline McLain
and Evelyn
Reed recently spent a week at
Ayer, Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. Burton Teele ana
Vernard Prior were at Port Clyde
Bunday.

Strawberry Plants
Howard 17 (Premier)

HERMAN P. SWEETSER
CUMBERLAND CTR. MAINE
38-52

Car details as shown are subject to change without notice

To every

Packard, as you already know, has
provided generously for today’s
giants...
(Examples: Seats as wide as the
car is high. Enough headroom for
a 6-footer wearing a cowboy hat.
Largest trunk of any sedan on
thc road.)

the nof-so-tall folks, in America’s
newest new car...
Wonderful new outlook: Packard's new

kind of low-level hood gives you real
"close-up safety vision"...lets you see
both front fenders, for safer passing,
dent-free parking. New one-piece
windshield (nearly five feet wide) and
narrower corner pillars give you a
clear panoramic view.

Now, let's see a few typical exam
ples of what Packard has done for

rntwz

“Packard

a oar--i£$

Tops in handling case, too—because

Packard (and Packard alone) gives
you Ultramatic Dr/re... with a com
bination of smoothness, quietness,
flexibility, and positive control no
other drive can match. And steering
ease? Here's a car that actually handles,
in traffic, with as little effort as it takes
to turn a door knob in your home!
Come drive it!

ASK THE MAN WHO OWNS ONE

MAINE AUTOMOTIVE SALES COMPANY
28 Park Street, Rockland, Maine

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

The First 200

The First 200

Adult Customers Will

Adult Customers Will

Receive a Valuable Gift

Receive a Valuable Gfit

25 Years - A Quarter of a Century IWO
"ONLY ONCE A YEAR"

Hosiery Like This
Nylon
Nebel’s First Quality
51 Gauge
1 nA
15 Denier

iJl.VU

Starts Saturday April 28th at 9 a. m.

Alexander Type 128
Slight Irr’s

99,

$2.35

Utica Type 140
First Quality

Plain Heels

Coats!

Suits!

j
VI

Our Regular Stock plus Special Purchase
from One of the Better Makers!

Tailored by Bonniecraft
and Other Famous Makers

MORE NYLONS
51-30's
New Lot
All Sizes

"ONLY ONCE A YEAR”

Sheets and Domestics

ONLY at this ONCE A YEAR EVENT can we offer such
GREAT VALUES!
Many many manufacturers have co-oper
ated to bring you the Best Buys of the year!

Slight Irregulars

Black Heels
Fancy Heels

r

n|

O

Fleeces, Coverts, Suedes

Navy and Pastels.
16.95 Coats

39.50 Coats

22.95 Coats

45.00 Coats

29.50 Coats

16.95 Unlined Suits
29.50 Lined Suits .
39.50 Lined Suits .
49.50 Lined Suits .

ONLY ONCE A

One Lot Only (Salesmen's Samples)
All Colors and Sizes

ONLY ONCE A YEAR'
The Famous

Ladies’ Pigskin

Henry Rosenfeld
Breaks the Market

Lanolated Soap,

.69

This Sale, $2.98
Flocks'

Kgt. Worsted
Our Reg. Stock

SOLD OUT TO

•ONLY ONCE A YEAR”

SENTER-CRANE’S BARGAIN ATTIC

Bridge Lamps

The Nickerson Fabric Shop

Complete with Shade.

693 MAIN STREET

Reg. $5.98 Value

Marked About

$3.98
3-Way Table Lamps

1/2 price
The Stock Includes:
Rayon Prints, Butcher Linens,
Shantungs, Chambrays, Seersuckers,
Sport Cottons, Denims, and Remnants

Ladies’ Nylons .......................... .. .. ..
Same Wonderful Value.

Sale $1.19

Special

CHECK THESE VALUES!
.79

Tiny flaws that you can't find.

36” Broadcloth ........................ .. .. .

4 Oz. Skeins

All Brass with Parchment Shade.

OTHER ATTIC BARGAINS

“ONLY ONCE A YEAR'

Price Would be 4.98

One Group, 1-2 Off
One Group, 1-4 Off

Reg. 1.00 Cheramy
Cologne,
.59
Reg. 1.75 Old Spice. 1.00
Wrisley Soap,
,69j
6 in Box

If First Quality

STREET DRESSES... Our Regular Stock

LipsticksA" Colors
Liquid Make-up

.39

Formal and Street Wear Dresses 4.98

Playing Cards (Canasta sets) ...
.89
Flocks Yarn, odds and ends... 1-2 Price
Nylon Uniforms, brand new.. .. .. .. . 10.50
Boxed Jewelry, brand new.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 89
Ladies’ Hats, reg. stock.. .. .. .. Less 20%

ONLY ONCE A YEAR'

Sizes 10 to 20.

HEAVY TOWELS
80 Square Percale House Dresses
Sale ...................................... .. .. . 1.98

Dundee
Irregulars

Large Assortment of Children’s Wear

FAMOUS

1-2 Price

ALL NYLON
Irr’s of 8.50 Goods.
All Sizes.

1.00 Stationery, new goods.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 59
One Lot Art. Emb.. .. .. .. . About 1-2 Price
6-Way Floor Lamp, reg. 9.98 ... 8.79
Plant Pot Pin-Up, reg. 3.98.. .. .. .. . 2.98
.98 Cotton Cord Wash Goods.. .. .. .. .. .. .. 69

$6.50

All colors and white

Large 2Ox 40, 69c
Guest 15x26,

37r

Also In This Sale

Children’s 80 Squares, 4-14...... .. ..

1.00

Men’s Dress Shirts.................... .. .. . 1.69
Men’s Chambray ...................... .. .. . 1.49

Heavier and Larger
22x44,

89c

16x27,

45r.

Anklets (Lads’ and Misses), irr’s.

.23

Many Items On Sale Not Listed

-

No Room!

BOYS'

BELL SKIRTS
Reg. 3.49

Sale. $1.59 j
CAPE COD SHIRTSj
Odd Sizes

.

$2.98

- I', -.1
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Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

THOMASTON

Social Matters

News and Social Items, Notices and Advertisements may be sent
or telephoned to

MRS. GLADYS CONDON, ERIN STREET. TEL. 113-3
Mrs. Therese Walker and son,
Allred Greer, were dinner guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Sabien
Sunday.
P.T.A. will meet tonight, 7.30 at
High School building with
Mrs. Nellie Starrett giving a talk
on Finland and colored pictures
will be shown. A group of small
children, dressed in costumes, will
do a Finnish dance.
Arthur Perry, a patient at the
“Lucette," whose 88th birhdav was
last Saturday, was made happy
when Mrs. Elizabeth Luce surprised
him by having a party for him with
other patients in the home enjoyit with him. He was presented
with three birthday cakes, and he
received many nice cards and a
gift of money and other useful
gifts.
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Spiller of
Portland were week-end guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Kalloch.
Mrs. Maud Carver of Camden
was a guest Tuesday of Mrs. Ray
Kalloch.

Uf?

MISS HELEN M. RICH
Correspondent
Telephone 2214

Mrs. Myrtle Wheeler will have a
recital with her piano pupils at the
Camden Opera House Friday night
at 730 o'clock. There will be no
^mission charge.
*\frs. Earle Pitman is spending
this week in New York.
Mrs. John McDonough is a pa
tient at the Eastern Maine Gen
eral Hospital in 3angor.
Mr. and Mrs. John Thomas have
been spending a few days with Mr.
Thomas' parents, Mr. and Mrs. G.
H. Thomas.
Mr. and Mrs. George Carlton of
Quincy, Mass., and Mr. and Mrs.
Loranus Hatch of New York visited
Western Germans now can buy
Mth their parents. Mr. and Mrs. bottled milk—in many cases for the
Findlay Calder, last week-end.
first time in postwar.
Sixty girls from Camden, will atPajamas and Nighties, sizes 4 to
14.
$2.79. Children’s
Specialty
RUMMAGE AND
Shop, over the Paramount, 375
COOKED FOOD SALE
Main street.
50-51

Watts Hall, Thomaston

See the latest styles In Furs and
Cloth Coats, moderate prices, top
quality, at Lucien K Green & Son.
1-tf

SATURDAY, APRIL 28

9.00 A. M.
Benefit Band Parents’ Club

The Odds and Ends will meet at
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph L. Wiggin
the Congregational vestry tonight have returned home from a motor
at 730.
trip to North Carolina, West Vir
ginia, and elsewhere.
The Rockland Junior Women's
Dudley M. Holman arrived Tues
Club met Tuesday night at the
Bok Home for Nurses. Desert was day from Quincy, Mass., for a
served followed by a business meet brief visit. He returns to Rockland
ing. Serving as hostesses were: In June to occupy his Summer
Mrs. Edith Levensaller, Mrs. Ruth cottage.
Dalton, Miss Alice Robinson, Mrs
Mrs. Carl Simmons entertained
Stella Ellingwood, Mrs. Virginia
the choir of St. Bernard’s Tuesday
Bird and Miss Mary Eagan. The
night with a dessert canasta party
. annual meeting and banquet will in honor of Jane Mullen who is
be held May 8 at Robin Hill Lodge.
training in the Mercy Hospital and
Mrs. Knott C. Rankin enter returning Friday after three weeks
tained the Christmas Sewing Club vacation. The tables were attract
Wednesday afternoon at her home ively arranged with Spring flow
ers as a centerpiece. Prizes were
cn Cedar street.
won by Mrs. James Brazier, Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. George Radcliffe Arthur Doherty, Arthur Doherty,
and son, George of Tuls3, Okla., Percy Foley. A gift was presented
and Mrs. Fred Shaw and daughter, Miss Mullen by the hostess. Group
Barbara of Lexington, Mass., are singing furnished enjoyment at
guests this week of their brother the close of the party. Mrs. Wilfred
and sister-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Mullen and Kay Mullen assisted
Sidney Radcliffe.
the hostess in serving.

Held In Belfast

0^ WHITE
THOMASTON SUPER-MARKET

The annual meeting of the Con
gregational Christian Conference
of Maine will be held May 1-3 with
the First Church in Belfast, Rev.
Frank A. Pitman, minister. The
president of the Conference this
year is the Honorable Robert B.
Williamson of Augusta, a native of
Belfast and a Justice cf the Su
preme Judicial Court of Maine.
Tuesday, May 1, at 10 a. m.
there will be a seminar of the
Council for Social Action with Rev.
M. Wtbb Wright of Biddeford as
chairman. Mrs. Valdimer Skyrl
will speak on the subject "A Dis
placed Family Finds A Home in
Maine." Rev. Ray Gibbons of New
York, Director of the Council for
Social Action will also speak at
this seminar. A 2 p. m. the Maine
Congregational Ministerial Relief
Society will hold its annual meet
ing. Rev. Arthur R. Macdougall,
Jr., of Bingham, is the President
and Rev. Horace G. Robson of Bos
ton will speak on the subject,
‘Behind the Scenes in Pastoral
Supply.”

ib, 45c

-

SULKA
Has Perfect

FRY—BROIL—OR FRICASSEE

GRADUATION
GIFTS

LEAN—SHORT SHANK SMOKED

SHOULDERS

ib. 45c

FANCY SKINLESS—GOVT. INSP.

FRANKFORTS .
BUTTER
AT TA
VLtU
TUNA FISH

ib. 49c
1 lb. roll 00c

COLORED

KEA?'seFOK

FI ATTA
rLUUK

PILLSBURY

t^Ta?

CUKES
CABBAGE

NEW

«>• 29c
can 25<=

2.19
19c
ib.
6‘

Sewers And Knitters

Cong’l Christian Conference Are Asked To Work Two
Will Meet here May
Hours a Day One Or Two
1, 2 and 3
Days a Week

Read The Courier-Gazette

CHICKENS

EASY CREDIT TERMS

JIWEUM J

Mrs. Adah Roberts, Production
Chairman is writing letters to vari
ous church groups in nearby towns
of Knox County seeking workers,
who will sew or knit for the Red
Cross for two hours, one or two
days weekly.
While first letters are going out
to church groups, Mrs. Roberts
said that individual workers or
those from other organizations will
be welcome. The production rooms
at Knox County Red Cross Chap
ter headquarters, Main street, '
Rockland, are opened Tuesdays and
Thursdays from 2 to 4 p. m.
Present production needs are for
layettes for babies; sewing of varij ous types for veterans and families;
and knitting woolen goods for men
in the service.
Good For Vinalhaven!

Vinalhaven Island not only re
ported, but it sent to the Knox
I County Fund Campaign it collect
ed 1951 quota of $336, but $24 be
sides for an over the top total of
$360, executive secretary Isaac L.
! Hammond announced today. Mrs.
Cora Peteerson was chairman of
I the successful campaign at Vinali haven.

New Time Tables
Go Into Effect On the Maine
Central Railroad Next
Sunday
Some changes in arrival and de
parture times of trains will be
shown in the new Summer time
tables of the Boston and Maine
Railroad and the Maine Central
Railroad, effective with the change
of time Sunday, April 29. The new
tables will carry all train times in
Daylight Saving Time and for the
first time will show fares with the
Federal tax of 15% included.
The "Bar Harbor," from Wash
ington, Baltimore, Philadelphia,
and New York to Ellsworth, will
operate eastbound, Mondays, Wed
nesdays, and Fridays, and west
bound Tuesdays, Thursdays, and
Sundays. Dining car service will
be in operation on this train be
tween Portland and Ellsworth and
i Portland and Rockland.
The "Pine Tree," westbound, will
. operate on a faster schedule from
Bangor to Boston leaving Bangor
at 6.50 a. m.; Portland at 10.35 a. m.,
, arriving in Boston at 12.35 p. m.,
! running express from Portland to!
! Boston. The eastbound “Pine Tree"
from Boston to Bangor will carry
a parlor car for Rockland on Fri
days commencing June 1, arriving
Rockland 9.25 p. m.

FLATLUX
The Wall Paint MADE WITH OIL
Paint Soid

FOR A

Quick (fyaacfe

0N£ COAT

WALtPAPER!

HIGH SCHOOL BANDS OF ROCKPORT,
THOMASTON, ROCKLAND, ST. GEORGE
PLUS A COMPOSITE BAND OF MUSICIANS
FROM ALL FOUR SCHOOLS

Community Building, Rockland
TUESDAY, MAY 1—8 P. M.

covens

3

AND MOST OTHER SURFACES
There's Only One FLATLUX ond . .Jt's MADE WITH OIL

STUDLEYTEL.HARDWARE
CO
MAIN ST.,
20,
THOMASTON, ME.

Mrs. Jennie Payson, center, cuts the anniversary cake of Pioneer
Grange. The day also marked her 62nd year of Grange membership.
Assisting her are, left, Master Bernice Young of Pioneer and Mrs. Lottie
York of Winthrop, lecturer of the Maine State Grange.

Gay Nineties
Will Feature the Rubinstein
Club Public Party On
May 10
The Rubinstein Club Gay Nine
ties Cabaret and Card party will
be held at the Universalist Church
vestry on May 10, at 730. A des
sert will be served promptly at 7.30
by young ladies in gay nineties cos
tumes, and members of th>' Rubin
stein Club will present a brief pro
gram of Gay Nineties music. Cards
will round out the evening’s en
tertainment. All those who wish to
add to the cabaret atmosphere
and fun may attend in gay nine
ties costume.
Mrs. Kathleen Newman, Gener
al chairman, ticket selling com
mittee, Mrs.. Beulah Ames, Mrs
Jeanette Small, Mrs. Jean Smith
Thomaston and Mrs. Helen Went
worth Hope: entertainment, Mrs.
Adele Lundell and Mrs. Myrtle
Nelson.
Publicity, Mrs. Beulah Ames;
tables. Mrs. Adah Roberts and Mrs
Noela Simmons; prizes, Mrs. Mary
Farnsworth and Miss Marian Ginn;
punch. Miss Lucille Nason; refresh
ments, Mrs. Mary Garrett, Mrs.
M ybelleStrong and Mrs. Doris
Lindquist; decorating, Miss Doro
thy Lawry.

120 Student Musicians Under the Direction of
Vere B. Crockett, All Uniformed in Their
School Colors.
Guest Director. Warren Freeman, Dean of the
College of Music at Boston University.
ADMISSION 60c ADILTS; 40c CHILDREN, tax included

HUTCHINS-KIMBALL
Miss Jean Ludwig Kimball ot
Augusta became the bride of Ray
mond Myron Hutchins of Orffs
Corner, Waldoboro, April 18 at b
o’clock, in Richmond. Rev. William
Bennett performing the double
ring ceremony.
They were attended by Miss
Anne Kimball, sister of the bride
and Vernon Hutchins, brother oi
the bridegroom.
The couple left for a wedding
trip of unannounced destination
and on their return will make their
home at 26 Sewall street, Augusta
Mrs. Hutchins is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. George Kimball
of Richmond and granddaughter
of Byron L. Ludwig and for several
seasons was the popular clerk iu
Ludwig’s General Store. She is a
graduate of Richmond High School
and Gates Business College and is
employed in the Central Maine
Power Company in Augusta. She
is a member of the Methodist
Church
and
the
Progressive
Grange.
Mr. Hutchins is the son of Mr
and Mrs. Myron Hutchins of Orff’s
Corner, Waldoboro. He received
his education in the Waldoboro
schools and is a member of the
Progressive Grange.
He is em
ployed on the road patrol.

Going Away Party

3 HOWL'NG DAYS!
THUES.-FRI.-SAT.

Mr. and Mrs. Donald Russell
were the surprised but thoroughly
happy guests Monday night at a
going away party given in Com
munity Building
Tower Room,
honoring Mr. Russell's departure
Wednesday for service in the
Navy. He was presented a purse
of money and Mrs. Russell a cor
sage of yellow roses. The honor
guests were brought to the Tower
Room by a strategym following
dinner with Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Clark, Jr.
Mrs. Albert Havener and Mrs
Edward Greenleaf, Jr., were host
esses assisted by Mrs. Arthur
Lind, Mrs. Willard Johnson, Miss
Eleanor
Weed, Mrs.
Lawrence
Blood and Mrs. Donald Slocumb.
Mrs. Donald Morang presided over
the punch bowl and Miss Paulme
Stevens was in charge of the guest
book.
Refreshments were served by the
hostesses with a handsome goingaway cake featured, gift of John
Harris. Dancing and cards com
pleted the memorable evening.
Those present were: Mr and
Mrs. John Duff, Mr. and Mrs
Ralph Clark, Jr., Mr. and Mrs
Charles R. Duff, Mr. and Mrs
Edward Greenleaf, Jr., Mr. and
Mrs .Lawrence Blood. Mrs. Don
ald Slocumb, Mr and Mrs. Albert
Raymond, Miss Pauline Stevens,
Miss Eleanor Weed, Mrs. Raymond
Duff. Douglas Curtis.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Lind, Mr
and Mrs. Albert Havener, Miss
Mary Browne, Mr. and Mrs. Jason
Thurston, Mrs R. Morton Estes
Mrs. Alma Stinson, Mrs. Sandra
Heal, Mrs. Fred Knight, Mr. and
Mrs. Richard Sukeforth, Mr. and
Mrs. Ervin Wooster, Mr. and Mrs
John Harris. Ernest Munro.
Mrs. Donald Morang, Owl's Head
Mr. and Mrs. Newell Hodgkins
Union, Norman Cox, Winter Park
Fla., Mr. and Mrs. Willard John
son, Belfast, Miss Dorothy Pease
Belfast, Mr. and Mrs. William Mc
Lellan, Thomaston and Mrs. Her
man Simmons, Mrs. Albert Hav
ener, Sr., Mrs. Dale Ltndsey, Miss
Elizabeth Sawyer, Miss Celia Her
rick, and Miss Lois Benner, Rock
land.
Participating on the gift but un
able to attend were: Miss Sylvia
Adams, Mrs. Charles H. Duff, Mr
and Mrs. Theodore Allard, Mr. and
Mrs. Carl Snow, Misses Rose and
Adelaide McNamarra, Mr
and
Mrs. Lewroy Russell, Mrs. Annie

your

Hold onto
the

heart!

barrage

biggest

For

gobs,

of

laughs and greatness ever laid

down by the U. S. Fleet!

GRANGE HALL
EVERY THURSDAY
8.30 to 12.00

DOOR PRIZES WEEKLY
Music By

CHARLIE WOODCOCK
New and Old Fashioned Dances
Adm. 50c tax inc.
2-Th-tf

FOB THEffiSfiL

Competition to select “Baby
IGA ’ of 1951—second in a $500,000
series of four popularity contests—
gets underway April 30 at the IGA
(Independent Grocers’ Alliance)
stores In this commnity.
The contest will be conducted
In two phases: (1) a popularity
election in each IGA Store from
April 30 to May 19, inclusive, to
select the three most popular ba
bies; followed by (2) a favorite
photograph contest in a play-off
to determine regional and national
winners from among thousands of
store winners throughout the
United States.
Any child born on or after April
30. 1946 is eligible to compete. To
become a candidate, the child must
have his or her name written on
the sales receipt of an IGA store
and deposited in the ballot box.
One vote will be credited for each
penny of the total shown on the
receipt. Fuial results of the store
contests will be announced on or
about May 26.
Regional and national winners
will be selected on the basis of the
best unretouched “human interest''
snapshot. Entries will be judged
on the basis of charm, personality
and human interest exhibited by
the subject of the photograph.
The national winner will receive
a $500 Savings Bond and a free
all-expense trip for two persons
to New York the week of Aug. 27,
occasion of the IGA Silver Jubilee
Convention to be held at the Wal
dorf-Astoria Hotel.
"The "Baby IGA" contest will be
followed by competition to select
"Grandma IGA” and "Mr. & Mrs.
IGA" in successive three-week peri
ods. Details of these will be an
nounced later.
Stevens' Market Is a local IGA

Elwell, Miss Ann Tootill, and Mr.
and Mrs. James Moulaison.

RUMMAGE
SALE
SATURDAY, APRIL 28

Nadeau’s Restaurant Bldg.
(Corner Main and Park Streets)
9.06 A M.

(Benefit Ladies Aid Littlefield
Memorial Church
49-51

IN “LIFE”
The big name is Henry Rosenfeld
and also at

'McCUk

Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette

DANCE
SOUTH THOMASTON

“Baby IGAQf 1951"

Mr. and Mrs. Donald Russell A Local Store Will Figure In
Honored At Tower Room
Independent Grocers Alli
Affair
ance Contest

Johnny Sines, a former Purdue
Fcr social Items In The Courier- basketball and track star, has been
Gazette Phone 1044. Cltv
tf named track coach at the Univer
sity of Tennessee.

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
A GREAT DOUBLE FEATURE PROGRAM
i

■ 'HOLD
RATON PASS
AND YOU
I HOLD THE
REST OF
THE WEST
BY THE
THROAT!

j

QUEEN OF OLD

SAN FRANCISCO

CAMDEN THEATRE
Shows at 2.00—7.00—9.00
Linda Darnell, Charles Boyer

>I

Advertise in The Courier-Gazette

BAND JAMBOREE

best

CUTTING THE ANNIVERSARY CAKE

I

Mr. and Mrs. Albert Sinclair and
daughter Julie of South Portland
were week-end guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Forrest Grafton.
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Quillin
have returned from a trailer trip
to Florida. Lynn. Mass., and
Yonkers, N. Y.
Mrs. Albert Harjula entertained
the BH. Junior Club Tuesday night
at her home on Main street with
seven members present.
Mr. and Mrs. William Wallace
and daughter were guests Sunday
at Howland.
The town is offering small pox
vaccinations to the citizens all this
week, ending Saturday. Either at
Dr. E. R. Moss’ or Dr. Frederick
Dennison's offices.
Callers on Mr and Mrs. Willie
Havener Sunday were Mrs. Eva
Guptill, Moses Guptill, Mr. and
Mrs. Nelson Sabien and children.
Marlene, Avard and Nelson, Mr.
and Mrs. Harcld Smith and daugh.
ter Carol of Calais.

tend the annual State Convention
of Region I, of the Future Home
makers of America, which will be
held at the University of Maine on
Saturday. Grace Galanti, a Senior
in C HS. and the president of the
Maine FHA. will preside over this
session. Miss Galanti will install
the new officers. Miss Nancy
Caton, National FHA President, of
Presque Isle, will be the guest
-peaker. Region II of FHA will
hold its convention at Edward
Little High School in Auburn.
Mrs. Hamilton Hall is a patient
at Camden Community Hospi
tal. Mr. Hall has returned from
Boston where he was a patient at
Pratt Diagnostic Hospital.
Charles Dudley, son of Mrs. Mar
guerite Dudley, left for Portland
Tuesday for induction into the the
UlS. Air Corps.

CAMDEN

Page Seven

With those 9(
day wonders
who made it
the Fleet thil
can't be Beat

GARY COOPER
JANE GREER

In a story' of suspense that will
long be remembered

“THE 13TH LETTER’’

WALDO

BELLE
LEGBAHD

THEATRE

«torring

VERA RALSTON
JOHN CARROLL

WALDOBORO—TEL. 1M
Every Evening at 8.00. Matineea
Saturday at 2.00. Sunday at 3.00

ond introducing

MURIEL LAWRENCE

LAST TIMES TODAY
THURSDAY, APRIL 26

EDDIE ALBERT
MITCHELL

t MILLARD
Zorz:-----

John McIntire-Ray Collins

/■//

//

SUNDAY AND MONDAY
.AUXAHPht DUWU'

„.<» : ........ .
to tMrt l
*

♦-— CEOTCt HONTLOMERY • PAULA CCkDAY

PNQNl •«]

Shows 1.39—6.30—7.45

RICHARD WIDMARK
WALTER PALANCE
REGINALD GARDINER
“HALLS OF MONTEZUMA"
In Technicolor

i

Warner Bros.

DENNIS

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
APRIL 27-28
Roy Rogers, Penny Edwards in

PATRICIA

LAST TIMES TODAY

“Prehistoric Woman”
and

“Second Face”

“NORTH OF THE GREAT
DIVIDE"
In Technicolor

STARTS SUNDAY: “FATHER’S LITTLE DIVIDEND”

also

SPENCER TRACY — JOAN BENNETT

BARBARA BROWN
RAYMOND WASHBURN
in

"FATHER'S LITTLE GAME"

COMING SUNDAY:
YOU'RE IN THE NAVY NOW”

d

ROCKLAND

An Annual Session
White Ribboners To Discuss
Temperance and Missions
Next Friday
The W.C.T.U. will hold its an
nual meeting on Temperance and
Missions next Friday at 2.30 p. m.
in the Methodist vestry. Members
of the local church Mission Circles
are invited to attend.
The program Is in charge of Mrs.
Kate Brawn. Worship Service con
ducted by Mrs Vivian Lord. Solo
ist. Mrs. Bertha Cassens.
A representative from the Mis
sion Circles will give a brief state
ment of the countries and type of
work in their programs for this
year.
A movie sound picture: “All the
Nations' Children" put out by the
United
Nations.
Internationa’.
Children's
Emergency
Fund
(UNICEF) will be shown. This pic
ture will show something of what
is being done by this organization
While former allies re-arm and
people shudder at the threat of an
atomic World War III. One prac
tical United Nations Agency Is bet
ting on peace and working to save
chldren for tomorrow.
Thus is the U.N.I.CKF.
A strictly non-partisan organiza
tion, mothers hungry, ill and des
titute youngsters on both sides of
Europe's Iron Curtan and other
parts of the world.
At this Internationally deadlocked
moment U.N.I.CKF Is quietly
feeding more than 4.500,000 under
nourished youngsters, pregnant and
nursing mothers, from Italy to
China.
It is assisting the world-wide
anti-tuberculosis campaign which
aims to cover 100,000.000 children
throughout the world.
In one way or another the UJ4. I.
C. E. F aims to keep millions of
children alive.
The United Nations has given
the U.NJCE.F. its blessing, but
no money except lor the $30,000,000
remaining assets of U.NH.R.A. and
$10,000,000 of the amount raised
in 1948 by the U. N Appeal for
Children. The United States has
paid by far the lions share Our
Congress agreed to put up $72 for
every $28 or its equivalent con
tributed by other governments
combined.
Thirty countries have Joined the
organization and contribute, in
money or materials. The fact that
their own governments are in on
the program has served to spur
those countries into greater child
welfare activities of their own.
At first the U-NJ;C.EF. put 80
percent of its resources Into feed
ing. Now it is investing more
and more in medical programs.
The work is carried on under
the direction of a U.N.I.C.EJ’
mission in co-operation with the
American Friends' Service Com
mittee and the International Red
Cross
The picture “All the Nation s
Children" is beng loaned to the
State W.C.T.U. for one year and ls
being shown in many localities. It
is shown here on this one occasion
and it is hoped as many as possible
of our church women will take this
opportunity to see something of the
great job undertakan by this U. N.
I. C. E. F to save the children of
the world.
rtubacrtbe to The Cewrier-OeaeUe

* * VALUE
* * * PRICE
YOU GET ALL THESE AT

MILLER’S GARAGE
’50 Chevrolet Sedan
’49 DeSoto Sedan
’49 Dodge Sedan
'49 Chevrolet Sedan
'49 Plymouth Sedan
’49 Mercury Sedan
’48 Dodge Club Coupe
’48 DeSoto Sedan
’48 Ford Tudor
'48 DeSoto Club Coupe
’47 Plymouth Sedan
’47 Ford Tudor
'47 Chevrolet Coupe
'46 DeSoto Sedan
’46 Plymouth Tudor
’46 Ford Sedan
’49 Chev. y2 Ton Pick-up
A Good Place to Buy,

Sell, Trade or Service
Your Car.

MILLER’S
GARAGE
OsSOTO, PLYMOUTH
•Sell BAKZDI

nestled in ths^
center was a baby toy. The guest
of honor was pleasantly surprised
with the many lovely gifts which
spilled from the rose. After the
gifts were opened and exclaimed
over by everyone, the members
assmbled in the dining room to
enjoy a delicious lobster stew sup
per. The tables w’ere beautifully
and appropriately decorated. Host
esses were Mary Wiley and Marion
Thompson. There were 32 mem-j^
bers present.

oi. her par.exits, Mr. and Mrs. Har Sunday aJter a visit with her sis ott, Alice Daniels, Marion Watts, a large rose and

TENANT’S HARBOR

THE TEENAGER WINNERS

old Watts of Long cove.''

Mrs. Ethel Auld of Pownal was
in town Monday to attend funeral
services for Alfred Hocking.
Mr. and Mrs. John Reid, Mrs
Margaret Stanwood and daughter
of Brunswick were calling on
friends in town, recently.
Rev. and Mrs. Douglas Auld ana
children of Brewer were recent
guests of Mrs. Robert Falla.
Miss Darlfne Watts of Worces
ter. Mass., was a week-end gues;

Arthur Frieder of the High
School faculty has returned, after
a week spent at hls home at Deei
Isle.
Miss Dorothy Edwards of Gor
ham Normal School Is enjoying a
weeks vacation at her home.
Mfes Cynthia Leslie of the High
School faculty, returned Sunday
after a weeks vacation with rela
tives in Massachusetts.
Mrs. Ella Bitgeod returned home

ter in Thomaston.

April 17, 18 members of Puritan
Rebekah Lodge journeyed to Wal
doboro where Good Luck Rebekah
Lodge was observing Guest Offi
cers night. Everyone enjoyed the
delicious supper which precedea
the meeting. Those attending in
cluded Anne Monoghan, Edwara
Monaghan, Rosalie Wiley. Beatrice
Smith, Madeline Wood, Maud Pe
terson, Vivian Leppanen, Esthei
Minzy, Jane Marriott, Mary Marri

Phyllis Falla,
Harold Dowling,
Gwen Dowling, Mabel Wilson, Armeda Daniels and Saxon DeWolfe,
Thomaston.
Following the regular meeting ot
Puritan Rebekah Lodge on April
12, Marion Dowling Watts was
given a Stork Shower. The mem
bers were seated in a semi-circle
and a white covered table was set
in front of the Noble Grand’s sta
tion. On the table was an umbrella
artistically decora’ed to resemble

MARKET
NATION-WIDE
276 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND, MAINE

NATION-WIDE
FOOOSTOR

Owned and Operated
by JORDAN & GRANT

Completely
Remodeled,
Repainted,
Fluorescent Lights
Winners in the IGA Teenagers Contest operated by Stevens' IGA
Market on South Main street at General Berry Square and other IGA
stores. On the left is Margaret Oliver of 20 Clarendon street whose first
prize was a bicycle. Winner of a Spartus Hash ramera. in the renter, is
Celia McGraw of S Brick street. To the right with her prize of an elec
tric corn popper is Polly Grover of Clark Island. The contest was based
on popularity with votes being gi>en by the store on each purchase. The
contest is being carried out on a nation-wide basis by the IGA organi
zation.

FRIDAY and SATURDAY
April 27th and 28th

MCLA1N SCHOOL NOTES
Grade 1, Mrs. Leach

The class packed a gift basket
for Sharon Grant who has been
111 in the hospital.
Boo Gardner and Lob Annis sang
for us just before the Junior Class
Minstrel Show.
A group of Mrs. Keller's third
grade pupils read and dramatized
’ Ellen’s Wish” for us.
The children have had much en
joyment with
Joseph Nelson’s
electric train, Iris Vardavoulis’o
ranch set, and Robert Perry’s Lone
Ranger se'..
Grade 2, Mrs. Gifford

Pauline Tidd is taking care ol
the library table this month.
Sandra. Tripp and Alan Post
won top honors in our number con
test.
Edward Smith, missionary in
China for many years, recently
talked about his work with the
Chinese boys and girls.
Grade 2, Mrs. Merrill

Albert Slegona and Joy Mazzec
acted as docter and nurse in health
Inspection last week.
William Black has charge of
the weather calendar this month
Future Teachers of America
represen ative Clifford Perry work.with our class each Monday.
Joan Gherardie brought a love
ly bouquet of daffodils to decorate
our room.
Gary Winchenbach's drawings
have been chosen for the art ex
hibit.
Grade 3, Miss Jago

* CONDITION

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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Diane Morse has brought flow
ers which add to the Spring-like
a'mosphere of the room.
Grade 3, Mrs. MacDnugal

CARROTS.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 2 bunches for .15

I

To Speak In Bath
Bill Cunningham Will Be
Sponsored By the Bath
Lions
Bill Cunningham, nationallyknown columnist-commentator, will
speak publicly at the Morse High
School auditorium in Bath Thurs
day, May 3. at 8 15 p. m. on the
subject, "How It Looks Prom
Here.” Speaking at a time when
national and international rela
tions are very much in the lime
light, all-American Bill Cunning
ham will cover current events
drawn from his association with
the war, political issues, sports and
world affairs.
Cunningham's career is consid
ered one of the most colorful and
solidly-based in the history of
journalism. He has literally cov
ered the world for the past quarter
century as a hard-driving, fearless
reporter. Currently a featured col
umnist of world events in the Bos
ton Herald after 15 years as a
sports writer for the Boston Post,
he has witnessed every major sports
event, interviewed movie stars,
foreign diplomats, the famous and
the infameus, and covered the big
stories everywhere. He has his
own coast-to-coast network pro
gram and has received citations
from the government for hls re
porting during World War II and
w-as nominated for the Pulitzer
prize for his efforts
Bill Cunningham will appear
in Bath for one night only, Thurs
day. May 3. and will be sponsored
by the Bath Lions Club for the
benefit of nderprivileged children.

Work has been started on the 7
point stars which stand for the
seven health pionts every child
must acquire during the school
year.
Mrs. Nelson
Ruth-Ann Jackson brought us
Carla Cassens has moved to
a large bouquet of Mayflowers
Boston.
Monday.
Mrs. Chester
Emery visited
Grade I, Mrs. Paulltz
Mrs. Garaage visited our class school recently.
Our school contributed $1.25 for
recently.
A program was arranged for the Crippled Children's Fund.
Dana Irving and George Grover
music class by Sherer Hooper and
Rowland Wasgatt. Nancy O’Brien went to the Public Library’ and se
and Gail Ladd played piano solos lected books for our reading table
Mildred Barter
and Donald
Other pupils who sang in groups
were
Lynda Goodnow,
Anna Carlson have brought bouquets of
Coughlin. Kenneth Marsh, Judith beautiful mayflowers to school.
Elinor Emery was a recent win
McKenney, Mary Soule, Dianna
Allard, Albert Tidd, Caroline Bird, ner in The Courier-Gazette art
Steven Crocker and Peter Stratton contest.
We enjoyed the movie about a
Grade 5, Mrs. Spring
Norma Carlson brought the first circus which Mr. Ciarvino showed
us recently.
mayflower.
Lynda Ladd spent part of her
vacation in Bath. Joanne St. Peter I
visited Portland while Billy Birdj
went to Belfast. Adele Grossman
traveled to Boston, Deborah Levinthal and Edward Miller went to
New York.

Benner Hill School

SERVICE

Grade 6, Mrs. Barter

David Dean did well In the
spelling match recently held in
the Rockland High School build
ing. He competed with sixth, sev
enth and eighth grade pupils of
the city and was second to the
winner.
For social Items In The CourierGazette, Phone 1044. City.
tf

SIM’S LOBSTERS

OIL BURNERS
RANGE BURNERS
POWER BURNERS

Tel. 51
A. C. McLoon & Co.
33-tf

CABBAGE, New .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Ib. .05
CUCUMBERS .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ea. .15

ALIVE OR COOKED

TOMATOES .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. pkg. .17

3F0R J1.00

ORANGES, Sunkist .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. doz. .39

SHOULDERS, LEAN’SM0KED
BACON,FANCY SUCED
CIGARETTES

lb. 39c
True Mayonnaise

at its finest!

lb. 43c

MAYONNAISE

carton $1.99; pkg. 20c

Made of superb ingredients

CANDY BARS .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 6 for 25c

including pure lemon juice.

CHEWING GUM .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 6 for 25c

WHILE THEY LAST!
GUAVA JELLY

.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 10c

MAINE SHORE FISH FLAKES

.. .. .. ..

can 10c

PINT
JAR

KRAFT MIRACLE WHIP.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . pt. .37
KRAFT MIRACLE WHIP.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 8 oz. .23
KRAFT AMERICAN CHEESE, Sliced ... '/a lb. .35
SEALTEST ICE CREAM, All Flavors .... pt. .33

El AIID PEERLESS .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . $2.09
r LUUn NATION WIDE ... 25Ib.bag $1.89
CORNED BEEF, Canned .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 43

SOAP
POWDERS

NATION-WIDE LUNCHEON MEAT .... can .45

Tide .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 32

lb. .41

Oxydol.. .. .. .. .. 32

DIAMOND WALNUTS .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .

.. .. .. .. .. .. .. 32

CUT GREEN BEANS.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 2 cans .31

Duz

CANNED PEACHES, heavy syrup, No. I'h can .29

Ivory Snow . .32

RITZ CRACKERS ........................................ lb. .31

Spic & Span .25

PREMIUM CRACKERS .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . lb. .27

FREE!

FREE!

Ivory Soap Ig. .16

FREE!

Three $10. Grocery Orders will be given to lucky
ticket holders.
Come in and get your free tickets.
No obligation to buy.
GROCERIES WILL BE AWARDED SAT. NIGHT

276 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND, MAINE

TORBsv-WsflaV-SaToraav

Concert Series Ends
Featured Artists Pleased An
Appreciative Audience At
Universalist Club
The third and final concert in
the Community Series took place
Thursday night at the Universa
list Church, the featured artists
being Edmund Kura, 'cellist, and
Leo Nadelmann, pianist, both
widely known in this country and
in Europe, as instrumentalists of
top quality.
There were some listeners who
felt Mr. Kurtz’ tone was small and
Inadequate, but others—and I am
inclined to believe the majority—
rejoiced in the rich and velvetyquality produced from the cello,
with its subtle colorings and deli
cate shadings. There was no sign
of the stridency that often creeps
into 'cello playing, even when done
by skilled performers. True. Mr.
Kurtz’ playing was not highly ex
citing or deeply emotional—rather
it ran along the line of poesy and
refinement. However, it was not
unmoving, and one felt that the
player was completely submerged
In the creation of making music.
There was some criticism of his
manner, which did not seem too
gracious—but this can be explained
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for it was learned that Mr. Kurtz
was suffering with a severe sore
throat and fever which made the
evening most difficult for him.
Among the outstanding numbers
played by Mr. Kurtz were Carl von
Weber’s “Rondo,” a scintillating
number exquisitely played; Ravel's
"Habanera” and Benjamin’s "Ja
maican Rhymba,' both fascinating
with their beat and exotic sugges
tion; Paure’s “Apres un reve," one
of the best-known pieces of this
master, and magnificently tran
scribed for the 'cello by the famous
Pablo Casals. "The Bee" by Franz
Schubert appealed with its delicacy,
and it was interesting to note from
he program that the composer i'
not the famous Franz Schuber;. bu:
his namesake, who was born in 1818
in Dresden and died there in 1878:
"The Bee” is one of the composi
tions for which he is best known.
Mr. Nadelmann, informal, and
smiling, presented a group of piano
solos well chosen as to contrastthe richness of the Brahms "Rhap
sody in G-minor" which he sub
stituted for the programmed
Chopin "Ballade in A-flat major;”
the enchanting loveliness of the
Chopin "Waltz in C-sharp minor”
and the dazzling "Fireworks” of
Claude Debussy. His playing dis
played great facility and beautiful
tonal quality, and one felt that he
was completely relaxed at the key
board. However, as pleasing as he

was as a soloist, his finest work
was done as accompanist for Mr.
Kurtz.
Complete harmony existed be.
tween the two, and Mr. Nadeimann’s
accompaniments
had
enough body and spirit so that
one was always conscious of the
'cello and piano rather than of the
cello with a muted background of
the piano.
The Rachmaninoff “Sonata in
G-minor, Op. 19" was magnificent
ly done, particularly the Allegro
scherzando and Andante move
ments. The introductory piano
pas-ages to the Andante movement
were something to remember with
their great melodic beauty. Rach
maninoff wrot only two composi
tions for cello and piano; the one
presented by Mr. Kurtz and Mr.
Nadelmann stand as one of the
finest examples of his composition.
Mr. Kurtz and Mr. Nadelmann
gave two encores, one of which was
the hauntingly lovely "The Swan”
by Saint-Saens played with con
summate artistry.
The audience seemed smaller
than for the previous Community
concerts, and it can be said that
those who stayed away, missed one
of the finest instrumental concerts
given here in a long time. Ushers
were from the same group that
ushered at the Rubinstein Club
concert of them previous week.—byGladys St. C. Heistad.
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NORMAN DICKEY COMING HOME

“BUY” yours as he did...
Persistence does it! Save

with system and purpose

our time-tested way.

Compound Dividends

ROCKLAND LOAN AND BUILDING ASSOCIATION
ROCKLAND. MAINE

18 SCHOOL STREET,

50-51

ALL-NEW

Early Shipbuilding

Nine

A Dinner Meeting

New Time Tables

One Year Maine Built One- Go Into Effect On the Maine Coiby Alumni Of the Rock
Third Of United State’s
Central Railroad Next
land Area To Banquet
Hope Man Recovering From Polio; Treatment
Ship Tonnage
At Hotel Rockland
Sunday

Made Possible By March Of Dimes Drive

The Knox County Chapter of pital at Wellesley, supervisor of the
the National Foundation for In Mary MacArthur Memorial Unn
fantile Paralysis, through its of in wich Nerman Dickey has been
ficers, desires to express its sin a patient and also by the Polyocere appreceiation for the financial myelitis Social Service at that
Unit. Under their instruction, local
response to the 1951 March ol
Dimes Campaign, which netted medical aid and nursing will be
$7,500.00, the largest amount ever available to care for Mr. Dickey
An iron lung is being planned as
raised for this purpose in Knox
a stand by for such treatment as
County.
he
may acquire.
Also, we think that it Is onlyI The date of Norman's home
fair and proper that we should
coming is not delinitely set but will
give the public a brief report ol
how we are spending these funds be within the next two months
or when Norman may safely deThe case of Nonnan Dickey ot
]iend on the new equipment foi
Hope and his long ordeal in the
his return home, and after Nor
“iron lung” first at the Eastern
man and Mrs. Dickey have learned
Maine General Hospital, Bangor
and, since tha; time, at the Mary to manipulate the wheel chair,
the invalid transfer set-up and the
MacArthur Memorial
Unit al
hospital bed.
Wellesley, Mass., has previouslyThis is the story up to date and
been told, with an account of the
we feel that real progress has been
heavy expense which was beyond
made in the care of this most se
the limit of our funds and which
rious polio case.
has been paid by the New York
James Connellan
I Headquarters Office of the NaChairman, Knox County Chapter
| tional Foundation for Infantile
Paralysis.
Thailand has started pig-iron
Now, at long last, we have good production at the rate of 20 tons
I news! Norman Dickey is coming a day to Tu Luang.
I home from the hospital!
For social Items in The CourierOf course, Norman is not comtf
; pletely cured. He will always be Inzette Phone 1044. City.
under care. However, Norman will
live in a lovely new home which
his father-in-law, Aubrey Pearse
lias remodeled for the Dickey fam
ily in Camden. At this new home
J lie will live in a wheel chair, with
! i special hospital bed, and specia
Invalid transfer equipment to peri mit him to be placed in and taken
| irom an automobile in which his
j friends and relatives may take iiim
riding so that he may again live
among people and see the country
side.
Well that is how we are spend
ing some of the funds which Knox
County people so generously con
tributed. That is, we are buying
the equipment which I have de
scribed to allow Norman to coma
home and to get about to some ex
tent.
The plans for his homecoming
are being worked out under the
guidance of Dr .Green of the hos

:
;
'

on easy payments—
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"All In A Lifetime" is the head
Some changes in arrival and de
ing of an article by Edwin A. Moore parture times of trains will be
in the Press Herald. "Ed" is one shown in the new Summer timecf the veteran newspapermen in ■ tables of the Boston and Maine
Maine, having been State Editor Railroad and the Maine Central
of the old Portland Pies., and. until Railroad, effective with the change
his retirement from active service i of time Sunday, April 29. The new
a few years ago, the Pre.-s-Herald tables will carry all train times in
He occasionally "takes his pen in Daylight Saving Time and for the :
hand” and writes an interesting first time will show’ fares with the
column. In one of his latest con I Federal tax of 15ri included.
tributions appeared the following
The "Bar Harbor," from Wash
bit of interesting information:
ington, Baltimore. Philadelphia,
Did you know there was at and New York to Ellsworth, will
least one year in which Maine operate eastbound. Mondays, Wed
built nearly one—third of all the nesdays, and Fridays, and west
tonnage of vessels constructed in bound Tuesdays. Thursdays, and
the United States? Neither did I Sundays. Dining car service will
until I came across the figures the be in operation on this train be
other day in the Portland City Di tween Portland and Ellsworth and
rectory for 1860-51. Of a total of Portland and Rockland.
256.577 tons built from June 30.
The "Pine Tree.” westbound, will
1848. to June 30. 1849. Maine’s share operate on a faster schedule from
was 82.266. more than four times Bangor to Boston leaving Bangor
that of Massachusetts and twice at 6.50 a. m.; Portland at 10.35 a. m..
that of New York The number of arriving in Boston at 12.35 p. m..
vessels was 344. classified as 119 running express from Portland to
ships. 107 brigs, 105 schooners, six Boston. The eastbound "Pine Tree"
sloops and canal boats and seven from Boston to Bangor will carry
steamers.
a parlor car for Rockland on Fri
All these facts and many others days commencing June 1. arriving
of absorbing interests were to be Rockland 9.25 p. m.
found between the covers of that
directory of a century ago. They
GROSS NECK
didn't call it a directory then, but
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Stahl of
tiie Portland Reference Book. It
j Broad Cove were guests at the Gelo
was a small volume, bound in dark
home Thursday.
brown clth, and at first glance
Mr. and Trussell Wentworth of
might have been mistaken for one
of those little tomes issued by the Camden were guests Saturday of
American Tract Society of the era her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Melvin
and containing stories with a Genthner.
Mrs. Matilda Eugley visited her
moral. It was packed with infor
mation, however, and not the least daughter, Mrs. Irvine Genthner
interesting of its contents were sev and family of West Waldoboro,
eral pages of a record of happen , Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Simmons and
ings in the years 1847, 1848. and
1849, arranged in diary' form. There j son has returned home from New
were many pages of advertising ; Hampshire.
Miss Villa Stahl of Broad Cove
on yellow, green and pink paper,
■
visited
Sunday with Mrs. Eldora
and these contained the names of
business firms long since forgotten. Gross.
Mrs. Eldora Gross spent a few
—Bath Times.
days last week with her grand
A $42,000 radar wind-finding daughter, Mrs. Ebcn Wallace and
station is to be established at family at the Village.
Colombo, Ceylon.
Recent callers at Melvin Genth-

Alumni of Colby College who are
now living In the Rockland area
will hold a 6.30 dinner meeting at
Hotel Rockland, May 2.
George Nickerson, dean of men
at the college, will be a principal
-peaker along with Ralph Williams,
a istant profe>-or in the depart
ment of business adminis; ration
at Colby.
Dean Nickerson is a CcFuy grad
uate and prior to joining the laculty was acting headmaster and
dean at Cranbrook School, Bloom
field Hiil. Mich., and dean of boys
a; Scarsdale High School, New
York.
Prof Williams graduated irom
Colby in 1936 and received his M.
A B. from lie New York Unlver,-ity Gradua’.e School of Business
Administration in 1938. For five
years he was in the U. S. Navy
during World War II and he con
tinue to play an active role in the
U. S Naval Reserve unit at Au
gusta.
James H Weeks. 123 Talbot av
enue, Rockland Ls in charge of the
affair.
The college is featured in a
forthcoming full-length documen
tary film, produced by the March
of Time and based on Dr Vannevar Bush’s provocative book,
• Modern Arms and Free Men."
The film, parts of which were ta
ken at Colby last Summer, is ex
pected to be released this Spring.

ner's were Mr and Mrs. Charles
Collamore of Friendship, Clinton
Gross, Arthur Creamer, Donald
Genthner of Dutch Neck.

IF YOU ACT TODAY YOU MAY

ROCKLAND TRAVEL BUREAU

STATE NEWS COMPANY
PHONE 563-R

FOR ONLY

B015Y

Announcing the amazing
new Acousticon SPECIAL
hearing aid ... the all-pur
pose hearing aid at the ex
tremely low price of only
$69.50 complete.

IN THIS ALL-TIME GREAT !

FULL PRICE
WHZM DEAFNESS STRIKES

SKIN RECEIVER
No receiver in your ear,
with the new DR-1 skin re
ceiver. No ear buttons, no
headband,no pressure,
nothing in either ear. Ask to
see it with the Acousticon
SPECIAL hearing aid.

IF YOU CAN'T COME IN, MAIL THIS COUPON NOW
ACOUSTICON
187 Middle Street. Portland, Maine

5up«r
4-Door Sedan. * HydraMarie Drive optional at extra cott. Equipment, accestoriet,
and trim illuttrated tubject to change without notice.
aftoe*.

DUDLEY C. DUNPHE

□

Ploose send me lull information about tka $69.50

hoofing aid ond tho "nothing in tho oar” dovtcaNo cast. No obligation.

□ » would like o FREE homo tryout. Tho bast
see me h:

187 MIDDLE ST., PORTLAND, ME.
On* look—ond you know it's NEW! That size—that style—tell you immediately

TEL. PORTLAND 4-1637

that Oldsmobile'® Super "88” is America's newest car! And inside its brand

Street Floor—Near Exchange St.
2 Blocks Down From City Hall

new body, you find more room—more view! But wait till you drive this

triumphant new Super ”88”! One rule—and you know it's GREA T! Oldsmohile's

(HOUR)

(DAY)

NAME .
ADDRESS.

CITY OK TOWN

A GENERAL MOTORS VALUE

"Rocket” Engine for *51 brings you neu gas savings! Oldsmobile Hydra-Matic

Drive* for *51 brings you new operating ease! And Oldsmohile's new Super
”88” chassis is brilliantly designed to bring you the smoothest "Rocket Ride”
ever! So see the great new Oldsmobile Super **88” at our showroom—toon!

SEE

YOUR

OLDSMOBI LE

NEAREST

OLDSMOBILE

DEALER

A FREE CLINIC FOR THE HARD-OF-HEARING
Will be held at the THORNDIKE HOTEL, ROCKLAND, Friday AprU 27,
11 A M to 8 P. M.; Saturday, April 28, 8 A M. to 5 P. M
you have any trouble hearing and understanding speech.

FIREPROOF GARAGE COMPANY, WINTER STREET

whatever.

Plan to attend, if

No cost or obligation

This is part of the nationwide ACOUSTICON service.

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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LURE OF THE SOUTHLAND
Rockland Women Are Finding It This Season
In Sarasota, Florida

In the research laboratories of hos
pitals, clinics and medical schools
throughout our country, the lights
burn late ... as scientists strive to
halt h umanity’s greatest enemy—
CANCER.
The hope for a cure grows
brighter . . . and here’s why:
Cancer Research Is Paying Off
Through research—which you help
to support by donating •
American Cancer Society—medical
science ha? effective new weapons
to combat the disease.

ations can now be performed safely.
And progress is being made in the
development of tests to detect can
cer in its earliest stages when the
chances for cure are best.
But much mure research, needs
to be done before cancer can be
dealt the final blow!
Your life—the life of everyone
you know —is at stake. Give gen
erously to the 1951 Cancer Crusade.

Help Science Help You ...
Give To Conquer Conce-

— there is evidence that a
chemical treatment for cancer may
be perfected. Certain drugs will
prolong the lives of cancer victims
... other promising compounds are
being tested.

Hormonii — treatment with hor
mones, such as ACTH and Cor
tisone, has brought about dramatic,
although temporary, effects in
some types of cancer. Other hor
mones have helped control advanced
cancer of certain organs.
X-ray. — the development of more
powerful machines promises to
make this form df treatment more
effective.

Iwtopo—radioactive chemicals are
becoming increasingly useful in
treating certain rare forms of the
disease.
Svrgery—technics have greatly im
proved, so that once hazardousoper

fist tffivLe

cLuoV

.. . your gift will reach your
American Cancer Society Division
--------- --------------------------------L,

CANCER.

core of Your Local Post Office
| Mere i* my contribution of *
j to fisH Cancer

j
j

J Nam_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I

I
II
, ------------------------- 1
I City .

.

■,

.

7one-------1

NORTH SEARSMONT

Mr. and Mrs. Richard Merriam
were
business callers in Rockland
Mr. and Mrs. Earle Bickmore,
on Bobby and daughter Barbara of Saturday. Mr and Mrs. Harold
littery were guests of Mr. and Mrs. Cobb, who have passed the week
on North Haven, returned to
en Maddocks Tuesday.
Searsmont with the Merriams.
Mr. and Mrs. K. K. Mallett were
guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. El
den Maddocks.
Applied
Philip Maddocks of Worcester,
JOHNS-MANVILLE
Mass., was a guest of Mr. and Mrs.
CERTIFIED CONTRACTORS
Eiden Maddocks Satuiday.
Free Estimates.
Mr. and Mrs. Percy White were
All Jobs Guaranteed.
callers in this vicinity Thursday.
Terms If Desired.

Roofing and Siding

KENNEBEC ROOFING
AND SIDING CO.

TEL. 1135, ROCKLAND
P. O. BOX 513
42 and 44-ThS-tf

A trial shipment of 100 tons of
frozen beef has been sent from
Ireland to America.

For social Items In The CourierGazette. Phone 1044. City.
tf

(By Mary Hall)
(Final Installment)
Houston Symphony concert was
really very fine too. To keep in
touch with world news we go to
hear Dr. Martin of Cornell every
Thursday morning at the Woman's
Club. She lives near us. David Law
rence, publisher and columnist
Karl Bickel, publisher and writer
and Edward William Beattie, war
correspondent, also live near us.
Other famous and near famous
people who live here are Jerry
Farnsworth, painter of President
Truman and MacKinlay Kan'.or,
novelist, and of course the late
John and Mabie Ringling, who
did so much for Sarasota, did live
here once.
It amuses us to see the circus
people—the dwarfs, the 7 feet, 9
inch giant, and the bearded lady
in the shows. At the play the other
night was of the best doctors was
the ringmaster at the circus and
at the Club I played cards with
the young woman that designs
the clowns’ costumes over at the
circus.
We are now having a lot of fun
going to the Red Sox ball games
This game with Boston Braves
was 8 to 8 at the end of the ninth
inning. Then the Braves gave us
four bases on balls in the tenth so
we beat.
Sarasota likes our friend, Ted
Williams, and so do we. He played
a fine game and so did Walter
Dropo from Connecticut. William
Goodman is also a great favorite
here. He is the chap that took Ted's
place last year when he hurt his
arm and has just had a fine write
up in the Saturday Evening Post.
We lost out on the game with
the St. Louis Cardinals because it
rained. However we did go to see
the Philadelphia A’s and it was a
pretty good game. The Red Sox
beat 9 to 3. Again we had fun
watching our friend Ted Williams
Goodman played well and DiMaggio got a three-bagger.
Well, we feel like another trip
We have some new friends, Mr. and
Mrs. P. L. Kendree and Dr. and
Mrs. G. K. Shirton from Toronto
Ontario, so we asked the ladies to
go with us. It was a beautiful
morning and we went to Tampa
first, which is quite a few miles in
land from the Gulf, and broad
Tampa Bay is split into two arms
Old Tampa Bay on the West, and
Hillsborough Bay on the East. Wc
crossed many bridges and then
came to the Davis Causeway, near
ly 10 miles long, which crosses
the Northern part of Old Tampa
I Bay on the route to Clearwater

We love long bridges and narrow
causeways, almost as good as a
boat ride.
Davis made millions, then went
to St. Augustine and lost it all j
When wrecked in fortune, he sailed
for Europe and in mid-ocean
leaped overboard to his death. But
Davis Islands, 800 acres of them ,
remain and are still very lovely.
Then we went on to Clearwater
The late Frances Wilson, comedian
and author, lived here and a the
atre was endowed as a memorial
to him by Mrs, Edward Bok. Clear
water is an attractive little town
with a good hotel, the Fort Wil
liam Harrison. We went to Indian
Rocks as sometime we want to
spend a Winter there. It's a grand
place with many small cottages
near the sea with long sandy
beaches.
Near here at Largo is a delight
ful place to dine at the "Palm
Garden.” They also have huge
orange groves. I bought some big
juicy grapefruit and some temple
oranges as I think they are best
Tarpon Springs was the place
that we wanted to see especially
I suppose everybody knows that it [
has the greatest sponge market in
the world and that the large colony
of Greek divers and their families
lends a lot of " color" to the place
At Easter and at the Feast of the
Epiphany they have picturesque
religious ceremonies.
Along the Amcho’a River are
many curio shops with sponges
sea shells, alligator goods and
huge turtle shells. We bought
sponges at the Sea Horse Shop.
At the Sponge Dock you can take
a trip out to the sponge waters and
the men will show you how the
hooking and diving is done.
The sponge beds of Florida cover
some 9.000 square miles. The best
sponges are taken from the deep
est waters where the diver cannot
stay down more than 30 minutes.
The sponge is half plant and hall
animal, and is a jelly like substance
covered with sticky black skin.
They squeeze out the living matter
and bleach it. Everything is co
operative and each man shares in
the profits. It's a very watery and
picturesque place along the river.
We met Margaret Rinkenbach and
Mabel Whyte of Camden just go
ing into ‘‘Louis Pappas’ Riverside
Cafe for lunch.
The beautiful little city of Tar
pon Springs is often called the
"Venice of the South" so many
waterways and bayous. We visited
the St. Nicholas Greek Church
which has much lovely white mar
ble inside. What interested me

America’s Largest and Finest
Low-Priced Car!

The Power Behind Electric Power

FROM COAL TO
ELECTRICITY
COAL

IS BURNED ,

TO MAKI STEAM

WHICH SPINS

There are two sources of power for
rotating the turbines which turn the
generators in an electric utility plant:
mineral fuels and falling water. In 1949,
fuels accounted for 69 per cent and
waterpower for 31 per cent of the total
kilowatt hours produced in ihe United
States. Coal generated 46.6 per cent of
the combined total. The process by which
this major source of energy becomes elec
tric power is shown in the pictograph.
Coal is conveyed to the power plant
bunkers, is then fed under controlled
conditions into several types of burning
equipment which turns the coal into
heat. This heat is absorbed into water
which is contained in the large boilers
made up of small tubes and large drums,
turning the water into steam. The steam
is then released—at enormous pressure
—against the blades of a turbine, which
drives an electric generator. It is the
generator that converts mechanical
energy into electrical energy.
Last year, 90,000,000 tons of bitum
inous coal were consumed by electric
utilities. It was converted into 150 bil
lion kilowatt hours, enough at present
rate of consumption to provide the
entire State of New York, with its 13
million population and vast industries,
with all the electricity it needs over a
period of six years.
2.j j

Sitamlnous Coal Irutitult

THE TUMWNI

WHICH TURNS

THE GENERATORS

WHICH

MAKE

Moving Ulmer West
\ Typographical Error Re
moves Rockland Man
From University Of
South Carolina
University of South Carolina,
April 12.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
I just received another very en
joyable Courier-Gazette (April 19
edition), and as I was spending a
few of my very scarce minutes
reading it, I came across a mistake
which I would like to have recti
fied.
I am speaking in reference to
the article about my "making the
Honor List at the University of
Southern California.” Maybe 1
should be flattered, but I like my
University very much, and am
very- proud to be a student here
1 Consequently I would like to have
everyone know where I'm really go' ing to school. I am a Freshman a’
the University of South Carolina
situated in Columbia, the capitOi
of South Carolina.
I I am enrolled in the school of
Electrical Engineering, a fouryear course, under the Naval Offi
cers Program. The grounds of the
University embrace about 46 acres
and are only two blocks from the
I------------------------------------------------

State House and the downtown
business district. There are 28
class buildings and 17 dormitories
on the campus to take care of the
2865 students enrolled here this
semester.
The University of South Carolina
started in the year 1801 and has
continued up to this day, except
lor a short break during the Civ
il War when some of the buildings
were used for Confederate and
Yankee hospitals.
So as I sit here, looking -out at
the beautiful trees and blossoms,
and the students walking here ana
there across the campus, I think ot
how much “Carolina” mehns to
me. and I feel very proud to know
that I am a member of this great
institution of learning.
I would like very much to heat
from my friends in Rockland.
Please address your letters to: Da
vid E. Ulmer, UniversiTy of South
Carolina, P. O. 4034, Columbia, S
Carolina.
David E. Ulmer.
Midshipman. US.N.R.O.T.C
'"Df*,

II.ECTRICITY
most were the Innen Paintings at and old ruins. On our journey
! North we are visiting the Prank
the little Universalist Church.
This Church of the Good Shep Bergens of Honolulu at Daytona
herd was on a narrow street, just Beach, the Dr. Ferguson’s at Char
lined with the white ebony tree lotte, N. C.. and Mrs. Francis Pes
all in bloom. And as for the paint ser at Vanderbuilt Inn, N. Y., all
ings they are truly very beautiful new friends. We expect to arrive
and inspiring. George Innen built at Spruce Head May 1, just in
a house and a studio here in 1877. time to greet a friend who is com
Then his son, George, Jr., spent ing from Honolulu to visit us.
(The End)
many Winters at Tarpon Springs
He gave these 10 paintings to the
little Church. I think I’d like a
SOUTH WARREN
Winter at Tarpon Springs in a
Mr. and Mrs. Ross Day of Mon
small house called Lilac Cottage mouth have been guests for a few
on a narrow street lined with white days the past week at O B. Libby’s.
ebony rees. (One for the books.]
Mrs. Marion Wood returned to
We have been very busy all the Farmington Friday after spending
week with contract parties at the a week with her mother, Mrs. O.
Club, a very fine concert, the Met A. Copelandd.
ropolitan soprano, Polyna Stroska
Several members of Good Will
rides and picnics and calling on Grange attended the 75th anniver
our friends who are leaving.
sary of Georges Valley Grange at
Nearly all the tourists leave in Appleton on Wednesday.
Good Will Grange Circle will
March, but we are staying on un
til the last of April so as to miss meet Thursday afternoon, May 3
the cold up Nor'.h. For last year it with supper at 6.30. Housekeepers
was . 80° when we left South will be Olive Fales, Jeanette Rob
America but 8' below zero when inson and Mary Creamer.
The ‘ younger members of Good
wc arrived in Maine in March.
This is one thing I’ve learned WiU Grange entertained the older
about travel and living in many members and guests on April 19, by
places, the people you meet are presenting a minstrel show with
more fun than seeing new sights Edward Barrett as interlocutor,
while Frank Barrett, Gerald Smith,
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE Jack Ames, Charles Grover and
Bernard Whitten occupied the nail
p^sT
S'c RAjP'qs
kegs. They were assisted by Vir
' a'm
ginia Barrett, Joan Young, Nancy
Barrett, Kathryn Draper, Charlotte
Smith and Marion Grover, and a
-TaI I IR
program of songs, jokes and a
_
ICE
A
SlTlElElPlEiR
T|c!h'a|r!d skit presented. In the chorus was
[el nl
Alcy Jameson, Estelle Ames, and
Eliabeth Maxey and they were as
sisted by the presence of Wendell
Young and Everett Drapu.

ff. C. LADD & SONS
INSURANCE
14 SCHOOL STREET,

ROCKLAND, ME.

Sub Agents in the following localities—

FRIENDSHIP—ELIZABETH G. WINCHENPAW
NORTH HAVEN—JOHN S. LERMOND
DEER ISLE—E. W. PICKERING
44-Th-50
NIAGARA FIRE
80 Maiden Lane, New
ASSETS DEC.
Stocks and Bonds,
Cash in Office and
Bank,
Agents’ Balances, .
BiUs Receivable,
Interest and Rents,
AU Other Assets,

Gross Assets,
Deduct items not ad
mitted,

INS. CO.
THE PHfENIX INS. CO.
York, 38, N.Y.
Hartford, Conn.
31, 1950
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1950
$58,78525100 Real Estate,
$2,652,305.05
Mortgage Loans,
232,366.75
2.738.143.16 Stocks and Bonds,
96,713,300.00
2.872210.16 Cash in Office and
118,060 60
Banks,
5,073,905.21
106,54428 Agents’ Balances,
7,173,931.36
100,747.04 BiUs Receivable,
71,176.39
Interest and Rents,
156,315.56
$64,721,956.33 AU Other Assets,
408.099.39

64273.42

Gross Assets,
$112,481,399.71
Deduct items not ad
Admitted,
$64,667.68291
mitted,
502,224.28
I
LIABILITIES DBC. 31 1950
Net Unpaid Losses,
$2,013327 08
Admitted Assets, $111,979.175 43
Unearned Premiums, 20231,723.37
LIABILITIES DBC. 31, 1950
All other Liabilities,
2221,77526 Net Unpaid Losses,
$6,720275.47
, Cash Capital,
5,000,000.00 Unearned Premiums,
30,585,114.25
Surplus over all Lia
AU other LiabUities,
3,201,913 99
bUities,
34,500,857.20 Market fluctuation and
Contingency Reserve, 15,000,000.00
Total Liabilities and
Cash Capital,
7,500,000.00
Surplus,
$64,657.68291 Surplus over all Lia
bilities,
48,971,871.72
SCOTTISH UNION AND NATION.
AL INSURANCE CO.
Total Liabilities and
75 Elm St., Hartford, 2, Conn.
Surplus,
$111,979,175 43
ASSETS DBC. 31, 1950
Real Estate.
$565,000.00
/ETNA INSURANCE CO.
Mortgage Loans,
45,345.00
Hartford, Conn.
Stocks and Bonds,
8,624314 07
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1950
Cash in Office and
Real Estate.
$3,118,019.74
Bank,*
902,040.02 Stocks and Bonds
Agents' Balances,
1,630,51391
(Book value),
102,475,275.61
Interest and Rents,
3231237 Cash in Office and
AU Other Assets.
188,03822
Bank,
13.41737133
Agents’ Balances,
7,106,624.97
For social items in The CourierAdmitted Assets,
$11,988,763 59 BiUs Receivable,
176.866.20
Gazette, Phone 1044. City.
tf
LIABILITIES DBC. 31. 1950
Interest and Rents,
200.908.41
Net Unpaid Losses,
$1,625,422.00 AU Other Assets,
8,85# ,741.73
Unearned Premiums,
7,105,87020
All Other LiabUities,
519253.13
Gross Assets,
$135,348,808 19
Statutory Deposit,
500,000 00 Deduct items not ad
(Answer next time)
Surplus over aU Lia.
mitted.
1,600,947 17
bUities,
2238218.26
|O
i
II
tl
3
7
9
M 5
1
fe
8
Admitted,
$133,747,861.02
Total LiabUities and
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1950
W iU
13
Surplus,
$11,988,763 36 Net Unpaid Losses,
$15,657,05721
w
w;
Unearned Premiums, 59.506,029.83
17 ife
tk
Ib
ROYAL INDEMNITY CO
Conflagration and
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1950
Misc. Reserves.
5,000,000.00
it
Bi li
i 20
Stocks and Bonds,
$72,758,176.48 All other Liabilities,
6,717,245.33
Cash in Office and
Cash Capital,
10,000,000.00
lb
W 15
Bank,
4,113,848.60 Surplus over aU
iS
Agents’ Balances,
4958,14823
sw
Liabilities,
36,867,528.65
W te
BiUs Receivable,
103.78
ia i
17
Interest
and
Rents,
215,826
16
wi
Total LiabiUties and
AU Other Assets,
2,475,14928
31
33
31
Surplus,
$133,747,861 02
Gross
Assets,
$84321,05231
35
3u
GRANITE STATE FIRE INS. CO.
Deduct items not ad
Portsmouth, N. II.
mitted.
666279.42
5T i 39
MO
Ml
37
3b
ASSETS DEC 31, 1950
117,000.00
Admitted.
$83,854,773.08 Real Estate,
Ml
MM
|M5
M3
Mortgage Loans,
889 00
LIABILITIES. DEC. 31. 1950
w
Stocks and Bonds,
6,315,676.01
ssy;
Net
Unpaid
Losses.
$28,480.48939
50
5'
M9
Mb M7
Unearned Premiums,
22235231.52 Cash in Office and
g
W
Bank,
596,567.85
All Other Liabilities,
6342,090.60
5M
51
55
53
806.988 04
Cash Capital,
2300,00030 Agents’ Balances,
BiUs Receivable,
3,605.17
SW
Surplus over aU Lia
57
26.789.09
58
5b
59
bilities,
24386961 38 Interest and Rents,
All Other Assets,
142,34597
bo
bl
Total LiabUities and
Gross Assets,
$8,509961.13
Surplus,
$83,854,773.09
Deduct Items not ad
b3
bl
mitted,
14299 98
THE WORLD FIRE AND MA
RINE INSURANCE CO.
Admitted.
HORIZONTAL
$8,495,651.15
VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
Hartford Conn.
1-War-like expedition ^6-A serpent (pi.)
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1950
12-Weeds
ASSETS
DBC.
31,
1950
7-Divested of office
A3-A tree
16-Mischievous child
Net Unpaid Losses,
$850,922.80
Stocks and Bonds,
13- Part of a stairway 50-Egyptian river
18-Harmless fatty
3,631,29992
(Book value),
$9,386.948 25 Unearned Premiums,
14- Dropsy
52- Fifty-two
tumor
AU Other Liabilities,
782,007.10
Cash In Office and
15- Free from disease
21-Canvas shelter
53- Narcotics
1,000.00000
Bank,
1.670.85020 Cash Capital,
germs
24—Rumors
55- Circumferenee
17-Cortaining more
(abbr.)
26—Coming from the
Agents’ Balances,
1,619900.79 Surplus over all Liabili
ties,
2231,42123
sugar
56- Exasperated
west
BiUs Receivable,
39,775.94
19- Combi ning form. Far 53-Running away with 28-Earth (Fr.)
Interest and Rents.
3925739
20- To suffocate
a lover
30-Sew loosely
All other Assets,
408,67458Total LiabUities and
60- View
22- Half a score
32- Period of time
Surplus,
$8,495,651.15
23- River in Bohemia
61- Receiver of a gift 33- Prefix. Wrong
$13,176,408.95
Gross
Assets,
25- Dress with the beak 62- Bed canopies
36- Most tasteless
Advertise in The Courier-Gazette
Deduct items not ad
26- Existed
63- Plans
37- Aims at high things
60,63198
mitted
27- Place
38- Opera by Verdi
29- Final state
40- Appraising
VERTICAL
30- An insect
41- Rises into view
Admitted,
$13,115,77697
31- Panted
1- Boxing for shipment 43- Slips along
LIABIUTIES DBC 31, 1950
33- Lumps
2- Ascends
44- Teed again
Net Unpafi Losses,
$1,035238.37
34- Verbal
47- From that time
3- Worthleas
Unearned Premiums,
5,183,451.45
35- A word command
4- A month (abbr.)
48- Large monkey
AU Other LiabUities,
625,117.45
ing sHence
5- Sciences
49- Religion (abbr.)
Cash Capital,
2,500,000.00
36- Astral
5-Cemand a repetition 51-Cloth made of flax
; FV,
i
a
Surplus over aU Lia
39-Treeless plain in
7- Rushed with violence 53- Molding with an S
Russia
bUities,
3,771968 70
8- Peek
curve

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSSWORD

The Styleline De Luxe 2-Door Sedan
(Continuation of itandard equipment and trim illuilre*ed it dependent en availability of material.)

LARGEST!

FINEST!

Only Chevrolet in fhe Low-Price Field Can Say:

Only Chevrolet in the Low-Price Field Can Offen

IT’S LONGEST!
197% India*
IT’S HEAVIEST!
3140 lb« «
(thipping weight)

IT HAS THE
WIDEST TREAD!
3(14 ind...
(rear wheeh)

Line up all the cars in the low-price field,
and you’ll find Chevrolet the longest. Looks
longest, it longest.

FISHER BODY QUALITY, unmatched for solid and lasting
goodness. UNITIZED KNEE-ACTION RIDE, smooth and
gliding. VALVE-IN-HEAD ENGINE ECONOMY, spirited

Chevrolet is a solid value. Outweighs all
others in the low-price field. Greater weight
gives that big-car feel.
Full measure in every dimension . . . includ
ing the widest tread in the low-price field
for exceptional roadability.
•Styleline De Luxe 4-Door Sedan

performance at lowest cost. PANORAMIC VISIBILITY,
with big curved windshield. JUMBO-DRUM BRAKES, big

gest in Chevrolet's field. SAFETY-SIGHT INSTRUMENT
PANEL, with shielded instrument lights.' POWERGLIDE
AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION with 105-h.p. valve in
head engine . . . optional on De Luxe models at extro cost.

Good Reasons Why MORE PEOPLE BUY CHEVROLETS THAN ANY OTHER CARI

CHEVROLET

1

SEAVIEW GARAGE, Inc.
689 Main Street, Rockland, Maine

L ni

42-Sainte (abbr.)
a$-A title
45-Make a mistake

9- Lyric poem

10- Sofas
11- Turkish oHcLil

54- Covera with turf
57-An insect

59-Hawarlan food

Total LiabUities and
$13,115,77697
Surplus,

' Twin Sy/nbok of
INDEPENDENCE
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Bert Farnham Recalls the Hectic Days When
He Cut Stcne There
(Second Installment)
Al left me a small table, two
chairs, a few dishes, the bed ar.d
pretty good mattress and with a
small oil stove to cook cn. I soon
settled down in "Batch" Hail and
was king in my humble domicile. I
had helped a lot with the cock:ng
at home and could rustle egg, 12
cents per dozen, in several different
ways; cook vegetables, fry meat,
stew beans, peas, prunes, etc and
could buy bread, cheese (12 cents
per peund) crackers 6 cents per
pound), cookies and milk at the
store, plus canned stuff, coffee—
and a lot of other good things to
eat. all at low and unbelievable
prices compared with the inflated
prices of today. I got along fine.
I soon became acquainted with
many people and ran into several
men from Rockland. Frank Rich
ardson was one—the man with the
whiskers.
“Chubby" Elms was
another. Jerry Sullivan, a brother,
or cousin of John Sullivan’s, if I
was correctly informed—and there
were other Rocklandites whose
names do not come readily to mind
just now.
Young Miss Landers, a refined
and charming young lady was, I
think, bookkeeper at the Granite
company store and manager in the
absence of Tom Sullivan and I was

told that she was a very efficient
lady, admired and respected by
everyone.
Mike Landers, a brother of Miss
Landers, the bookkeeper. was boss
sharpener of tools at the black
smith shop and young Tommy
Landers was essstant draftsman in
the office where all the schedules
and patterns were made. Years
later Tommy graduated from Den
tal College and practiced dentistry
in Portland, until (to my best
knowledge i his death some years
ago. Tommy was a fine lad and
as smart as they come.
I met many fine people on the
island that Summer. Swedes. Ital
ians, Finns and Americans. Irish
and Ir sh Americans and started
to learn to speak Swedish and
Italian I got so I could do a fair
ly good chore at it,, but was not a
natural linguist.
What I learned was by swapping
instruction with Big J.m, a fine
young Swede, and Abramo Marici.
Italian. They used to drop in ol
an evening and we had great fun
pointing at objects and learning to
count in all three languages. We
all learned a lot and had fun, but
it has been so many years since
then that I can recall but few of
the words now.
Johnny Landers was instructor

to several youngsters who were
would-be-stone-cutters, and he
was a top notch teacher. What
he taught me was and is appreci
ated even though I didn’t finish
learning the trade.
Hurricane Isle was then—and
still is, :n memory, to me a glamor
ous beehive of industry, humming
with activity. A monster mound
of granite thrusting upward cut
of the ocean, its head bald except
for a fringe of scrub spruce on the
west (Rockand! side and a tiny
patch of discouraged grass here
and there, surrounded by acres of
some of the best granite ever quar
ried. O'er all hovered the music
of steam drills, the whine of the
hoist ng derricks, the toot of the
donkey engines and the clink, clink,
of hammers and points which,
wielded by expert hands/ turned
rough stone into beautiful stones
with which stately build ng would
be constructed. Hurricane intrigued
me.
Boat time was looked forward to
with pleasure Twice a day the
old Gov. Bodwell mace fast at the
wharf and passengers got off and
others boarded the boat, some going
to Vinalhaven. seme going to Rock
land, wh Ie stone cutters, paving
cutters and quarrymen headed for
granite centers to get another job
John Sullivan and his horse and
jigger were always on hand to cart
the store freight after it was land
ed on the wharf, including the mail
bag—an important item.
After the mail was sorted a large
crowd waited for their name to be
called and getting a letter was of
qu te some impcrtar.ee in the lives
of all of us. I was lucky—I got

several letters from my family and
relatives every week, which often
cured a little homesickness!
The stone shed was. according
to my best memory and judgment,
more than 100 feet long and about
50 feet wide. A row of stones and
cutters lined both sides the whole
length of the shed, leaving a wide
space in the center to facilitate
hauling the stones in and placing
them for the cutters to work on
and just far enough apart to allow
room for the cutter to work com
fortably. There were dozen of
cutters in that shed, but I don't
know just how many.
On the east side of the shed a
place was reserved for several
learners, near the middle of that
side of the shed, and I was in that
group and worked next to a young
fellow whose name was Griffin—
we all cal'ed h m ‘‘Grf” for short
The stones were brought into the
shed “rough," Just as they came
from the quarry and as near as
possible to sizes designated on the
schedule sent to the shed by the
head of the pattern office (I'm
not sure, but think the head of
this important branch of the busi
ness was young Tommy Landers’
father—I never saw him).
After the stones were placed on
Johnny Landers measured them
according to sizes called for on the
schedule, selecting stones nearest
to sizes specified on it, marked
size lines" with red chalk and
the cutter “roughed" the top of the
stone off to the chalk mark, then,
with a peen hammer (a heavy
steel hammer, each end V shaped
and very sharp at the point, at
tached to a handle, of course' a

SEARSMONT
Miss Belle Lowell has returned
home after spending the most of
the Winter with her cosin, Mrs.
Katie Libby in Charleston, and
visiting at the homes of Mr. and
Mrs iddo Yeaton in Knox and Mr
and Mrs. Israel Woodbury in MorErnest Ratten, the Principal of
Appleton High School, accom
panied the gradating class on a
trip to New York last week. The
many friends of Mrs Billy Gray
Gibbs regret that illness prevent
ed her from accompanying her
class on this trip.
Mr. and Mrs. Willard Osborne
and Mrs. Albert Bardsley, Sr., visi
ted Beach Chapter. O.EJS. in Lin
colnville April 18.
The P.T.A. held a very interest
ing meeting April 20, the subject
being "Professional
Guidance."

space about three inches wide was
smoothed around the edges of the
stcne, next, a bush hammer (six.
eight, ten. or more, steel plates
bound together and as sharp as a
knife at the ends) was used to
smooth the peen-hammeredd edges
much smoother, six cuts to every'
blow of the hamiher.
The finest work I did during the
months I worked there was six and
eight cut, for use in New York
Dock (Wharf) building and, I may
add, this grade of cutting was at
the bottom of the ladder in stone
cutting, yet considerable skill and
practice was required to turn out
perfect fitting stones when placed
one atop another and hammering
around the edges was tricky work!
(To be continued)

Page Eleven
Members of the eighth grade of
the village school were guests, and
a large number of parents were
present. Speakers and their sub
ject were: Prin. Perry Wortman of
Crosby High School, on "The
Teaching Profession:’’ State Troop
er Arthur Parris on "The Duties of
a State Trooper;'' Mrs. Maria
Daniels. R.N on "The Nursing
Profession;’’ and Sgt. Charles Nado
of Belfast on "Opportunities in the
Army." Information about several
other vocations was read and dis
cussed. Refreshments were served
bj’ Mrs. Alice Gelo and Donald
Allgrove.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Millay of
Liberty called on Mr and Mrs.
Herbert Cunningham Saturday.
Miss Prances Gelo of Belfast
spent the week-end at the home of
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Clar
ence Gelo.
Mrs. Bartlett Whitney and son.
Jere, of Cambridge, Mass., and
Horace Wescott and son. John, of
Belfast were Saturday callers here.
Miss Avis Bailey spent the week
end with her sister. Mrs. Earle Hig
gins in Belfast.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Ness of Bel
fast called on Miss Belle Lowell
Saturday.
Jack Nelson of Portland is visit
ing Mr. and Mrs. Walter Aldus.
Mr. and Mrs. Lemuel Woodbury
of Morrill were Sunday dinner
guests and Mr. and Mrs. Owen
Berry, Thomas Higgins and Miss
Nellie Greer, all of Morrill, Sun
day callers cf Mr. and Mrs. Charles

WEST WASHINGTON

Now from the world’s newest, most modern refinery comes an even greater

gasoline —the NEW CALSO. It’s as superior to yesterday’s motor fuels as
the new high-compression auto engines are to the old ones. So expect
more —get more —when you drive with the NEW CALSO Gasoline. More
ease of starting. More speedy pick-up. More steady power. More carefree

mileage. Today, stop in for a tankful at any CALSO station—wherever you see

the familiar big red sign. Enjoy the thrill of getting top performance from your

car—old or new! Discover why CALSO is the New Big Name in gasoline!

Mrs. Marion Anderson and chil
dren were Sunday callers with her
mother, Mrs. Maud Hibbert.
Among those who attended the
Cancer Society silver tea at the
Blaine Mansion in Augusta Tues
day afternoon were Mrs. Myra
Cooley, who is captain of the can
cer drive in Washington and Mrs.
Nina Colby.
Mr. and Mrs. Arold Bartlett of
Union visited friends on The
Ridge Sunday and also called on
their son Elden in Somerville.
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Wellman
of East Gardner, Mass., were in
town Tuesday and Wednesday of
last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Merle Robbins and
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Millay of Ap
pleton were callers with Mr. and
Mrs. Irving Powell Sunday.
Miss Elsie Wellman, George and
Phillip Withee of Richmond were
week-end guests at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Edson Wellman.
Mrs. Merner Boynton of Wash
ington and her mother, Mrs. Grace
Bartlett were business callers in
Rockland this week.
Mrs. Nina Oolby of Somerville
was an overnight guest of Mrs.
Myra Cooley's.

[This Is Not A Legal Notice]

Wills Allowed: Harold G. Young,
late of Cushing, deceased. Mildred
E. Young of Cushing appointed ex
ecutrix; George C. Melvin. late of
Camden, deceased, Ethel M Mel
vin cf Camden appointed execu
trix; Flora B. Simmons, late of
Rockland, deceased, Howe D. Hig
gins of Southwest Harbor appoint
ed executor; Elizabeth Jacob-, late
of Appleton, deceased, Edwina E
Turner and Louise Collins, both of
Appleton appointed eecutrices
Administration
Petitions
For
Granted: Estates, Maurice W.
Leach. Sr., late of Union, deceased.
Irvine M. Leach of Union appoint
ed administrator; Berkley E Gil
chrest, late of Union, deceased. Eu
nice H. Gilchrest cf Union, ap
pointed administratrix; Amelia E
Johnson, late of Rockland decea.-ed
Barbara J Sisson of Laconia. N
H. appointed administratrix; Rob
ert Pearl Warren, late of Rockport
deceased, Merton F. Warren. Sr of
Rockport appointed administrator;
Annie E. Kidder, late of Camden,
deceased, Charles F. Dwinal of
Camden appointed administrator:
William A. McGowan, late of Cam
den, deceased, Alfred M Bryant
of Camden appointed administra
tor; William F. Sidensparker, late
of Warren, deceased. Bert J. Ben
ner of Belfast appointed adminis
trator.
Petition Perpetual Care Burial
Lot Granted: Estate, Oto Kari. late
of Union, deceased, filed by John
Weik of Union, executor.
Petition For Appointment Of
Trustee Granted: Estate. Lucy C.
Farnsworh, late of Rockland, de
ceased, Boston Safe Deposit and
Trust Company of Boston. Mas
sachusetts appointed in place of
City of Rockland, resigned, of trust
for the perpetual care of Farns
worth Cemetery Lot
Petitions For License To SeU
Real Estate Granted: Estates,
Malcolm W. Upton, late of Appleton, deceased, filed by Genevra Up
ton Parker of Camden, adminis
tratrix; Sadie E. Kelley, late cf
Uhion deceased, filed by Edward
A. Matthews administrator.
Accounts AUowed; Estates, Frank
O. Salo, late of Owl's Head, de
ceased, first and final account filed
by Aili E. Salo, executrix; John W.
Anderson, late of Port Clyde, de
ceased, first and final account filed
by Zella M. Anderson, executrix:
Lottie E. Prescott, late of Wash
ington, deceased, first and final ac.
count filed by William M.. Prescott,
Executor; Suella Sheldon, late of
Rockland, deceased, first and final
account filed by Charles W. Sheldon,
executor; Rose Davis Harrington
of Rockland, sixth account filed by
Alan L. Bird, Guardian; Bertrand
L. Mitchell, late of Appleton, de
ceased, first and final account filed
by Donald L. Kelsey. Administra
tor; Lucy C. Farnsworth, late of
Rockland, deceased, seventh ac
count filed by Boston Safe Deposit
and Trust Company, Trustee.

Petition For Distribution Grant
ed: E -tate, Bertrand L. Mitchell,
late of Appleton, deceased, filed by
Donald L. Kelsey, of Rockland, ad
ministrator.
Petitions Probate Of Foreign Will
Presented For Notice: Ethel R
Weeks, late of Newton, Mass., de
ceased, J. Owen Weeks of Melrose,
Mass., named administrator, with
the will annexed; Michael Strange,
late of Easton, Conn., deceased,
Winfield Huppuch of New York,
N Y . named executor.
Petitions Probate Of Will Pre
sented For Notice: Henry U. Lam
son. late of Rockport, deceased,
Nellie S. Lamson of Rockport
named executrix; Fred M. Kit
tredge. late of Rockland, deceased,
Alice K Kittredge of Rockland
named
executrix;
Mina
A.
Woodcock, late of Cushing, de
ceased. Lizzie E. Young of Cushing
named executrix; Nellie H. FuUer,
late of Camden, deceased, Harold
S. Davis of Camden, named execu
tor.
Petition For Administration Pre
sented For Notice: Estates. Lillian
M. Lincoln, late of Camden, de
ceased, George F. Lincoln of Cam
den named administrator; Harriet
L. Gill, late of Camden, deceased,
Harold S. Davis of Camden named
administrator.
Petition Administration DB.N.
C.T_A Presented For Notice: Es
tate Annie Payne Foss, late of
North Haven, deceased, Curtis M.
Payson of Union named Adminis
trator, d.b.nc.t.a.
Petition Perpetual Care Burial
Lot Presented For Notice: Estate
Eugene J. Thomas, late of Camden,
deceased, filed by Alexander R.Gillmor of Camden, administrator,
c.t.a.
Accounts Presented For Notice;
Estates, Francis D. Harden, late of
Rockland, deceased, first and final
account filed by Vivian L. Harden,
executrix; Joseph H. Couhig, late
of Rockland, deceased, first and
final account filed by Clara A.
Couhig. executrix; William I. Whit
ney. late of Thomaston, deceased,
first and final account filed by
Alfred M. Strout, administrator;
Josephine L. Perkins cf Rockland,
first and final account filed by
Marlon M. Fields, Conservator;
Maurice M. Leach, Sr., of Union,
first and final account filed by
Irvine M. Leach, Conservator;
Eugene J. Thomas, late of Camden,
deceased, first and final account
filed by Alexander R. Gillmor, ad
ministrator, c.t.a.
Petition For Distribution Pre
sented For Notice: Estate William
I. Whitney, late of Thomaston,
deceased, filed by Alfred M. Strout
of Thcmaston, administrator.

RUBBER STAMPS
ANY SIZE
On Order at

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

New Synthetic Rubber Emulsion

WALL PAINT
Spat WaAlteA.

House-Sherman,
Inc.
and CROSLEY present tiie
NEW SHELVADORS* for ’51!

Just completed at Barber, N. J., this new 25-story high catalytic
cracking unit is the “heart” of the giant new CALSO refinery.
Nothing was spared to make the refinery completely modern,
completely integrated. Designed by the nation's best engineering
brains, it brings the investment for plant, tankers, ocean terminals
and equipment to over j$l00,000,000. Crude oil from CALSOaffiliate oil-producing operations is brought in on CALSO super
tankers, and unloaded at the rate of 20,000 barrels an hour. In a
single day, this new refinery can produce enough quality gasoline
to fuel the average car for 1600 years!

FREE

BUDGET

terms

With “Care-Free"
Automatic Defrosting!
Than'a nothing Ma Iks R-Om wa,
1151 Shshstfor Refrigerators dafroat th
Mm caaMaMl k 2 ta 10 Marital

• Walls painted with Spred
SATIN are extremely easy to
keep clean, because its rubberlike film resists dirt, and may
be spot-washed without show
ing any trace of washing.
Spred SATIN is the easiest of
all paints to use; it flows on
like magic, dries in 20 min
utes. For amazing new deco
rating try Spred SATIN soon!

BOOKLET!

“CAR CARE during the Emergency."
Ask for your copy al your Calso dealer’s.

House-Sherman, Inc.
Distributed

by

Mt MAIN 8T„ ROCKLAND, ME.
TEL. 721
5-ThdtS-tf

SPORTING GOODS

★

APPLIANC1S
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3 BIG DAYS
THURS. - FRI. - SAT.

$

*

old friend... new location... 400 MAIN ST.
it

Newest Spring
FULLY LINED

OVER 500 NEWEST
USE OUR
CONVENIENT

$8.99 and $9.99 Summer

SUITS
MISSES’ — JUNIORS

A

MISSES’ - JUNIORS’ - WOMEN’S

• Exciting Styling.
• Wanted Fabrics.
• Spring Preferred Navy
and New Pastels.

WEAR 'EM NOW AND
ALL THROUGH SUMMER

Eetter dresses specially priced to

save you money.

Flattering

styles

including

many

with separate jackets.

TOPPERS

k

Fabrics include rayon crepes, sheer
Bemberg rayons, starched sheers in
pastels.

Choose yours from an

New dressy and town cottons, ging

outstanding collection

hams in plaids and checks, picolays,

of smart new styles . . .

chambrays, butcher rayons.

all fully lined.

Gay summer colors

Gorgeous colors

dazzling

♦

prints.

in sizes 10 to 18.
Sizes 9 to

SAVE... FOR MOTHER’S DAY

First Quality

15 Denier

WONDERFUL VARIETY

SLIPS
and HALF SLIPS

FAMOUS MAKERS NYLONS
USUALLY $1.65 A PAIR............... SAVE $ $ $

3 Pairs.. .. .. .. .. . $2.85

fflSSBF

Elegant Multifilament

Rayon Crepes and
Save . . . tor Mother's Day.

Colorful Cottons

Super

sheer hosiery . . . better fitting . . .

snag resistant and longer wearing.

Neat hairline seams, dull finish in
smart new shades.

Fresh,

colorful slips and half-slips,

embellished with wonderful touches of
lace . . . embroidered or eyelet trims

. . . lovely tailored styles too.
So many styles in white, pink, blue,

maize, black.

Visit our complete

CORSETRY DEPT
Featuring famous brands . . . names you rely
on . . .. your assurance of the superb fit that
only a specialist can give you.

RAYON PANTIES

39c each; 3 for $1.00

X
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3 BIG DAYS
THURS. - FRI. - SAT.

Be*UTIF

F*-0Wer

featuring a complete new
Marvelous Selection!
MISSES' - Newest Styles

/<
*

r GIRLS’ $16.95 to $19.95

COATS

BLOUSES

TOPPERS

sttf-

SPECIAL PURCHASE!
Newest style creations.
100', all wool coverts.

In white and a

Sheen rayon gabardines

whole rainbow

Checks and solid colors.

of Summer colors

TODDLERS’ reg. $8.99

Yes . . . the same beautiful blouses you've

admired at much higher prices.

COATS

Lacy and semi-tailored styles in fine rayon

crepe,

ninon,

dotted

swiss,

broadcloth,

picolay and rayon butcher linen.

SPECIAL VALUES!

So many styles . . . flattering necklines . . .

• Choice rayon fabrics

sleeveless, cap sleeve, short sleeve,

• Lace trims . . . En
broidery trims.

%

sleeve and long sleeve.

USE OUR
CONVENIENT

• All pastel shades.
Sizes I to

BIG ‘n’ LITTLE SISTER

BOLERO DRESSES
Washable

waffle

pique

sundress

with matching bolero in colorful

prints or gay floral patterns.

GIRLS COTTON SLACKS
SPECIAL GROUP!

Regularly $1.99

NEW SPRING AND SUMMER

Washable cotton twill, with side zipper, back pocket,
tusked front. Brown, blue, maize. Sizes * to 14.

SKIRTS
Outstanding collection
Dressy styles .
styles.
Exciting details
trims.

Sensational Savings!

smart

Gay prints . . . solids
pastels.
Sizes 24 to 30

for Summer

HANDBAGS

BOYS’ JACKETS
and LONGIES
Western Style Jackets .. $2

Gabardine Longies .... $2

Jlayon tackle twill or rayon gabardine,
zipper front, cowboy fringe and ornaments.

Washable Rayon gabardine,
half-belt and self-cuff.

• New novelty straws.

Sizes 4 to 10.

Sizes 2 to 8.

• Washable white plastic

• Rayon butcher linens.
• Complete assortment of
colors.

BOYS SPORT SHIRTS
Washable,

fine qualify

BROTHER
N SISTER
Regulation style

eotton shirts in solids

denims.

or prints.

styles

styles.

Short sleeve

Sizes 3 lo 8.

navy

Rover elaslic

with

2 pockets.

Sizes 3 to 6x.

elastic

back,
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Camden andlRockland in Knox-Lincoln Opener Today

EAST FRIENDSHIP
The community is a-king relatives
and Iriends to make May 1 a
Sunshine Day lor Corp. John Mat
ron, with a little gilt. John was
seriously wounded in Korea Nov
29. Address being Corp. John Matson, R. A. 11145042, Valley Forge
Army Hospital, Ward 3 C. D
Phoenixville, Pa.
Mrs. Roy Vose and children ol
Pleasant Point, Mrs. Arthur Wyl
lie and sen Duane, ol S.uth War
ren were visitors Sunday at Frank
Miller’s. Other callers tor the week
were Mr. and Mrs. Emtry Philtrook. Miss Emily Philbrook ol
Matinicus, Mr. and Mrs. Alfred
Stanley ol Monhegan, Mr. and
Mrs. John Matson, Miss Edna
Matson.

ol Stevie Harriman in Friendship
last Thursday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. John Matson re.ently received word from their
on Corp. John Matson, that he
was slcwly improving, has gained
so he can stand alone on his feet,
and is now able to go in a wheel
chair in the corridor. Corp. Matson
recently was successful on a Radio
progTam,
receiving
substantia’
prizes.
Robert Armstrong of Winches
ter, Mass., Ls a few days visitor at
A. G. Jameson’s.
Charles Grant of Rockland has
moved his cottage to Pleasant
Point.
Allred Nord and Walter Seppalia
are employed at the Gray Rock at
. tone's Point.
Frank Miller is working for a
few days with Almon Packard
shingling at the Creamer resi
dence at the village.

Miss Marjorie McGlaullin and
niece Miss Ruth McGlaullin ol
Boothbay spent last week with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Mc
It is estimated that a full moon
Glaullin.
reflects only about 7 percent of the
Mrs . Harold Jameson and son light which is poured on it by the
Bruce attended the birthday party sun.

Ultra-Modern!
The Knox-Lincoln schoolboy diamond league gets underway for the 1951 season today as Camden
meets the Tigers at Community Park. Peppery little Mike DiRenzo is putting his faith, and a ball game
in the hands of the pitching staff above. Left to right, in various poses of their art, are Christy Alex
Mike Levinthal, Dick Baum and LTed Strout. The entire crew have had experience on the mound in past
seasons and should give their roach a feeling of starting the season well fortified.

CAMDEN ’51 ON CAPITAL TRIP

GSTC Head Speaker

Time To Witness MacArthur Parade

Dr. Francis Bailey, president oi
Gorham State Teachers College
was the assembiy speaker Tuesday
morning at Rockland High as ses
sions were resumed following the
Spring vacation.
The head of the teacher train
ing institution is making a tour ot
high schools of the state during
Spring vacation time at the college
He advised one and all to com
plete their high school courses,
and to look forward to additional
training. All work in the life ahead
does not necessarily require college
preparation, he explained.
He advised students to take
today seriously and to live well
and not put too much worry on
yesterday, or tomorrow. He saia
that all need to have faith to over
come their fears.
Continuing, he said, education is
not just the development of the
mind. It develops us socially
physically and
spiritually. We
should have faith in the creator
in ourselves, and in our abilities
The greatest success is achieved bj
hard work. A good education de
mands the ability to express one
self. A good English background Ls
important. Learn to get along with
other people. "Be of good cheer
look up, not down and you will
have happiness in your work and
your living."

On the receiving end of the battery will be one o the three catchers above. Left to right are, Ernest
Benner, Fred Korpinen and George ilex. Ilex is last season's regular behind the plate and may start off
the game as his brother, Christy, seems to have the nod for the mound job in the opener. What the Tigers
have to back up the apparently stiong battery staff is something which remains to be seen. Many give the
Tigers the edge in the race for the league pennant; but, it's a long way to go.

KNOW YOUR OWN SCHOOLS

Gorham President Spoke To
Rockland High Assembly
Rockland’s Veteran Music Instructor Covers
Journey Made By Bus; Back In New York In
On FTA Invitation

April 14 dawned with a promise
of rain in the sky. but by 7 o'clock
many Seniors, decked out in Spring
finery, were gathering at Libby's
Pharmacy and boarding the two
Greyhound buses which would take
them on their long-awaited Wash
ington trip. It seemed as though
half the town turned out to see
them eff—A gala celebration.
Six-thirty that evening found
the large group arriving in Bridge,
port. Conn. Leaving early Sunday
morning thgy found themselves
in the nation’s capital by 6.45 p. m
Alter having their suppers in vari
ous restaurants near the hotel, the
group took a walking tour, which
included the beautiful Library of
Congress and also the Capitol,
which is so impressive at night
under the lights.
At 9.15 Monday morning the
group met the lady senator from
Maine. Margaret Chase Smith.
Many questions were asked and I
everyone left with a better idea
of the busy life of a Congressman.
Leaving the Senate office building
they went to the National Gallery
of Art and from there to the Army
Medical Center. After lunch the
group visited the F.B I building.
The climax of the day was the visit
to the Smithsonian Insitute. Din
ing at the Lotus Club, a Chinese
restaurant, in the evening, the
Seniors had a wonderful meal and
witnessed a delightful floor show
Mt. Vernon, the home of George
Washington, was the first stop on
Tuesday. They then drove to Ar
lington Cemetery, where they saw
the Tomb of the Unknown Soldier
at the changing of the guards and
also the Lee Mansion. Back in
the city, many of the bolder ones
climbed the Washington Monument
while the rest rode to the top. After
a quick lunch, a tcur of the Bureau
of Printing and Engraving and the
Capitol was on the agenda. In the
evening the happy, tired group
visited tne beautiful Lincoln and
Jefferson Memorials and then spent
an hour at the Washington air
port.
On Wednesday morning they
walked to the Supreme Court

BEAUTIFUL BATHROOMS
BEGIN WITH

building and went through the
building where the laws of our land
are made. Next they visited the
impressive Washington Cathedral.
After a visit to the Zoo and lunch
the buses headed for Gettysburg.
Arriving in Gettysburg at 4
o'clock they were fortunate in
finding a guide, who took them
around the battlefield of Gettys
burg.
Off early on Thursday morning,
the class arrived in New York in
time for a one-hour tour of Radio
City. After supper they viewed
New York City from the top of the
R.C.A. building, after which the
evening was theirs and everyone
went sightseeing.
Friday
morning
found
the
class up early, and somehow Mr.
Payson got all 60 of them into one
subway car enroute to Bedloe's
Island, the site of the Status of
Liberty.
Then came the never-to-beequalled. or forgotten, event. Along
with 7,500,COO other people, the
class of '51 watched the MacArthur
parade. Never was anything ever
so exciting—the bands, the confetti
which filled the skies and covered
the streets, and—best of all—Gen
eral MacArthur. Many were in
the front row and had a first-hand
glimpse, but others were not so
fortunate.
Nevertheless, it will
never be forgotten by any of them.
At Radio City Music Hall the
class saw the Rcckette show in the
afternoon, a gorgeous show per
formed by true professionals.
At 6.15 a. m. Saturday the buses
headed for Camden. After losing
the way in both New York and
Boston, they finally arrived in
Camden at 9 o'clock amidst blow
ing horns and cheering people.
The class of '51 is indebted to all
the townspeople for their trip. They
all had a grand time, saw a lot.
learned much, and best of all. they
have happy memories which will
linger for many j’ears with all the
members of a fine class.
Milton Christie, '51.

the Program She Directs In City Schools
(By Mrs. Ruth Sanborn)
In the field of public school
music perhaps the first objective
is appreciation of the subject as it
is an art. as it is a science through
recognition
and
participation.
Music is unique by way of the de
mands it makes upon individual re.
sponse. Creative in scope, it is a
challenge to imagination and skill,
mentally, physically.
Music for Grades One through
six starts with rote work, free
rhythms, game songs, listening.

As the child progresses, attention
is drawn to pitch, ear training, and
syllables, which are stressed as a
means rather than an end to in
dependent work. Rounds in the
fourth year are introductory to two
part work in the fifh. three-part in
the sixth. Broadening and a con
tinuation of ideas is carried on
through the upper levels, culmi
nating in the Junior and Senior
Glee Clubs and Bands.
Seng materials form the basis of
study and correlate closely with

AW/

the interest levels of students.
Most of the arrangements are based
on folk song or music of the mas
ters. Too, we try to keep abreast
of the catchy tunes of the moment.
Through Grades One to Six
music is taught by a splendid staff
of teachers on a twenty-minute
period basis with a visit of the su
pervisor weekly. Outlines of song
material and concepts are the same
for each grade level with allow
ances made for various abilities
found in the groups. Mr. DuPlissi
at South School has a Glee Club
drawn from the upper grades. Mrs.
Barter at McLain School is doing
the type of work considered "school
choir.' Contributions of the glee
clubs and bands, add greatly to the
life cf schools and community.
In the Junior High School, music
is alloted cne period per week with
(Continued on page Six'.een)

INNERSPRING

MATTRESS

SM 90S

on a pint can of

Perfect Sleeper

N£W D0MN7
90C9 SMMfcgSS

Mattress and Box Spring

$59.50

>C6. 0. ». MT. OFF

NEW!

ENAMEL
Special Introductory Offer

DIFFERENT!

Exclusive Serta smooth top
healthful, extra comfortable.

comfort combination.

WONDERFUL!

innerspring construction extra
It's America’s greatest sleeping

A great value at this new low preie!

Nationally Advertised—Unconditionally Guaranteed against any

ORFF’S CORNER

defects caused by faulty materials, workmanship or construction.

Lee Peacock spent the week-end
at home from Bates College.
Miss Lois Kimball of Richmond,
spent several days last week with
her grandfather, Byron L. Ludwig.
Forrest Stahl of Damariscotta
was a Sunday gest of Mr. and
Mr'v n Elwell.
Mrs. Lora Duiham, who has been
em
u -t Ludaig's store, has re
turned to her home in Warren.
Mrs. Albert Elwell and Miss
Elizabeth Elwell were in Portland
Tuesday and Wednesday.
Mrs. Beatrice Kleinberg ond
children Barry' and Joyce spent
last week in Massachusetts.
Mrs. Pearl Simmons has returned
from Randolph Nursing Home with
her infant daughter. Rose Marie.
When purchasing chicken to fry
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Kennedy
you should allow from 3-4 to 1
who
were recently married, were
pound, dressed weight for each
given a party by members of Pro
serving.
gressive Grange Wednesday night
Advertise In The Courier-Gazette
and presented a gift.

Special demonstrations during
Sleep Show
April 17-29

WHITE CROSS VALUES
SEE THE NEWEST BEDDING

AT A BIG SAVING

The Master
Pembroke
Bath
• Made in recess
or corner model.
• In white and a
wide variety
of
colors.
a Styled for beau
ty and utility.
• The Master
Pembroke high
lights your
building or
modernising
plans.

REDUCTIONS!

The Master Pembroke is a smartly
designed, enameled cast iron tub
. . . has a low, Aat rim, roomy
interior, smooth lustrous surface.
It’s easy to keep clean . . . safer,
more comfortable, more convenient
for the whole family.

Buy Now!

Pay Later!

Modernise now ' We sell this qualit
hath, and the complete line o
American-Standard heating and
plumbing products on a popular
payment plan that's easy on your
____ <at. Enjoy a beautiful bath
room while you pay, the modern
way, out of income.

PEERLESS PLUMBING
AND HEATING
485 MAIN ST., ROCKLAN'D. ME.
BEFORE 6 P. M. TEL. 744
AFTER 6 P. M. TFL. 678-J

20
LARGE EASY CHAIRS
Up To 50r< Reduction
Several Other Floor Samples
Also Reduced Up To
50 Percent

V. F. STUDLEY. INC.
283 MAIN STREET,
ROCKLAND. MAINE
TELEPHONE 1154

H. H. CRIE & CO.
Tel.
205

HEATING AND
PLUMBING SUPPLIES

Restful relaxing sleep can be yours
now with this beautiful Hollywood
bed ensemble!

Tel.

328 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND, MAINE

And you can easily

$59?5

afford it at this low sale price!

JEST LOOK

...........................................

206

Save the surface and you save all!

PAINTS

MATTRESS With Matching BOX SPRING
and Plastic-Covered HEADBOARD

FOR

EVERY

PURPOSE

MEREDITH
FURNITURE CO.
313 Main St.

Tel. 1425

Rockland
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MLANDSWASHINGTON TRIP

BAND JAMB0REE TUESDAY

^Arthur Parade In New York Highlighted St. George, Rockport, Rockland and Thomas
ton School Bands in Community
Trip For Group Escorted By McKenneys
Building Show
'orty-three. well - mannered,
kiand High School Seniors left
,h high spirits on their annual
ss trip to Washington, D. C„
ril 15, accompanied by their
perones, Mr. and Mrs. Arnold
•Kenney.
Arriving at North
rJEon in Boston, we were transred to South Station and travon to New York. Breakfast
served at Grand Central Resant.
e took the Staten Island ferry
Jersey City and then on to
ltimore, where luncheon was
ed at the Stafford Hotel. We
xt visited Port McHenry, the
thplace of the Star Spangled
er, and enroute to Washingtopped to visit the Franciscan
nastery.
n Washington, we were taken
the Lafayette Hotel. The only
ep we had had was on the train,
it since the evening was free
,y brave souls went out. Points
interest visited in Washington
e: Smithsonian Institute, the
logical Park, Washington Monent, Lincoln Memorial, the Liof Congress, where we saw
nstitution and the Declaran of Independence, and the Bu,u of Printing and Engraving,
re is where paper money is
nted, but much to our sorrow
ne was given out.
Pan American Union was
session, so we were Unable to go
-ough the whole building and,
t, but not least, the Capil. No one can really appreciate
structure until seen at night,
indirect lighting on the dome

makes it even more striking than
by day. The Senate was in ses
sion, so we did not go inside until
the following day.
A motor tour through Virginia
and Maryland proved interesting.
Here we saw the Tomb of the Un
known Soldier and also the changing of the guard, Mount Vernon,
the birthplace of Washington, the
Naval Academy at Annapolis, with
3500 men on parade. One evening
we went to Glen Echo Amusement
Park and a good time was had by
aU.

Leaving Washington with manypleasant memories we set out for
New York. Lunch was served in
the dining car. While in New York
we stayed at the Taft Hotel. We
had dinner at the Down Under
Restaurant in Radio City.
We visited the Music Hall The
atre and took in a three hour show
and saw the famous Rockettes per.
form. A tour through uptown Nerw
York where we visited the Grant
Memorial, and St. John the Divine
Episcopal Cathedral.
The high light of the trip to
New York was the MacArthur pa
rade. where over 7,000.000 people
lined the streets. We were taken
to the National Broadcasting and
television studios, where we heard
the program “Portia Paces Life"
in rehearsal, and to the observa
tion roof, where we could see for
miles around. In the television
studios John Baggs. Richard Baum,
Sullivan Reed, and Paul Sulides
sang "Beautiful, Beautiful, Brown
Eyes.”
Leaving New York on the “Nar-

:

Bandsmen from four schools in Byron Haining, Allene Gray. Mar
the county will appear in a band vin Welt, Granville Ames.
Dorothy Staples, Carolyn Richjamboree at Community Building
the evening of May 1. Guest con ' ards, Marion Lane, Maynard Tol
ductor of the combined bands to man. Dorothy Richards, Candace
taling 120 student musicians will Alexander, David McPheters. Pat
be Dean Warren S Freeman ol ricia Wentworth.
the Boston University College oi
Edith Brewster, Janice Garrison
Music.
Judy Rhodes, Harold Crockett
Each of the bands from St Beverly McFarland, Theodore SulGeorge, Rockland, Thomaston ana ! livan.
Rockport will play four numbers. Playing for Rockland are; Helen
In addition, top musicians from Snowman. Edward Baxter. William
each of the groups have been cho Gould, Robert Crie. David DeShon
sen to make up a composite bana Edward Newhall, Benjamin Perry.
which will play for the major part Dale Knight,, Beatrice Reed. San! dra Perry, Robert Ryan, Sylvia
of the program.
Instructor of each of the bands Treneer,
is Vere B. Crockett of Camden who
Richard Burby, Frank LuJzza
will also conduct with Dean Free Jeanine Leach. Joan Talbot, Blaine
man.
Cousins, David Scarlott, Ronald
New uniforms are the order oi Marsh, Marion
Talbot, Arnolo
the day in all the bands which are Wright, Lucy Lewis, Mary St. Pe
along the military lines and in the ter, Mary Burns.
school colors.
Kay Ross, John Ware, Carol
Members of the Rockport band i Snow, Janice Beal, Shirley Nelson
are: Patricia Upham, Henry Kon Louise Priest, Judy Campbell, Lee
tio, Lorraine Dow, Donna Small, Dudley, Alta Harmon, Donala
Keating, Jack Dodge,, Raymond
ragansett" we arrived in Boston Wixson, Harland Sylvester, Ed
for a six hour stop over. We ar mond Bodman, Harold Cummings,
rived home Saturday exhausted
Wearing the uniforms of Thom
from the trip, but with many mem. aston’s musicians
are: Warren
ories we shall never forget. Pic Whitney, Leroy Cook, John Elliott
tures were taken by almost every David Stone, Katherine Kibby
one to add to the fun. Many en ' Janice Hail, Jeanine Spaulding
joyed shopping and sightseeing on Robert Burton, laurie Wotton
their free time.
Anita Burton, Louise Jones.
Anita Kalloch, Kay Keizer, Nor
We all enjoyed a very- wonderful
trip, and many thanks and hats ma Clark, Shirley Putnam, Rae
off to our wonderful chaperones. .Clark. Richard McFarland, Mildred
Laura Hyvari. Mildred Sherman. Young, Blake
Donaldson, Gail

Treat, Coburn Jackson, Donna
Rogers.
Shirley Seekins, Elsie Chadwick
Anita Spauldmj. Mason Johnson,
Henrietta Sheffield.
St. George High School’s play
ers are; William Fogg, Robert
Dennison. Carol Hawkins, Diane
Hupper, Patricia Berner, Lorra.ne
Thomas, Darinda Littleha’e, Fred
Stimpson, Robert Skoglund. Bernard
Rackliffe. Robert Huntley, Merrill
Minzy, William Anoerson, Judiih
Stone. Jack
Hupper,
Patricia
Grant, Ruth Hawkins, Sonya Skoglvnd, Ktith
Mcnaghan, Daria
lhomas, Earlene Grant, Caroline
Inabinet, Robert Leighton, John
Holman, Edward Thorbjonson.
Those drawn from the bands ol
ail schools and making up the
composite land which is being lea.
tured at the concert are:
Trumpets; B. Perry, K. Monag
han. P. Upham, D. Richards, D
Deshon, S. Perry, W. Whitney, B
Haining.

Rockport Honors
Four "A” Students Listed:
Six On "A" and "B’’ List
For Third Rank Period
Principal Frederick Richards of
Rockport High School has an
nounced the honor roll and attend
ance lists for the third ranking
period.
Honor students of the school are
as follows:
High honors, (all A’s)— Seniors.
Carolyn Richards. Viola Starr
Sophomores. Doris Richards. Fresh
men, Alden Davis.
Honors iA's and Bs'—Seniors.
Kirsten Streuber. Juniors, Elsie
Andrews. Judy Gray. Arline Jen
kins. Sophomores, Shirley Steele
Freshmen, Richard Cash
The following students were
neither absent nor tardy during the
third quarter: Marion Lane ’51.
Doris Richards '53. Phyllis Simon
ton ’53. Alden Davis '54. Bernice
Grey '54, Marjorie Hunter 54, Carol
Jones ’54 and Barbara Thorndike .
'54.
Students not absent during the
third quarter are: Henry- Kontio
’51, Elinor Ausplund '52, Marvin i
Welt ’53. Janice Garrison '54, Hil- |
dred Robinson '54.

Trombones; J.
Campbell, A
Hannon. J. Dodge, S. Nelson, C.
Jackson. M. Welt, S. Skoglund, P
Grant.
Clarinets; C. Richards, C. Sew
all, A. Wright, J. Talbot, R. March,
L. Jones, C. Hawkins, R. Clark. B
Dennison, H. Kontio.
Baritones; M. Tolman, G. Ames
R. Wixson.
Tenors; R. Burby, K- Keizer, H
Sylvester.
Bass; David McPheters, William Diamond Crew Opens Season
Gould.
Today With Rockland At
Alto Sax; L. Lewis. M Talbot
Community Park Field
J. Leach, D. Small, M. Lane, G
Treat, S. Putnam. P. Benner, L
Coach “Dool" Danly has released
the following baseball schedule:
Thomas.
Drums; H. Crockett, D. Went
26, at Rockland.
worth, T. Sullivan, D. Keating.
30, at Thomaston.
Alto Horns; C. Snow, K. Ross . May 3.
3, at Waldoboro.
M. Burns.
May 7, at Lincoln Academy.
10, at Boothbay.
14. at Rockland.
17. at Thomaston.
Rockport—The band and glee
21, at Waldoboro.
clubs are preparing for the music
24. at Lincoln Academy.
festival, which will be in Brewer
26. at Boothbay.
May 12.
Home games will be played on
Rockport’s field.

Camden Schedule

Notes All Schools

Notes All Schools

It makes your dollars talk

famden—Monday
evening the
members of the Student Council
of Camden High were gutsts at
the April meeting of the P.T.A.
George Merriam, guidance director
at Rockland High School, spoke
to the group on the subject of
guidance in
high schools.
After
the talk, several of the students
asked
questions.
Refreshments
were served and still more ques
tions asked. Student Council mem
bers present were Milton Christie
Barbara
Haynes, Minnie Tran
quilio, Alfred Darrow, Fiiomena
Tranquilio and Basil Arau.

W„iJ

great good sense!

WALLPAPERS
exciting .

year

. .

round fashions . . .
for your walls.

When you look at the times we live in 1:: and then take a look at
this new Chrysler Windsor . . . you might almost think we’d had
advance information and special-built this car just to fit these times!

Rockland—The new three sp^ed
. phonograph was used Thursday
April 12. by Mr Hybels' Junior
English classes to play recordings
of poe’-ry.

Certainly it treats your hard-earned and tight-stretched dollars
with a respect that’s hard to find in a good many things you buyl
To begin with, the Windsor line is the least-priced of the three
I

k

lines of cars we build at Chrysler. To buy one gets you all the
basic goodness Chrysler engineering means, at the very lowest
cost. That's good sense in itself.

Camden—On Tuesday evening,
the Camden High School cheer
leaders were guests of the Lion’s
Club at which time they were pre
sented with gold megaphone pins
engraved with their initials. '1 he
girls enjoyed the fine supper and
the interesting talk given by Rev.
Father Pederson, 8. S. J. E„ a mis
sionary from Northern Maine.

In powerplant, your Windsor brings you Chrysler Spitfire : : }
one of the truly great engines in the whole bright history of
America’s motor cars. Time-proved and owner-beloved, it would
be hard to put your money on a sounder friend than this to live and

travel with you through the months ahead!
As to comfort, Windsor brings you the amazing travel bonus
all Chrysler owners get this year ... the revolutionary new Oriflow
shock absorber. With more than twice the shock-absorbing power
of any other in the world, this amazing new device keeps wheels
steady on the road, and riders steady in their seats.
As you can see, it is no idle claim that this car makes very
special sense in these unusual times. But why not get the whole
good story at first hand? Why not go see your Chrysler Dealer,
very soon?

blew os next year's Poris styles,
the riot of gay color ond the
cxcitmg designs of
Fashion
Maid Wallpaper make
your
home a fashion show-—now ond
every day of the year!
Wollpopers WILL work wonders in
your own home.
See our full
display today.

LOOK
THIS
OH

SEAL

THE

BACK OF
EACH

Rockport—Tickets for the com
bined band concert are on sale. A
prize of $5 will be awarded to the
student who sells the most tick
ets.
Rockland—The teachers on noon
duty this week are Mrs. Reed. (Miss
Tibbetts) Mrs. Viik and Mrs. Rob
inson.

Camden—Dr.
Francis Bailey
President of Gorham Stale Teach
ers College, gave a brief discussion
[on the advantages of a higher ed
ucation to a group of Juniors and
I Seniors Tuesday morning.

FOR

SAMPLE

SEA COAST PAINT CO.

Rockport—Dr.

ROCKLAND, ME.
440 MAIN ST.. TEL. 801-W

READ THE ADS
THE TIMES /

SEEKING STATE HONORS TODAY

Daily,

Miss Jean Moran, 18, Rockland High School Senior who is competing
today in the state finals of the Spear Speaking Contest at Augusta. She
was winner recently in sectional competition at Gardiner and will be one
of five from ail sections of the state in the finals. She has taken as her
subject “Mary of Scotland.’*

HMtaBie
Litelt!
REFRIGERATOR

FOOD FREEZER

COMBINATION
MODEL NHX-t

' <■"AREAL
FREEZER!
. i : YE , • ‘
Freezes fresh foods and leftovers! Stores up
to 53 pounds of frozen foods!

‘

A BIG REFRIGERATOR!

Big enough for big families! Over 14 square
feet of shelf space!

ALNICO MAGNETIC DOORS!
Two doors—each door seals magnetically ...
Closes easily, quietly, firmly! No latches! No
slam! Foot pedal opens lower door!

EXCITING FEATURES!
New Rolla-Drawers for vegetables! New RediCube ice trays—pick out one cube or many!
Lots, lots more!

president

o' Gorham State Teacher’s Col
lege gave a talk Tuesday on the op
portunities for future teachers.

GENERAL ELECTRIC DEPENDABILITY!

Rockland—An important high
school faculty meeting was held
Wednesday at 3.15 in the home
economics rooms of the McLain
school. Refreshments were served
by Mrs. Reed and Miss Danforth.

Over 2,700,000 General Electric Refrigerators
have been in use for 10 years or longer! That’s
a real record!

SPRING FEVER
Beautiful to look at!...

is fun . . . but not in your radiator.

Beautiful to drive!

Overheated

radiators

can

cause

cracked engine blocks . . . costly

CHRYSLER
finest engineered cars in the world

« SMITH’S GARAGE, Rockport, Me.

major
system

repairs.

Let

experts check

our

cooling

and clean

your radiator . . . see that it stays

cool all Spring!

Drive in today.

MAINE WILLYS SALES CO.
28 PARK ST.,
HOCKLAND, ME.
TEL. 700

CENTRAL jAAAINE
fowl*'
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Such inquiries as I have made'
NORTH WALDOBORO
WEST WALDOBORO
discloses a wide interest among
Mr. and Mrs. Roland Miller and
Mr. and Ms. Guy Kennedy of
fishermen for such an undertaking Pcvenal spent last week with her two children of Union were callers
but the spirited enthusiasm seems parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Eug Tuesday night of Mrs. Florence
to lose most of its momentum when ley.
Mank.
it comes in contact with the gen
Mrs. Kenneth Krah and two
Mrs. Philip MdLaughlin and Mr.
eral "defeatist" attitude of Alford daughters have been visiting rela
and Mrs. Paul McLaughlin of Au
Lakes "inner circle."
tives and friends in Connecticut i gusta were guests Sunday of Mr
I have always claimed that the
Mrs William Little, daughter and Mrs. Ruel Orff.
proper approach to the right Mary Lou, and son, Billy, of South
Master Eddie Genthner spent i
cwner of ALfoid Lake properties Bristol spent last week with her
his vacation with his grandpar
would put the solution to this "hot- parents. Mr. and Mrs. Alton Win
ents. Mr. and Mrs. Lavander New
potato" problem in our hands. In chenbach.
bert.
an attempt to secure legal and re
Mr. and Mrs Fiank Peterson of
Master Brian Robinson spent ,
corded information of a possible Methuen. Mass., spent the week- ;
Thursday
w:ith Mr. and Mrs Mer
existing public right of way dat end at their home here.
lin Eugley.
ing back to town incorporat.on 1
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Winchen- j Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Mank were
personally wrote to the board of bach visited their daughter ant; !
week-end guests of her parents,
By Ralph W. Tyler
selectmen of Hope on the date of family. Mr. and Mrs. Reuben Chase- j
Mr. and Mrs. Lexton Mank.
Feb. 16, 1951.
Sunday at Chamberlain.
-With the coming of Spring your about us throughout the long Win
Master Sherwood Reynolds of
The letter was written on ctub Mrs. BI meh D .dge, Miss Betty Lou ■
ter
months.
Thomaston
was the week-end guest
column becomes top-heavy with
Black duck in pairs now along stationary and two, three-een; Ware and Philip Ware of Worces of his grandfather, Chuland Wai
fishing reports" one reader states
stamps
were
enclosed
for
reply
ter, Mass., spent several days last
■ the alder jungles of flooded swamps
ter.
"Haven't you noticed the coming
and meadows, very likely with a That was over two months ago : week with Mr. and Mrs. Fiank
Donna Mank spent a few days
of the birds and the green buds ' nest under cons'ruction nearby To date no reply has been received Sheffield and Mrs. Viola Kuhn
with Marilyn Reynolds in Thom
sweling which means Summer is I and the inale wood-duck with his that I know of.
Mrs. Sherman Smith and two
aston.
again Just around the corner?” | gaudy
plumage
watching his I, however, was more successful sons of Augusta spent last Wed
The Farm Bureau met with Mrs.
Yes I have. Also my annual touch mate out of sight before taking n doing 'business with the Maine nesday and Thursday with her par.
Hattie Williams April 20 with 16
of grippe has paid me a visit. In wing as you flush them from their Fish and Game Association and ents, Mr and Mrs. D. H. Winchen
members present. The next meet
fact the pleasant pastime of early elected nesting spot along the the Department Inland Fisheries bach.
ing will be May 4.
Spring activities out of doors i river.
Miss Carolyn Church of Cushing
and Game, on the subject.
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Pearl and
the most natural environment o.
visited
her
grandmother,
Mrs.
Aud

These and many other signs; At a forthcoming meeting of the
children of Pittsfield, have been
grippe germs, and in my minds eye
that have inspired artists and poets Association it is expected that rey French last week.
visiting at the home of Mrs Glenys
I can usually see the dark shadow
Mark Smith, with friends of
for centuries to paint and write the committee now in charge ol
Burnheimer.
of pneumonia hanging over the
possibilities at Alford Lake for a Marblehead, Mass., spent the week
of Spring have come again.
Charlotte Orff spent a few days
boat as I spend hours of chilly si
end
at
his
home
here.
To me they will never become public right of way will be auguwith her brother and sister-in-law,
lence trolling for the fastidiou- commonplace. Seeing these year mented by at least three members
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Orff, in
salmon, usually without success, after year is a seasonable ven- [ of the Megunticook Fish and Game go largely by the typographica:
Winthrop.
at this time of year.
ture, a heritage I would not miss Association who have several act maps of this area compiled by the
Mrs. Orrie Swett and two chil
Yes the sights and sounds of
United
States
Government,
and
The man or woman who finds ive members in the town of Hope
dren of Portland were dinner
Spring are all about us. Small no time in their pursuits of liv and who share a more unanimous find them very accurate.
guests Thursday of Maude Mank.
flocks of purple gTackles tip toeing
Doubtless "Salt Pond” was a local
ing to share in the rare gifts ol approval of the project as a whole.
Mrs. Harry Hall of Framingham.
nervously about in the dooryard
nature in tne Spring are most un Information from Salt Pond in name of long standing and aptly Mass., was a guest of her parents,
one bright rimmed eye ever alert fortunate.
the Cushing. Friendship tidewater given for this body of water by
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Orff.
for any danger.
Brown trout, often scorned be area is that this spot has borne residents of that area.
Arthur Pinel of Hingham, Mass.,
The downy woodpecker tapping
cause they are not too easily its present name for many, many The government map service was a luncheon guest Tuesday of
on every promising looking dead
caught by the “schoolboys cus years, and was not so titled by however merely calls it Medun- Mr. and Mrs. Victor Ghighi.
limb of the orchard in search ot
tom," of a gob of worms, appear to he K C.F.G. Association as I re cook, River and in putting it into
Maude Mank is having a vaca
a suitable spot to drill himself a be coming into their own with cently stated in this column.
the records of the State Fish and
tion from the Post Office. Mrs.
nesting place.
Furthermore the tidewater ba Game Department as an addition Alice Duncan of New Sharon is
' growing esteem this Spring in this
The male bluebird proudly bring
sin was always a "hang-out” lor to their fish stocking program the ’
entral coa tai area of Maine.
taking her place.
ing his intended mate to have a
fish .particularly smelts and eels name of Salt Pond was filed with!
Mrs. Maude Mank spent Sunday
Sw.
u
Lak.
and
Georges
Lakd
look at the wonderful birdhouse
I am grateful for this correction the first request for trout.
afternoon calling on her cousins,
|
m
Waldo
County,
Biscay
in
Linhe has db overed in your dooryard
In the revision of maps now be- j
and other historic facts to at least
Mrs. Bertha Crocker and Mrs
ing conducted to bring them up'
only to be defeated by her . om coln and China Lake in Kennebec three different sources.
Grace Rollins in Manchester.
iiave
been
producing
some
excellj
when she finds its opening too
When preparing items of geo to date it will likely carry the pre
small to permit her passage intc I ent fishing for browns over the graphic nature for this column I sent title officially.
I Advertise in The Courier-Gazette
| past few week-ends.
its chamber.
The astounding aerial acrobatics I read in "Sportmen Say" that
Lr Swan Lake, which has only re
of the male woodcock as he gyrate
himself to utter exhaustion in a cently be n stocked with browns,!
“show off” before his grounded they are already providing good
fishing and because of their bright
mate.
coloring they have teen mistaken |
The appearance of insect hatch
es with wings of finest gauze from for almon by fishermen not fo-1
eggs and larvae that lay hidden all ! miliar with their markings.
Pew lakes in his area have un-!
dersone such a \ ariety of game
fish instructions as has Swan
Landlocked salmon, brooktrout and
bass being quite reliably established
there for years there was an at-1
I tempi made to introduce Sock-eye
• SUN TAN
salmon.
• SILVER GRAY
• DARK GRAY
This did not, or let me say has
not paid off satisfactorily. The re
PANTS, $3.29. $3.49,
cent switch to brown trout now
$3.95. $5.45
ppears to have turned the trick
I predict that under the present
SHIRTS. $2.45. $2.95.
stocking policy in Knox County
$3.29. $3.49
we hall soon see our share of the
tpparent success of brown trout
GRAY COVERTS
introduction into our waters of
rather low or even doubtful suit
PANTS. $2.98
ability for other species of the
SHIRTS. $1.98
almon" family.
The public right of way into Al
GENUINE LEVIS. $3.95 ford
Lake, a project instigated by
i the Knox County Pish and Game
1 Association, as a possible under
taking and surely one of worthy
consideration to all who would fish
there, appears to be suffering from
MtnY-NAVY STORE the usually tatal malady of poor
: co-operation."

Snap beans take to tomato sauce
Harry Isaacs, owner of Brook
field Farms and two eligible horses flavor ed with a little finely grated
(Continued from page Fourteen! to the Kentucky Derby, formerly onion and the merest dash of all
the supervisor. The plan for a bred pedigreed degs.
spice.
minimum of bi-weekly classes with
glee clubs for this level, as in the
days of Miss Hagar and Mrs. Jill
son. would allow a much broader
field of development for the stu
dents.
Rockland High School has three
glee club groups under direction of
the supervisor and a band under
direction of Mr. Crockett, engaging
the interest of approximately 200
students. These groups meet once
a week during activity period in
the McLain music room. Activities
include programs for Christmas,
assemblies. National Honor, Bacca
laureate, various clubs, concert per
formances and attendance at con
certs. In short, rarely is there a i
public performance that does not j
include music. Supervisors beg for
engineers who understand what i
acoustics and fresh air mean in the I
planning of music rooms of the ;
future.
Twenty-two pianos are in uce at
the present time, ranging fair to |
bad in condition. However, even !
the poor ones serve to “widen hori
zons" and add immeasurably to the
life of a school room. By the use
of record players and a record
library made available largely
through the interest and support !
of the Parent-Teacher Associations,
the students are enjoying an in- !
creasing acquaintance of stories of |
composers, and their music. Stu- i
dent tickets to the Community |
Concert Series, donated by inter- j
ested friends and various clubs,
have been the source of much ap
preciation among the students.
There is a splendid enthusiasm i
throughout the department. Cer- (
talnly there is no lack of talent. '
Rockland takes pride in its support
of music and follows with great
Interest those students who are j
continuing further, their careers ■
in the college Glee Clubs, church
choirs, concert and teaching fields. '

Know Your Schools

CHINO PANTS
AND SHIRTS

SUITS

Price

KILROYS

ASSORTED
COLORS

TOPPERS

Navy, Checks, Colors, Gabardines, Wools

WHILE THEY LAST

Save money on gas with

No Memos — No Charges — No Returns

a Studebaker truck!

ALL SALES FINAL

Cash in on Studebakers streamlining!
No excess bulk! No waste ofpower!

JUST LOOK AT

45.00; now $22.50

TICKET AND CUT

35.00; now

PRICE IN HALF

22.50; now

LONG
COATS
Some Ol These In Values to $39.75.

17.50

These Are This Spring’s Coats. We Have to

11.25

Make Room for Summer Merchandise.

ETC.

Cotton Dresses

You can tee at a glanr® why a Studebaker
truck it a gas-saver.

There't no superfluous poundage fo interfere

Nylon Hosiery

CHILDRENS’

EVERY SPRING

IRREGULARS

COATS - SUITS

HAT

O
«
p!I
X
•
2 for ’5 ** pairs A
ALL NEW

VALUES TO $4.95

VALUES TO $1.69

LOOK AT

TICKET AND

s?

a /
■
l/oU^IAA

mice

THESE INCLUDE ALL WOOLS

IN STOCK.
VALUES

TO $7.95

$

1

with a Studebaker truck engine’s in-built thrift.
Select your Studebaker truck now. A half ton,
three-quarter ton or one ton pick-up or ttake. A

rugged one-and-one-half ton or two ton model.
Two marvelous Studebaker-built engines__ a

NO CHARGES

highly efficient Econ-o-miser—or a high torque

Power-Plus —assure ycu top performance.

ROCKLAND MOTOR COMPANY

245 MAIN STREET,
ROCKLAND, MAINE
TELEPHONE 920

NO MEMOS

SAVITT’S, Inc.
‘STYLE WITHOUT EXTRAVAGANCE”

369 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND, MAINE

THIS WEEK-END ONLY.
COME EARLY.

